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INTRODUCTION 

The portion of Oregon and Washington west of the Cascade Range 
is one of the most important forest regions of the country. Its 
forests now contain about one-fourth of the entire standing-timber 
supply of the United States; its lumber mills are now producing 
yearly about one-fourth of all the lumber cut in the United States. 
This forest region is or immense economic importance to the Nation, 
not only because of its present great supply of virgin timber and its 
large annual contribution of useful lumber products but also because 
of its great possibilities for the continuous production of superior 
forest crops in large quantities from lands eminently suited to that 
purpose alone. 

Western Oregon and Washington is spoken of as the Douglas fir 
region on account of the preponderance of thi9 species, which makes 
up 66 percent (340,000,000,000 bd. ft.) of the total stand of all species 
estimated at 515,000,000,000 bd. ft. Here Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga 
taxijolia) reaches its best development, both in size and quality of 

1 Material supplied by Donald Bruce for the 1040 rcviHion (sct' p_ 64) wn~ derh'ed from 
" the basic data used in the cOlllplllltion of this bullet.!n. 

In the 1961 revision, clarifying materiai hUH Ilcen added (p. 12). with U reference to 
a 1955 publication. 

1 
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the individual trees, and in density and rapid growth of its stands. 
The .original forest of this region covered about 28,000,000 acres, but 
logging, fires, and land clearing have reduced this area to something 
less than 24,000,000 acres (9).2 

A vast acreage of primeval forest thus remains, embracing many 
large tracts of splendid old-~owth timber, with trees 5 feet and 
larger in diameter and cruismg over 100,000 board feet per acre. 
However, not every acre is covered with a dense stand of old-growth 
trees. Many stands have been thinned by fire, and in some places 
the old growth has been completely exterminated by fire or logging. 
Still other stands are decrepit wIth age. As for the logged-over 
and burned-over areas, many have satisfactorily restocked with 
young trees, but others are only sparsely stocked or are entirely barren 
of second growth. Ownership of forest acreage in the Douglas 
fir region is rather evenly divided between the public and private 
owners, but the volume of timber inprivate ownership is considerably 
larger. 

In this region an immense logging and lumbering industry has 
come into being within the past.few decades. Washington now ranks 
first among the States in volume of lumber production, and Oregon 
has second place. Each year approximately 75,000 acres in western 
Oregon and 145,000 in western Washington are logged over. The 
579 sawmills and 144 shingle mills in the western part of these two 
States in 1927 cut 9,881,414,000 board feet of lumber, and of this, 80 
per cent was Douglas fir. Inasmuch as the stand of virgin timber 
IS by no means unlimited, the permanence of this lumber industry, 
which now contributes 65 per cent of the entire industrial pay roll 
of Oregon and 1Vashington, hinges to a considerable degree upon 
the continued production of forest crops from lands chiefly suitable 
for this purpose. 

In western Oregon and Washington, both inside and outside the 
national forests, at least 15,000,000 acres of land is estimated to be 
chiefly suitable for the continuous growing of crops of Douglas fir 
and its associates. As the supply of mature timber becomes less 
the forests which to-day are immature and the lands which are yet 
to be reforested will furnish an increasingly large part of the timber 
supply. Ultimately the lumber production of the entire region must 
come from such young or second-growth stands. 

Since the continued existence and prosperity of the lumber indus
try in the Pacific Northwest is so dependent upon the growth that 
takes plnce in these still immature stands of Douglas fir and upon 
areas yet to be logged and reforested, it is important to have definite 
information concerning the potential yields on these forest lands. 
The owner of timberland who contemplates ra.ising crops or timber 
on his land in such succession or alternation as to produce a sustained 
annual yield of a fixed volume, the investor in growing timber, and 
the manufacturer looking for a future supply of raw material, all 
are interested in knowing the growth and yield possibilities of 
Douglas fir stands. They should know how many years it will be 
before trees now too small to cut will be of merchantable size, how 
many trees of each size class there will be of various ages during the 

• Italic numbers In parentheses refer to Literature Cited, p. 74. 
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life of the forest, and how iarge a harvest may be expected at any
given age. . 

Anticipating this need, the Forest Service has prepared the yield 
figures here presented. They will help anyone who is interested in a 
future timber crop in this region to determine the profitableness of 
timber growing on various classes of land, to decide upon the best 
age at which to cut the timber, to predict the probable future size of 
the trees, and to estimate the prospective value of the crop. 

Opportunity to study the yield of young Douglas fir forests was 
abundantly afforded by the many areas where such forests of various 
ages and OIl various types of land have originated naturally after 
logging or following severe fires that killed the tbrmer stands. Many 
of these young forests are so uniform and well stocked that they are 
a· fair index of what may be expected hereafter under intensive forest 
management. Some are very extensive, even aged, uniformly stocked 
with trees, and unbroken over thousands of acres; others are but 
small patches surrounded by timber of another age, or, rarely, are a 
composite of several age classes. 

Estimates place the total area of Douglas fir forests originating 
on old burns and now 20 to 120 years old at 2,500,000 acres in 
Oregon and 2,000,000 acres in Washmgton; in addition there are at 
present in the two States about 500,000 acres of Douglas fir second 
growth on cut-over lands. Over half of this 5,000,000 acres is pri
vately owned. A survey made in 1922 by the Forest Service on 
5,910,529 acres of national forests within the Douglas fir zone showed 
2,009,580 acres of Douglas fir under 120 years old. From this survey 
jt appears that about 34 per cent of the stands on the national forests 
in the Douglas fir zone are less than 120 years old (pI. 1) ; these areas 
are rather evenly distributed between the various age classes except 
that the 1 to 20 year class is relatively larger. ThIS proportion of 
young growth to old growth probably is not as large on privately 
owned lands outside the national forests. 

The yield tables here given were constructed from measurements 
of trees on sample areas laid out in a great many representative 
young forests, and supplemented by the periodic remeasurement of a 
number of permanent plots which have been under observation for as 
long as 15 years. Figure 1 shows the location of the 261 individual 
forests or tracts covered by the study. All told, during the course 
of the survey measurements were obtained on 2,052 sample plots. 
Some were in stands only 20 years old, some in stands 160 years old, 
and others in forests 'of nearly every age between these extremes. 
The principal combinations of soil and climatic factors in this re
gion were considered, ranging- from localities with very little rain
fall to those where over 100 mches of rain falls every year; gravel 
soils, clay soils, loam soils; and altitudes from a few feet to over 3,000 
feet. In this way a series of composite pictures was built up, one 
illustrating the conditions existing at various ages in forests grow
ing under highly favorable circumstances, another showing the con
ditions under the least favorable circumstances, and still others il
lustrating intermediate conditions. The measurements so obtained 
:fJ:"om representative forest areas, reduced to tabular form, show what 
probably will be yielded or produced by a forest at different stages 
In its life. The study of Douglas fir growth was beg~n in 1909 by 
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Thornton T. Munger (8), was continued in 1911 by E. J. Hanzlik 
(4), and has been materially augmented by a large amount of field 
work by the author in 1924-25. 

THE DOUGLAS FIR REGION AND ITS FORESTS 

Douglas fir grows naturally in most of the temperate portions of 
western North America.s It natural range is, roughly, from nor
thern British Columbia southward in the Rocky Mountains through 
Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, New Mexico, and Ari
zona to Mexico; and in the coastal States through Washington, Ore
gon, and as far south as central California. This bulletm is con
cerned only with the region west of the Cascade Range in 'Vash
ington and Oregon, where Douglas fir is the dominant forest species 
and reaches its maximum development, a long narrow strip extend
ing from the upper slopes of the Cascade Range to the Pacific Ocean 
and from southwestern British Columbia almost to the Oregon-Cali
fornia boundary, an area approximately 100 miles wide and 450 miles 
long. 

Typical of the region are rugged mountains and broad fertile 
valleys. The soils include sterile gravels, sands, heavy clays, loose 
friable loams, volcanic ash, and almost every possible combination 
of these individual classes. As a rule, the mountain soils are mostly 
clays and loams, and the soils of the valleys are largely loams and 
gravels; but no hard and fast line of distinction can be made, for 
the several soil classes are to a great extent intermingled in many 
areas. Even.within a township it is often possible to find several 
distinct classes of soils. 

The climate of the Douglas fir region is exceptionally favorable 
for conifer growth. Except at high elevations in the mountains, 
the winters are short and rarely severe. The growing season thus 
is long and usually free from extremes of heat or cold. The average 
temperature during the season for tree growth 'is about 56° F. The 
amount of annual precipitation varies from an exceptional minimum 
of about 20 inches on the leeward east slopes of the Olympic Moun
tains to over 100 inches along the coast and on the upper west slopes. 
Most of the region has an annual precipitation of 40 to 60 inches. 
Below 1,500 feet nearly all the precipitation is in the form of rain, 
but from June to September there is little rain anywhere in the 
region. 

Although Douglas fir predominates in the region and grows under 
almost every varIety of conditions up to the limit of its distribution, 
the forests of western Oregon and Washington are by no means re
stricted to this species. According to the species predominating, the 
Douglas fir region may be divided into three subr~gions called the 
fog-belt type, the upper-slope type, and the Douglas fir type proper. 

The fog-belt type occurs as a narrow strip along the seacoast, 
where the rainfall is exceedingly heavy and moisture-dripping fogs 

• Two species of Paeudotaugll are native to North America: Douglas fir, p, taxifolia,
and blgeone spruce, P. macrooorpa. Some botanists Bubdlvlde P. talrlfolla. according to 
the color at tbe tollage or form of tree characteristic of dlll'erent regions. Thus, the 
green Douglas fir of the Pacific coast Is called P. lalrlfo/ia, the blue Douglas fir ot Colo
rado Is called P. glauca, and another form Interm~diate between tbe green and blue 
torDl's Is sometimes referred to as P. tallJlfolia. vnr, cacs/a. There are also a number ot 
varieties of Douglas fir recognized by arborlcuIturists. In J<~urope, P. taxlfolla. Is usually
r.alled P. Dougla.ti. 

http:Dougla.ti
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roll in from the ocean even during the summer months. Here the 
very moist soil and cool atmosphere conditions favor the growth of 
western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) and Sitka spruce (Picea 
sitchen.ns), often to" the exclusion of Douglas fir. In the southern 
part of the fog-belt type, the valuable Port Orford cedar (0hamaecy
pa1is l(%UJsoniana) also takes a prominent place in these forests. 
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FIGURE 1.-Area in Oregon and Washington included in the Douglas tlr ylE'ld study.
Each solid dot represents a Douglas tlr forest in which several (I\snally about 10) 
temporary sample plots were laid out and measured. The encircled crosses rep
resent periodic remeasurements of one or a group of permanent sample plots 

The upper-slope type of forest occurs at moderate to high alti
tudes in the Cascade Mountains, where Douglas fir gradually yields 
its place to western red cedar (Thuja plicata), western hemlock, 
western white pine (Pinus monticola) , noble fir (Abies nobili.~), 
silver fir (A. amabilis), alpine fir (A. lasiO<Ja'l'pa), mountain hem
lock (Tsuga 1nel'tensiana), and Alaska cedar (0hamaecyparis noot
katensis). 

http:sitchen.ns
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The Douglas fir type proper occurs in the valleys of the Puget 
Sound-Willamette River Basins, on the mountains of the Coast 
Ranges, and on the- foothills and lower slopes of the Cascade Range. 
These for'ests consist almost entirely of Douglas fir intermingled 
with small quantities of western hemlock, western red cedar, lowland 
white fir (A, grdlndris), and occasionally silver fir, noble fir, and 
western white pine. The few broad-leaved trees of most common 
occurrence here and in the fog-belt type are bigleaf maple (Ace1' 
macrophyllum), red alder (Alnus rubra) , black cottonwood (Populus 
triahocarpa), and Oregon white oak (Q1lercus garnJana). 

GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FOREST 

Young forests, whether on old burns or on logged areas, consist 
to a high degree of Douglas fir, most stands being over 80 per cent, 
and ruany 100 per cent, of this species. This is due to the ability of 
Douglas fir to establish itself by natural means more successfully 
than any of its associates in open areas following fire or logging. 
(PI. 2.) These young forests as a rule are even aged, the larger 
trees in anyone forest seldom varying by more than a few years. 

Although a new forest starts with many thousands of small 
t.rees to the acre, only a small proportion of these survive until 
the stand reaches maturity. (PIs. 3 and 4.) At, 10 years of age 
on reasonably good land there are about 900 trees to the acre. some 
of them 10 or 12 feet tall and clothed to the ground with living 
limbs. At 30 years of age at least one-half of these trees are dead, 
several of the survivors are more than 12 inches in diameter and 
90 feet tall, and on all the surviving trees the lower branches, though 
they still hang on, dry and brittle, have been killed by the intense 
shade. ""'ben the forest is 100 years old there are only about 80 
!iving trees to the acre, but most of them are now 2 or 3 feet in 
diameter. The larger trees are nearly 200 feet tall and have nearly 
attained their full height growth; dead branches have dropped off 
thl' trunks for at least half the total length; the bark has thickened 
greatly, become deeply furrowed, and turned a dark gray-brown. 
'fhe ground is strewn with trees which have died, and the holes 
80 made in the forest canopy admit enough light to permit the estab
lishment of shrubby plants and occasional small hemlocks, cedars, 
and white firs. 

Most of the present young stands of Douglas fir, such as were 
studied for the purposes of this bulletin, originated naturally fol
lowing fires which destroyed the previous forests. Other young 
forests have come in on logged-over areas. The extensive stands 
of Douglas fir now 60 to 80 years old in the Willamette Valley ang 
on the foothills in Oregon are commonly assumed to have originated 
about the time that intensive settlement of the valley brought to an 
end the setting of brush fires by Indians to maintain pasture for 
their horses. 

Overmature forests have a large proportion of other species~ 
mostly western hemlock and western red cedar. This is due to the 
fact that Douglas fir does not endure heavy shade, and for this 
reason there is no understory forest of young Douglas fir to take 
the place of the old trees as they die from old age or lose out to 
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their neighbors in the competition for sunlight. Western red cedar, 
western hemlock, white fir, and other species which can grow in 
the shade of the mature forest fill in the places left vacant by the 
dying Douglas firs. 

GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TREE 

In the Pacific Northwest, Douglas fir is a tall, massive tree with 
slowly tapering trunk, attaining great si~e and age. Excepting only 
the sequoias of California, Douglas fir is the largest tree of the 
North American forests. Trees 5 or 6 feet in diameter and 250 
feet tall are common in mature forests. In general, however, trees 
more than 8 or 9 feet in diameter and 275 feet in height and more 
than 500 years old are rare.4 

The inability of Douglas fir to live in its O-Nn dense shade insures, 
in well-stocked stands, the early death and gradual shedding of the 
lower branches and the production of clear 'lumber thereafter. Sen
sitiveness to shade varies with age, young trees being more shade 
resistant than old trees. Likewise, trees having favorable growth 
conditions are more tolerant of shade than those on the poorer sites. 
Early in life Douglas fir is able to with!3tand some side shading, but 
after about the twenty-fifth year the tree is unable to make sati!:!fac
tory growth or to live in either side or overhead shade. 

Young Douglas firs are fairly safe at present from indigenous 
fungous diseases. Studies by J. S. Boyce indicate thut in stands less 
than 100 years old the loss through decay ordinarily amounts to less 
than 2.5 per cent of the total merchantable volume of the stand. 
Damage by tree-killing insects is restricted to a very few species, and 
the only serious attacks have occurred near the marginal limits of 
the tree's distribution. Ice storms occasionally break. the to:ps out 
of trees, and those so damaged seldom recover their places m the 
forest canopy. Crown fires sometimes destroy many acres of Doug
las fir forests, but are rare· in young stands. Surface fires, on the 

'The greatest diameter so far authentically reported Is ot a tree until very recently
standing In a grove ot giant cPdars and firs near Minerai, Wash. (PI. 5.) This tree,
measured in 1924 with steel tape and AllDey level, had a diameter of 15.4 feet at 4.5 feet 
above the mean ground level, and a height (up to a broken top) of 225 teet. A large part 
ot the -interior ot the tree has been burned out at the base, leaving a doorIlke opening at 
one side. The rings of yearly growth are plainly visible In the charred walls of the in
terior, and by counting these rings the age ot the tree was estimated to be 1,020 years (In
1924). Another large tree about 15 feet in diameter was reported In 1900 by E. T. Allen, 
who writes, .. It was about 3'1.. miles from Ashford, Wash., on the Mount Rainier road, and 
was a fnllen tree which Itself lay quite sound, but the.s-lump which was about 25 feet 
high had been burnt or rotted out from one side. leaving a large opening. I rode a 
horse Into this stump, turned him around. and rode out again. It was a small horse,
but you can see It was also a big tree." The tallest Douglas II r on record was rpported
In 1900 by E. T. Allpn. This tree, fonnd near Little Rock, Wash., was 330 teet tall 
and had a diameter of 71.6 Inches. A down tree 380 teet long has been reported, but,
untortunately, the dptal1a at the measurement were never recorded and the exact location 
of the tree forl(otten. Other talI trees for which accurate information Is available are 
the following: One near Hoquiam, Wash., 318 feet: one at Little Rock, Wash., 310 feet: 
one near Darrington, Wash., 325 teet: one near Pawn, on the Siuslaw National Forest 
in Oregon, 295 teet. Several Instances at exceptional volume of individual Douglas fir 
logs have been reported. At Bellingham, Wash., a log 12 feet in diameter at the butt,
278 teet long, scaled 105.000 board feet, Scribner rule. At Clear Lake, Wash., a log
12.9 feet In diameter at the butt, 170 feet long, scaled 78,000 board feet, Scribner rule. 
The oldest Douglas IIr of which there Is any authenti(' record was found in 1913 by 
Ranger Hilligoss on the Finney Creek watershed alJ.Jut 30 miles east of Mount Vernon, 
Wash. The age count was made on a section about 40 teet above the stump, and the 
age at that pOint was 1,375 years. Since at least 25 years were required to reach the 
height at which the age count was made. this tree D1Ust have been over 1400 years old 
when cut. The next oldest is the tree at Mineral. There may be taller, older, or larger 
trees than thesE', but the Forest Service has no record of I\ccurntely measured trees 
which surpass those described, 
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other hand, do little damage to mature trees protected by their thick 
bark, but are responsible for a great deal of damage in young stands, 
scarring the bases of the thin-barked trees and thus exposing them 
to windthrow or fungous attacks. 

Douglas fir reproduces itself only from seed; it does not sprout 
as do many of the hardwoods and a few of the conifers. The seed 
matures in August and September and most of it falls from the cones 
within a month or two; but good seed often continues to be shed until 
the following spring. As a rule, Douglas fir has a large seed crop 
over the entire region about every three or foul' years, the interven
ing crops being either total failures or light. 

Douglas fir normally is a deep-rooted species on the drier loams 
and very dry gravels, but this characteristic of the root system ap
pears to be determined largely by the quantity of moisture present 
in the soil. On wet clay soils so shallow a root system is developed 
that isolated trees are liable to be overthrown by the wind i and 
windthrow is particularly prevalent in the wet soils of river bbttoms. 

Douglas fir stands, as well as logs and lumber, are often referred 
to as " red fir " or "'yellow fir," according to the color and quality of 
the wood. Both kinds of wood may be iu the same tree, the coarse
grained center being reddish and the fine-grai~ed outer portions 
of the stem yellowish. The yellow fir is considered more desirable 
than red fir because of its colo!', fine grain, and easy-working qual
ities. The formation of red fir wood is commonly attributed to 
rapidity of growth, and since the rate of growth diminishes with 
age, the trees in old forests are likely to contain a relatively large 
proportion of the yellow wood. For this reason, young Douglas 
fir forests are freqllently referred to as red fir forests and older 
stands classed as yellow fir forests. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING YIELD OF DOUGLAS FIR 

The yield of the growirlg forest at any given age is determined by 
site quality and degree of stocking. A brief analysis of these factors 
will be presented; a complete discussion of them is beyond the 
scope of this buUetin. The actual yields obtainable from any stand 
are affected by other factors also, such as the intensity of the utiliza
tion and the amount of defect; these are discussed in later 
paragraphs. 

SITE QUALITY 

Various combinations of the physical characteristics of forest 
areas, such as soil, drainage, rainfall, temperature, altitude, slope, 
and aspect, result in different degrees of fttvorableness for tree 
growth. The combined effect of these characteristics on the stand is 
embraced in the term" site" or" site quality." (PI. 6.) Between the 
best and poorest sites in the Douglas fir region is a range in produc
tivity, as measared in cubic feet of wood produced, of over 250 per 
cent. It would be difficult, if not impossible, to determine the part 
that each physical factor has in making an area productive, although 
this study has given some indications of the combinations of factors 
that contribute toward productivity. For practical purposes in 
using yield tables it is essential to have only a measure of the 
combined effect. 
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F27580 
A TYPICAL STAND OF YOUNG DoUGLAS FIR 

A healthy stand or Douglas fir about 100 years old in Clackamas County. Oreg. The rorest canopy is 
beginning to open and the light thus admitted to the ground has enabled the establishment or a thick 
growth or underbrush. 
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F195027 203870 

THRIFTY YOUNG STANDS OF DOUGLAS F'IR ARE ABUNDANT ON OLD 
BURNS AND LOGGED OFF LANDS 

A <exterIor) and B (Interior) vIews of Douglas flr stnnds about 45 years old. The remarkably uniform height 
development of the young trees and the overtopping seed trees are characteristic. Stnnd B. which Is on 
land that once was cultivated, has 438 trees and 6,789 cubic feet to the acre. 
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THE LIFE CYCLE OF A DOUGLAS FIR FOREST 

A, A dense stand 9 years old. There aro thousands of trees to the acrr, ~ome of which are 10 or 12 feet tall. The period of rapid height growth has begun and during the next 
decade these trees will make their greatest yearly Increase In height; B, the stand is now 52 years old, and hIlS retained nbout 275 trees to the acre, averaging 12.5 Inches in dl· 
ameter, of which 136 trees are 12 Inrhes or lar~er in diameter with a volume of 27,000 bOl\Td feet (Scribner full scale). Within the next 20 years many or the dead limbs now 
persisting on the trees will fall to the ground, and thTilUgh the death of many of the young trees the stand will open suffiplently to admit sunlight for the establishment of 
underbrush. 
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THE LIFE CYCLE OF A DoUGLAS FIR FOREST 

A, 	By the time the stand is 140 yellrs old many oC the trees have been shaded out. There nrc now 170 trees to the acre, averaging 211.2 inche.q in diam
etert ODd the 158 tree.~ 12 inches and larger in diameter contain IW.l\OO board foot (8crihn(;r Cull S<'.ale). As a re.qult of growing in a full end evenly
stoc.o:ed atand the tree.q are straight, and free from large knots; B, when the forest rp.achca aoo or 400 years old, about 50 or 60 Douglas fir tnleS to the 
acre remain. The forest r.anopy has opened greatly owing to the death of many of the trees, and a number of young hemlocks and cedars are taking
full advantllge of this opportunity to obtain !\ dominant pl!\Ce in the forest. 	 . 
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A GIANT DoUGLAS FIR 

The largest Douglas ftr of which thore Is an BCCUrate record stands near 
Minerai, W8IIh. In 1924, Its circumference at 4.5 feet above the ground 
W811 49 feet, equivalent to a diameter of 15.4 feet; height to a broken top 
W811 22li feet; age, 1,020 years. This tree fell recently. (Photograph ·by 
Boland.) 
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SlTE QUALiTY AFFECTS GROWTH IN VOLUME 

A, Douglas fir on site Class III; the Corest Is 66 years old, there are 364 trees to the ncre, 8verllJ(Ing IO.fllnches In diameter, and the volume oC the 119 trees 12 Inrhes and 
larger in diameter Is 20,000 board Cret (Srrlbncr Cull scale); B, Douglas fir on site Class Il In the same Corest; the Corest Is 70 years old, there arc 152 trees to th,' ncre, 
averaging 16.8 Inches In dlnmetcr, and the 124 trees 12 Inches and Inr~er In dhmeter have a volume oC 52,000 board Crrt \flcrlbncr Cull scale). 
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THE EFFECT OF DENSITY OF STOCKING ON QUALITY 

..... 	Llmby timber Is the re.~ult of trees growing In a sparsely stocked stand. This Is the kind· of timber foresters and tlmberh.ud owners do not want to grow and which 
can be avoided with proper lore,t management. This 64-year·old timber has plenty 01 volume but wUl produce lumber 01 very low quality; B. pro~r density of stock· 
Ing results In an excellent stRnd of timht>r typiCliI of what may be eJreeted under good forest management. Diameters are smaller than when grown with a wide 
RpflClng but there arc more tree.~ to the BCre and the Individual trees bave fewer large limbs on the lower portions of tbelr stemR. This Is tbe same stand as In A. but 
here the trees average 200 to the acre of whleh 175 arc 12 Inches and larger In diameter. and yield 80.000 board leet (Scribner full &l8le). 

http:tlmberh.ud
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Altitude influences the productivi'/;Y of an area. by shortening the 
growing season and lowermg the m£\an temperature. Since at high 
elevations growth begins late and stops early, high-altitude areas are 
less productive than those at low eleV'l!.tions, even though soil, drain
age, and other conditions are favorable. In this study, 89 per cent 
of the areas ranking as Site I were fc\und below an altitude of 1,500 
feet, end no Site I areas were found a~)ove 2,000 feet. 

Aspect was found to be an impor;';ant factor in regulating the 
productivity of forest sites. The mosr. rapid growth was found on 
slopes facing north, northeast, and eSist, probably because the soil 
on these exposures is less subject to th'~ drying rays of the summer 
sun and consequently remains more linolst than on other aspects. 
Ninety fer cent of the Site I areas measured during the course of 
this stUGY were on north, northeast, and east aspects. The south to 
west aspects were found to be more variable in their effect on site 
than the north to east aspects. Although the least productive areas 
were found on south, southwest, and west aspects, occasional Site I 
areas and a moderat$ly large number of Site II areas were found on 
these exposures. All of the Site V plots were on south to west 
aspects, or on level ground. 

Soil undoubtedly plays a most important part in regulating the 
productivity of any area. Even though there be abundant rainfall, 
a long, warm growing season, and every other condition conducive 
to rapid growth, if the soil is lacking in food substances (or if there 
is an excess of certain substances), if it is extremely shallow or the 
drainage is deficient, growth will be slow, and large yields will not 
be attained. The most rapid growth and the laro-est yields of 
Douglas fir are obtained on deep, well-drained sandy loam soils. 
Clay soils apparently rank second in productivity, and those soils 
which are mainly gravel are the least productive. 

It is difficult to separate the effect of rainfall from the effect of 
other physical factors influencing site quality. The results of this 
study indicate in general, however, that abundant precipitation if; 
essential for rapid growth and large yields. The most productive 
areas having favorable soil and altitude were found in localities 
where the annual precipitation is more than 60 inches. Conversely, 
on areas where the soil and altitude apparently are favorable, but 
where the rainfall is less than 30 inches annually, the trees were 
growing slowly, and the total yields were small. 

Slope affects site quality by reason of the fact that, even when 
other factors remain the same, a change in the gradient may result in 

/' an increased or decreased rate of growth.5 

STOCKING 

The comple~ness of stocking of a forest area has a decidedly im
portant effect on yield, not only on the volume production but 111so 
on the quality of the wood produced. Where there are but few trees 
per acre the Increase in volume of individual trees is very rapid, but 

• Aside trom the Influence tha t slope has on site quality, the degree Of slope also affects 
the yield per acre. For horizontally measured acres an Increase In slope reBults In an 
Increased area of soil surface per acre. An Increase In gradient likewise makes possible 
a more advantageous exposure of the crowns with resultant Increase In denalty of stock
Ing, and this holds true even If the hillside acre Is aurface measured and thus has the 
:'II1me surface area 8S an acre on level ground. The effect of aiope on yield Is described 
In a, later paragraph. 
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tree.3 growing under these conditions will have many large limbs, a 
gnarled, rough appearance, and lumber from such open-grown trees 
will contain large knots, will be coarse grained, and consequently 
will he of low quality. When the trees are closely spaced the limbs 
on the lower portions of the stems are small and die early because 
of shading, and the lumber from closely grown trees therefore has 
fewer and smaller knots, a finer texture, and a higher quality. 

The density of stocking may also affect the character of the prod
uct (pI. 7), determining, for example, whether a large or a small 
proportion of the trees has the proper taper or clear surface which 
renders them suitable for special purposes, such as telegraph poles 
or piling. 

Though quality production is perhap£ of as great economic impor
tance as quantIty production, the present study was confined to the 
latter phase, and no systematic information is yet available regard~ 
ing the quality vields at different ages, for different site qualities, 
and for different"' degrees of stocking. 

GROWTH AND YIELD TABLES 

TERMS USED 

The following ex.planations are given of the terms used in the dis
cussion and tabulation of growth and yield. 

YieUil.-The volume per acre in full~ stocked stands at stated 
ages by anyone of several standards ot measure. The yield-table 
values include only living trees, and do not show the very consider
able increase in total yield which can be had by taking advantage of 
thinnings, even if the thinning operations do no more than remove 
the trees which normally will die as the stand grows older. No 
allowance is made in the computations of yield for possible loss in 
logging through defect and breakage. 

Mean annual inG'remeni.-The average yearly increase in volume 
computed for the total age of a s~and at any period in its life. See 
below. 

Periodia annum i1W1'e"ment.-The average yearly increase in volume 
during a short period-in this instance a lO-year period is used. 
The figures for mean annual increment and periodic annual incre
ment are for living trees only alld take no account of the trees which 
die between measurements; nor is allowance made for possible loss 
in logging through defect or breakage. 

Dominant amd codominant tl'ee8.-Trees with well-developed 
crowns forming the general level of the forest canopy and occa
sionally ext.ending above it; the larger trees of the stand. (The 
group corresponds to the two upper ciasses of a crown classification 
having four d6visions-dominant, ooc1ominant, intermediate, and 
suppressed trees.) 

Agoe.-As given in this bulletin the age of the stand is the average 
total age of the dominant and codominant trpcs. It is the number 
of years since the stand started from the seed, not the number of 
years since the previous stand was removed. 

8toeking.-Stocking is a term here IIsed in describing the degree 
to which an area is covered by Do\rglas fir trees. The ideal or most 
effective number and distribution o"f trees is called normal, or full, 
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stockiI,lg. Normal stocking, as used here, is not tneoretical maximum 
stocking but represents the condition of a large number of selected 
acres in natural stands where no accidents have interfered with 
growth. Normal stocking as indicated in this bulletin can be found 
on single acres in alllarts of the region and in many forests uni
for.mly over an area 0 10 or 20 acres. 

A8sumed utilization.-For tables in cubic feet, the volume is the 
total cubic volume of the entire stems including stump and top but 
excluding bark and limbs; for tables of the total stand all sizes of 
coniferous trees over 1.5 inches in diameter, except those of the 
understory, are included. The yields in board feet by the Scribner 
log rule allow ·fer a minimum top diameter of 8 inches, a stump 
heIght of 2 feet, a trimming allowance of 0.3 foot for' each 16-foot 
log, and represent the volume of all trees 11.6 incbes in diameter 
(12-inch class) and larger on one fully stocked acre. The yields in 
board feet according to the International log rule (Vs-inch kerf) 
allow for a minimum top diameter of 5 inches, a stump height of 
1.5 feet, a trimming allowance of 0.3 foot for each 16-foot log, and 
represent the volume of all trees (1) 6.6 inches in diameter (7-inch 
class) and larger, and (2) 11.6 inches in diameter and larger on 1 
fully stocked acre.6 

Scale.-:-The volumes given represent full scale, no allowance 
having been made for possible loss through defect, breakage, or 
incomplete woods utilization. 

Site quality.-Separation of ~Ol'est land into the various classes of 
productivity (sites) is based on the average total height of the domi
nant and codominant trees. The average total height which has 
been or will be attained at a given age (in these tables at 100 years) 
is the" site index," and the tables here presented show the yields for 
forests of all site indices from 80 to 210.7 For the sake of compact
ness, only the 10-foot site indices (as 80, 90, 100) are shown, but 
intermediate values (as site index 82, 87, 88, etc.) can be obtained by 
interpolation between two adjoining 10-foot classes. To simplify 
the application of the tables, the site indices are grouped in five 
broad classes, called Sites I, II, III, IV, and V. Each site class is 
a.rranged in these tables to include three of the 10-foot site-index 
classes which may be used as high, low, and median values in each 
site class. The median values of the five site clai?ses correspond to 
the following site indices: 

Site Index 
Site 1_____________________________________________________ 200
Site I1 ____________________________________________________ 170 
Site lIl____________________________________________________ 140 
Site IV ____________________________________________________ 110 
Site V _____________________________________________________ 80 

Total basal area.-The sum of the cross-sectional areas in square 
feet (including bark), at 4:5 feet above the ground, on 1 acre; com

• Since the Internatlonnl rule assumes rather close utilization. a saw kerf of one-eighth
of an Inch Is here provided. It, however, a lA-Inch saw kerf Is used with the Inter
national rule, the yields Indlcnted In these tables must be reduced !l.G per cent. 

• .. Site Index" Is not a new term, although It hus. heen little used In tbe United States. 
Theodore and Robert Hartig used the system In growth and yield Htudles, and SO did 
Huber, as reported by Sterling (2). Frleke (3) developed a system of site Indices similar 
to the one described here, and Roth (10) r,roposcd a schcme essentially the Bame, although
he did not mention the term .. Bite Index. ' 
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puted in this bulletin :for three groups of living trees, namely, (1) 
all the trees, (2) thos() 7 inches in diameter and larger, and (3) those 
12 inches and larger. 

TABLES OF NORMAL TIELD 

Normal-yield tables such as are given in this bulletin take into 
account the variations in yield due to site and age. But the normal 
tables do not reckon with the variations in yield due to stocking, 
degree of defect, or utilization fractice. The' normal tables are 
standards to which actu81 yields 0 ext2nsive areas can be referenced. 
In using the yield tables, proper allowance must be made fer utiliza~ 
tion le!:lS complete than is indicated; for possible loss through defect 
and breakage; and for any estimated degree of stocking more or less 
than that represented by the normal tables. 

Conventional normal yield tables such as the ones in this bulletin 
show only yields of Jive timber, or net yield. No attempt is made to 
measure the la.rge segment of the for"st that dies during natural stand 
development. 

A recent publication by Staebler (11) presents gross yield tables 
for Douglas.fir based on data from the present bulletm and permanent 
sample plots. Gross yields (net yield plus mortality) gire an approx
imation of maximum yields tlUtt might be achi~l\'ed by intensive man
agement in which mortality can be anticipated and ntilized. 

DETERMINATION OF SITE QUALITY 

Obviously, before yield tables can be used, the site quality of the 
area in 9,uestion must be determined. As already stated, the average 
total heIght of the dominant and cotlominant trees at a gIven age 
is the accepted index of site. Whenever there is a stand of Douglas 
fir on the 8:rea, either young growth or old growth, site clJ.n be de
termined readily by comparing the average total height of selected 
dominant and codominant trees with the standard heights corre-
TABLE 1.-=-Averape total height of daminam and codominant trees, by site 

classen 

SlteClas!IV Site C111SS IV Bite Cld ill Bite C111SS II Bite Class I 

Age (years) Bite Bite Bite Bite Bite Bite Bite Bite Site Bite Site Site Site Bite 
Indes Indes Indn Index Indes Index Index Index Index Index Index Index lodes Inde:!: 

80 90 100 110 120 130 140 100 160 170 180 190 200 210 

---------------------- -'---
Fed Fed Ftd Ftd Ftd Fed Ftd Fed Fed Ftd Fed Fed Fed Fed20_____________ 

21 24 26 29 31 34 37 39 42 .f.4 47 49 52 05430____________ • 37 41 46 00 56 60 64 69 74 78 83 88 92 96 
00_____________ 
40___•_________ 4& 054 60 66 72 7S 54 90 96 102 168 114 120 126 

66 63 70 77 84 91 98 105 112 119 125 132 139 14660_____________ 63 70 7S 86 93 101 109 117 124 132 140 148 166 16370___________ ._ 68 77 &'i 94 102 110 119 171 135 1.f.4 152 161 170 17880_____________ 7J 82 91 100. 109 118 171 136 145 1M 163 172 181 190 
100____________ 
110_____________ 

77 86 96 105 115 125 134 1.f.4 153 163 172 182 192 201 
110____________ 80 00 100 110 120 130 140 100 160 170 180 100 200 210 

sa 93 164 114 124 135 145 156 166 176 187 197 207 21812(L__ -- _______
130____________ &'i 96 1011 117 128 138 149 160 170 181 192 :m 213 224 
140____________ 87 98 109 119 131 141 1~2 163 174 1&'i 196 20; 218 228 

88 99 110 121 133 1.f.4 1M 166 177 188 199 210 221 232
lIiO____________ 80 101 112 123 134 145 166 168 179 190 201 213 224 235160____________ 00 102 113 124 136 147 168 170 181 192 203 215 226 237 

sponding to the age of the stand as given in Table 1 and Figure 2.8 
As an example, if the age of the stand is 50 years, and the average 
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total height of the dominant and codominant trees is 98 feet, Table 
1 shC?ws that t~is height at 50 years corresponds to site index 140, 
or Site III. Height measurements of 15 or 20 dominant and co
dominant trees and age counts on about 10 should be sufficient for 
site-quality determination if the area is homogeneous. Since age 
counts usually are made several feet above the ground, these counts 
must be converted (Table 19) to total age. 

It is less easy to determine the site class of an old burn or freshly 
logged area devoid of trees. 'Vhe're such bare areas are adjacent 
to standing timber on land of apparently similar site, the non
forested areas may be assumed to be of about the same site as the 
adjoining forested areas. Methods for determining the site of bare 
areas are now being sought. 

The normal-yield tables are presented in three ways: Table 2 for 
total stand, all sizes of trees included; Table 3 for that part of the 

~._~N~m~~~_m ~_w ____ ~_ 
AGE IN Y£AII$ 

FIGURE 2,-Average total belght ot dominant and codomlnllnt trees 

stand 7 inches in diameter and larger; Table 4 for the stand 12 
inches in diameter and larger. 

YIELD TABLES FOR TOTAL STAND 

Table 2 comprises a group of yield tables covering the whole 
stand and includes four items, the total number of trees per acre, 
·the diameter of the average tree at breastheight, total basal area, 
and, the cubic volume of the entire stems. The values for each item 
are arranged by site indices from 80 to 210 in 10-foot classes. Fig
ures 3 to 6 present the same data by means of curves but include only 
the median values for each of the five site classes. All conifers 
(but not understory trees, if present) 1.5 inches in diameter and 
larger are included in the table for the total stand• 

• The ligures In Table 1, and Figure 2 up to 160 renrs nre based on the measurement ot 
stands used In tbe yield study, but tor the benellt of those who mny want to determine 
site quality of lalld now supporting old·growtb timber the ligures In Figure 2 have been 
~xtended to 440 years by W. H. Meyer. The extension Is based on the measurement ot 
heights In 40 different toreots by various meoruers of the Forest Service. 
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TABLE 2.-Yield tables for Douglas fir on fuUy BtoCked acre, total stand .... 
~ 

TOTAL NUMBER OF TREES 

Bite Class V Bite Class IV Site Ci88Sill Site Class II ~ Site Class I 
Q

Age (years) IIISite Index Site Index Site Index Site Index Site Index Bite Index Bite Index Site Index Site Index Site Index Site Indm<!e:te Index Site Index !2lSite Inde>:80 00 100 110 120 130 140 1IiO 160 170 180 100 200 210 

~ 20_______________________________ Numbtr Number Number Number Number Number Number Numbtr Number Number Number Number Number Nu~30 _______________________________ 6,920 5,500 4,150 3,069 2,324 1,815 1,460 1,210 1,012 880 758 654 ft71 400
555 483 40B 350' 800 

40_______________________________ 2,700 2,200 1,800 1,472 1,219 1,030 865 735 640
50 _______________________________ 1,530 1. Z75 1,000 927 798 680 585 510 445 385 335 282 240 20360_______________________________ 1,050 SIlO 764 659 572 496 430

780 670 680 
377 331 2\lO 241! 208 176 15070________________ .. ___________ ...... 500 439 380 337 ~296 261 228 195 164 138 11680_______________________________ 625 537 468 405 352 310 274 242 214 186 160 135 113 9590___ . __________________________ • 525 455 394 345 303 266 232 207 182 159 136 115 97 81100_ , ______________________ • _____ 451 398 347 3()! 266 z;o 205 180 158 ~ 138 118 100 84 71110______________________________ 403 352 311 271 239 209 184 161 142 123 106 89 t-:)75 64120__________ •___________________ 362 319 281 247 217 188 166 146 128 III 95 81 69 58 <:>130__________ • __ • ________________ 331 292 259 224 197 173 152 134 116 101 87 74140______ • ___ •• __________________ 305 271 240 209 184 161 141 124 lOB 94 

63 58 J-'
80 69150_________ •______ •_____________ 284 252 224 195 171 149 131 115 101 88 

59 49 
75 64 55 45160. __________ • __________________ 266 238 211 184 160 141 123 lOS 95 82 ~ 71 60 51 42250 225 200 175 152 133 117 102 90 78 67 57 48 40 

! 
£1l 

DIAMETER OF AVERAGE TREE AT BREASTHEIGHT 

20____________________• ______ •• _ Inchu Inchu Incha Inch•• Inch., Inch•• IncI'i!3 Inchu Inchu Inchu Inch., Inch., IfIchu30 ___________________________ • _._ 1.3 1.5 1.8 2,2 2.6 3.0 3.4 3.8 4.2 
India 

40___________________________ • __ ' 2.6 3.0 3.·1 3.9 4.4 4.9 5,5 6.0 6.5 7.0 1:1;1 
4.5 4.9 5.3 5.7 6, 2 o 

3.8 7.6 8.3 9.0 9,50__________________________•• _._ 4.4 4.9 5.5 6.1 6,8 7.4 8,0 8,7 9.4 10,2 11.2 12.2 13,4.9 5.6 6.3 7.060_________ • ___ •_. ___ •___________ 7.7 8.5 9.3 10.1 10.9 11.86.0 6.8 7.6 12.8 14. 0 15.3 16. 770_______ . _____________ . ___ • _. ___ S.5 9.3 10.2 11.1 12.0 12.9 14. 0 15.2 16.6SO_______________________________ 7_0 7.9 8.8 9.8 10.8 11.8 12.8 13. S 14.8 ,~.O 
18.2 19. ~ 

90_______________ •___________ • _._ 10.9 12.0 13.1 14.3 15.4 16.6 17.9 s7.9 8.9 9.9 17.5 19.1 20.9 22. 
19.6 21.3 23.3 25.100 _____________________________ • 8.7 9.7 10.8 11.9 13.1 14. 3 15.6 16.9 18. 2 19.6 21.4 23.3 25.6 28.110______________________________ 9.4 10.5 11.6 12.8 14.2 15.5 16.9 18.2 19.7 21.2 23.1 25.1 27.6 30.,120______________________ • _______ 10.1 11.3 12.4 13,7 15.2 16.6 18.0 19.5 21.0 22.6 24.6 26.9 29.4 32. 2130_______ • _____________________ • 10.7 11.9 13.2 14.6 16.1 17.6 19.1 20.7 22.3 24.0 26.1 28.5 31.1 34. 2140 ______________________________ 11.3 12.5 13.9 15.3 16.9 IS.5 20.1 21. 7 23.5 25.3 27.5 30.0 32.7 36- o150._____________________________ 11. 9 13.1 14. 5 16.0 17.7 19.4 21.1 22.8 I24.ft 26.5 28.8 31.4 34.3 37.160 _____________________________ 12.4 13.7 15.1 16.7 lS.4 20.2 22.0 23.S 25.6 27.7 30.0 32.8 35.8 39.12. 9 14. 2 15.7 17.4 19.1 2!.0 22.S 24.7 26.6 28.9 81.2 34.1 37.2 41. o 

I 



TOTAL BASAL AREA 

&/.ft. &/·ft. &/.ft. &/.ft· &/·ft· &/.ft. &/·fl. Sq. ft. &/.ft. &/.ft &/.ft. &/. fl· &/·ft· &/.ft· 
76 81 86 89 92 95 97 ils 99 100 101 102 

96 10., 114 122 129 135 140 144 147 150 152 153 154 155 

121 132 143 153 162 170 177 182 186 189 191 193 195 196 

140 153 165 177 IH7 ]96 204 210 214 217 220 222 224 226 

64 70 

2~8 _ 2.;0154 ]69 182 195 207 217 226 232 23',' 241 244 246 
166 183 197 211 224 235 244 251 256 260 264 2fi6 2681 270 

177 UH 210 224 :laS 249 259 2fi6 271 276 2!lO 283 285 287 
185 204 220 235 249 262 272 279 285 290 294 297 299 301 

314.193 212 229 245 260 273 283 291 297 302 306 309 312 
313 317 320 323 325200 220 238 254 269 292 301 307 

206 226 245 261 277 301 310 316 322 326 329 332 335 
213 233 2M 258 284 298 309 318 325 33} 335 338 341 344 I-'l~I 
218 238 2.;7 275 291 305 317 326 333 338 343 347 350 353 ~ 
223 243 263 281 298 312 I 324 333 340 346 361 354 357 360 t;.j 
2Z1 248 268 287 304 3181 331 340 347 353 357 361 364 367 

I 

~ 
TOTAL YI':LD IN CUBIC FEET t' 

t:) 

oI Cu. ft. Cu. ft. Cu.fl. Cll·ft. Cu.ft. CIL·ft, Cu. ft. Cu. ft. Cu. ft. Cu. ft. Cu. ft. Cu. fl. ~~ 
I'%jCu. ft. 1,650 1,730 1,830 ~~20........................... _•• _ 520 620 730 870 990 1,120 1,250 1,380 1,490 1,550 


30..__ . ___ ........... __ •.•. __ •• _. 1,330 1,610 1,930 2,ZlO 2.6.10 2,980 3,300 3,610 3,880 4,110 4,330 4,530 4,750 ~990 t:)

40__ ... ___ .• __ .........____ •.•• __ 2,110 2,520 3,020 3,560 4,150 4,600 5,250 5,750 6, lflO 6,550 6,900 7,220 7,500 ~83O 

50__ •• ______...... __ .... __ , •..•• _ 2,840 3,410 4,580 4,780 5,MO 6,300 7,0.;0 7,730 8,300 8,840 9,320 9,770 10,150 ~~ 

o 

60................. ________ ..... . 3,500 • ~OO 5,010 5,880 6,880 7,760 8,700 9,400 10.200 IO,Bf,o 11,450 12,000 12,500 ~~ 

70__ ... __ ."... ____..____ .• __ ... . 4,090 4,920 5,820 6,8.10 8,000 9,100 10,150 11,060 11,900 12,,;00 13,300 13,950 14,500 ~~ 

80__ • ____ ...____________ • __ ..... - 4,580 5,510 6,530 7,690 9,000 10,240 11,350 12,400 13,360 14,220 14,990 15,700 16,350 ~m ~ 
90••••• __.• ______..__. ____ ...... . 5,000 6,010 7,120 8,400 9,810 11,1f>0 12,390 13,500 14,600 15,540 16,400 17,11K) 17,880 ~500 r/l
100___ ...... ____ • ____ . __....____ • 13,270 14,460 15,600 16,610 17,550 18,370 HI,140 ~~5,350 6,420 7,620 9,000 10,510 11,940 
110................ __ .. ____.... .. 5,640 6,'780 8,050 11,500 11,080 12.610 14,000 15,200 16,500 17,560 18,510 19,300 20,200 20,940 I'%j 

120....... __ • ____ •••. __ ••__ • ___ .. 5,900 7.080 8,410 9,920 11,580 13,IRO 14,600 15,990 17,240 18,340 19,320 20,220 21,090 ~~ l;j
130. __ •. ____ ••________.... ______ • 8,720 10,290 12,000 13,650 15,140 lR,5f>O 17,870 19.000 20,000 20.980 21,840 22,~06,130 7,340
140. _____ • __ ........____ .... __ ... 6,340 7,600 9,020 10.620 12,370 14,080 15,610 17.090 18,410 19,590 20,540 21,610 22,520 a~ 
150•• _•• ____•••• __ ........... __ __ 6,520 7,810 9,280 10.920 12,710 14,400 16,080 17,560 18,910 20,130 21,270 22,250 23,170 ~~ 
160____.... ____ • ______... __ .., ... 6,670 8,000 9,500 11,200 13,040 14,850 16,490 18,010 19,380 20,650 21,820 22,830 23,780 ~~ 

~ 
01 
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YIELD TABLES FOR S'T.AND OF TREES 7 INCHES IN DiAMETER AND 
LARGER 

For the stand of trees 7 inches in diameter and larger, Table 3 
records the number of trees, the diameter of the average tree, total 
basal area, cubic volume, and board-foot volume by the International 
log rule. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the change in number of trees 
and in board-foot volume, with age. 

The tables and graphs are self-explanatory with the possible excep
tion of the graph for number of trees. (Fig. 7.) The number of 
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FIGURm 7.-Number ot trees per acre 7 inches in diameter and larger 

trees larger than 7 inches in diameter must increase as the stand 
grows older and the trees gain in diameter. The trees which die 
and drop out of the stand during this period presumably are small 
trees, mostly less than 7 inches in diameter. Since the stand must 
some time reach an age when all the trees in the stand are over 7 
inches in diameter, trees dying after that time must come from the 
ranks of the 7-inch and larger trees. Hence, after a certain age, 
there is a decrease in the total number of these trees; this accounts 
for the sudden reversal in direction of the curves, 
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During the period when part of the total number of trees are 
smaller than 7 inches in diameter, the diameter of the average tree 
in the stand 7 inches and larger is greater than the diameter of the 
average tree in the total stand, and basal area and cubic volume are 
less. Later the values become equal in both stand groups. 
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kerf). trees 7 Inches In diameter and larger 

TIELD TABLES FOR STAND OF TREES 12 INCHES AND LARGER IN 
DIAMETER 

Table 4 records, for that part of the stand in and above the 12-inch 
diameter class, the number of trees, diameter of the average tree, 
total basal area, cubic-foot volume, board-foot volume bI' the Inter
n~tional log rule ~nd board-foot volume ~y the ~cribneit' log rule. 
FIgures 9 and 10 Illustrate the change WIth age In the number of 
trees and Scribner board-foot volume. 



TABLE 3.-Yield tablu Jor Douglcu fir on Jully 8tocked acre, trBU 7 inchelJ in diamder and larger t5 
NUMBER OF TREEB 

Bite Class V Bite Class IV Bite C\88S III Bite Class II Bite CI88S I ~ 
~ 

Age (years) III 
Site IndexlSlte IndexlBlte IndexlSlte IndexlBlte IndexlBlte IndexlBlte IndexlBlte IndexlBlte IndexlBlte IndexlBlte IndexlBlte Ind6XIBlte IndexlBlte Index 21...~ 00 ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ m 1 ~ ~ ~ m a 

--------1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1 	 1-----1--,-------  ~ 
Numbtr Number Number Number Number Number Number Numbtr Number Number Number Number Numbtr Numbtr 

20.•....•••, •••••.•.••••••••••••. o o o C o o 7 45 76 l1li ll9 134 148 160 til 
30..••..••••••••••..••••••••••••. o o 31 82 121 165 100 220 235 248 254 255 247 235 
40•••••.....••••••••.•..•••••••• , 70 124 ITa 217 250 278 292 298 300 288 21!9 245 218 192 
60•••••••••..••.•••••••.•.....••• 170 220 261 200 all 322 318 302 282 259 231 201 ITa 148 
60•• , ••••••••••••.....••••••.•... 234 276 306 326 322 308 291 269 244 218 100 162 137 ll6 E 
70•.••••.••••••••••....•••••••••• 276 305 322 316 299 279 255 231 207 183 158 134 ll3 95 
80••••••••••••••••••••••_•••••_•• 298 318 312 296 275 230 225 202 179 157 136 ll5 '¥l 81 ~ 00•••..•••• , •••••••••.._.•••••••• 304 307 295 274 250 224 200 177 1M 137 ll8 100 84 71 
100, ••••••••••••••••••••.•••.••• , 301 293 276 252 229 204 182 160 141 123 108 89 75 64 l'O 
110•••• __ ••••• _••._..••••••••_••. m 278 259 235 210 188 165 145 128 III 95 81 69 58 <:> 
120••••••••••..•.•••••••••••....• 27lI 263 243 218 1\13 171 152 134 ll6 101 87 74 63 53 -!""ISO•••••.••••••• , ......•••••••••. 267 250 229 204 1111 159 141 124 108 \14 ~ 69 59 49 
140•••••••.••••••••••.••.•••••••• 256 23T 216 192 169 149 131 ll5 101 88 75 64 55 45 
160••.•••..•..•.•••••••••••.•••.• 245 227 205 182 100 141 123 !08 95 82 71 60 51 42 ~ 
160..•••.•...•.•••••••••..•••.••• 235 217 196 ITa 152 133 ll7 102 00 78 67 57 48 40 

fIl 

DIAMETER OF AVERAGE TREE AT BREABTHEIOHT 	 ~ 
~ 

Inch.. Inch.. Inch.. Inch.. Inchu Inch.. Inch.. Inche& Incht# Inche. Inch.. Inche. Inch.. Inch.. 
20•••••••••••.••....•••••••••••• , 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.3 7.5 7.7 7.11 8.1 8.3 &.5 8.7 o 
30.•••••••••.......•••••••••••••• 0 0 '7.4 7.6 7.8 8.0 8.3 8.6 8.8 9.1 11.4 9.7 10.2 10.7 >:r:j 

40•••••••••..•.•.•.•••••••••••••• 7.6 7.8 8.1 8.4 8.7 9.0 9.3 9.7 10.1 10.5 ll.1 ll.8 12. 7 13.6 
50••••••••••..•.•.•.••••••••••••• 8.1 8.4 8.7 9.1 9.5 9.9 10.4 ll.O ll.6 12. 3 13. 1 14.2 15.~ 16.8 
50••••••••.•.....•••••••••••••••, 8.6 9.0 9.4 9.9 10.5 11.1 11.7 12.4 13. 3 14.2 Iii. 4 10.7 18.2 19.9 ~ 70......................__ ...•••• 9.1 9.11 10.1 10.7 11.5 12.3 13.1 14.0 15.0 10.1 17.5 19.1 20.9 22.8 ..... 

~............................... 9.0 10.1 10.8 11.0 12.5 13.4 14.4 15.5 16.0 17.9 19.6 21.3 23.3 25.5 a 

00............................... 10.0 10.7 11.6 12. 6 13.5 14.0 15.7 10.9 18.2 19.0 21.4 23.3 25.6 28.0 q 

100.............................. 10.5 ll.3 12. 2 13.3 14.4 15.0 16.9 18.2 19.7 21.2 23.1 25.1 27.0 SO. 1 

110.............................. 10.9 11.9 12. 9 14.11 15.3 16.6 18. 0 19.5 21.0 22.0 24.0 20.9 29.4 32. 2 ~ 

120.............................. ll.4 12. 4 13.6 14.8 16.2 17.6 10.1 20.7 22.3 24.0 26.1 28.5 31.1 34.2 

130.............................. 11.9 12. 0 14.1 15.5 10.9 18. 6 20.1 21.7 23.5 25.3 27.6 30.0 36.0 

140.............................. 12. 4 13.5 14.7 111.1 17.7 19.4 21.1 22.8 24.5 26.5 28.8 31.4 34.3 37.8 ~ 
32. 71 

160.............................. 12. 8 13.0 15.3 16.8 18. 4 20.2 22.0 23.8 25.6 27.7 30.0 32. 8 35.8 39.4 

160.............................. 13. 2 14.4 16.8 17.4 10.1 21.0 22.8 24.7 26.0 28.11 31.2 34.1 37.2 41.0 


1 



:BASAL AREA 

20_______________________________ Sq. ft. Sq. ft. Sq./I. Sq. ft. I Sq. ft. Sq. ft. Sq. ft· 
30_______________________________ 0 0 0 o . 0 0 2 
40_______________________________ 0 0 10 26 42 58 74 
50 _______________________________ 22 43 63 84 106 124 HI 
60 _______________________________ 60 86 109 133 154 172 186 
70 _______________________________ 95 124 148 171 190 206 218 
SO_______________________________ 124 152 In 197 215 229 240 
90_______________________________ 148 174 196 216 233 247 257 
100 ______________________________ 165 190 212 231 248 261 271 
110 ______________________________ 1i8 203 224 242 259 272 283 
120______________________________ 189 213 234 252 2G8 281 292 
130______________________________ 199 222 243 2CO 277 290 301 
140 ______________________________ 207 229 250 267 284 298 309 

213 236 256 274 291 305 317 
160 ______________________________ 
150. ____ . ____ • ___ •_______________ 

219 242 263 281 298 312 324 
225 248 268 287 3ili 318 331 

YIELD IN CUBIO FEET 

Cu. ft. Cu.ft. Cu. ft. Cu.ft· Cu. ft. Cu.Jt. Cu.ft. 
30_______________________________ 
21L ______________________________ 

0 0 0 0 0 0 150 
40 _______________________________ 0 0 280 630 1,020 1,500 2,000 
50 _______________________________ 38'J 930 1,520 2, ISO 2,850 3,650 4,360 
Ill!.. _____________________________ 1,:?~O 2,080 2,940 3, 7SO 4,730 5,690 6,550 
70 _______________________________ 2.;i-!!i 3,280 4,220 5,260 6,400 7,4SO 8,500 
80_______________________________ :~,~O 4,260 5,300 6,490 7,no 8,970 10,040 
90 _______________________________ s.,~';O 5,060 6,200 7,4SO 8,860 10,170 11,340 
100 ______________________________ 4,520 5.680 6,920 8,300 9,760 11,120 12, 390 
110 ______________________________ 5,000 6,200 7,500 8,930 10,490 11,940 13,270 
120. _____________________________ 5,390 6,630 7,960 9,470 11,080 12, 610 14,000 

5,740 6,980 8,340 9,910 11,580 13, ISO 14,600130 ______________________________ 
140 ______________________________ 6, 010 7,270 8,680 10,290 12, 000 13,650 15,140 
150 ______________________________ 6,240 7,520 8,980 10,820 12,370 14,080 15,610 

6, 450 7,750 9,280 10,920 12, 710 160 ______________________________ 14,490 I 16,080 
6, 640 7,970 9,500 11,200 13,040 14,850 16, 490 

_.------- -_. 

Sq. ft. 
14 
88 

154 
198 
'Ol 
248 
264 
279 
291 
301 
310 
318 
326 
333 
340 

Cu. ft. 
340 

2, 420 
5,040 
7,400 
9,380 

11,020 
12, 400 
13,500 
14,460 
15,290 
15,990 
16,560 
17,090 
17,560 
18,010 

Sq. ft. 
26 

100 
165 
206 
234 
254 
271 
285 
297 
307 
316 
325 
333 
340 
34'7 

Cu. ft. 
460 

2,880 
5,640 
8,090 

10,150 
B,IlOO 
13, 360 
14,600 
15,600 
16,500 
17,240 
17,870 
18,410 
18, 910 
19,380 

Sq. ft· 
34 

112 
174 
213 
239 
259 
276 
290 
302 
313 
322 
331 
338 
346 
353 

Cu. ft. 
590 

3,270 
6,120 
8,720 

10,840 
12, 660 
14,220 
15,640 
16, 610 
17,560 
18,340 
19,000 
19,590 
20,130 
20,650 

Sq. ft. 
42 

122 
181 
217 
243 
263 
280 
294 
306 
317 
326 
335 
343 
351 
357 

Cu. ft. 
760 

3,660 
6,610 
9,230 

11,440 
13, 300 
14,990 
16,400 
17,550 
18, 510 
19,320 
20,000 
20,640 
21,270 
21,820 

Sq. ft. 
50 

131 
186 
221 
245 
206 
283 
297 
309 
320 
329 
338 
347 
354 
361 

Cu.ft. 
950 

4,000 
7,000 
9,740 

12, 000 
13,950 
15,700 
17,100 
18,370 
19,390 
20,220 
20,980 
21,610 
22,250 
22,830 

Sq. ft. 
59 

139 
190 
224 
248 
268 
285 
299 
312 
323 
332 
341 
350 
357 
364 

Cu. ft. 
1,170 
4,370 
7,390 

10,150 
12,500 
14,500 
16,350 
17,880 
19,140 
20,200 
21,090 
21,840 
22,520 
23,170 
23,780 

Sq·ft· 
67 

146 
194 
226 
250 
270 
287 
301 
314 
325 
335 
344 
353 
360 
367 

Cu. ft. 
1,330 
4,700 
7,800 

10,560 
12, 960 
15,080 
16,970 
18,500 
19,820 
20,940 
21,870 
22,660 
23,360 
24,030 
24,660 
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TABLE 3.-Yield tablea Jor Douglas fir on JuUy stocked acre, trees 7 inchlllJ in diameter and larger-Continued 
YIELD IN BOARD FEET, INTERNATIONAL RULE (*INOH KERF) 

~ 

Age (yeBrlI) 

20_______________________________ 
30_________ • _____________________ 
40 _______________________________ 
60_______________________________ 
60_______________________________ 
70 _______________________________ 
so_______________________________ 
~------------ -----------------luiL____________________________ 
110________________ • _____________ 
1:111.._____________________ • ______ 
130_________________ • ____________ 
140___ ______________ ..__________ • 
IW______________________________ 
160 ______________________________ 

Site Class V Site Class IV Site Class III Site Clesa n 

Site IndexiBlte Index Site Index Site index Site index Site Index Site index Site Index Site Index Site illdex Site index 80 00 100 110 120 130 140 lW 160 liO 180 
---------------------------

Ed.fI. Ed./!. Ed./!. Ed./!. Ed./!. Ed.fI. Ed./!. Ed.ft. Ed.ft. Ed.ft. Ed./!.0 0 0 0 0 0 200 800 1,600 2, 100 2,8000 0 1,000 2,.aD 4,300 6,200 8,.aD 10,700 13,300 111,000 18, 8001,600 3,800 6,400 9,200 13,.aD 17,400 22,000 26,000 30,600 34,900 39,0005,900 9,600 13,600 19,000 25,100 31,.aD 37,100 43,300 49,200 65,000 60,000lD,roo 15,900 21,700 28,900 37,000 44,500 62,000 69, roo 66,200 72, 800 79,00015,400 22,100 29, roo 37,900 47,200 56, roo 65,600 74,300 82,000 89,000 96,00020,300 27,800 36,300 45,700 56,300 66,800 77,200 86,800 95,20!1 103,200 110,90024,900 32, 700 41,900 52, 200 63,900 75,700 86,700 96,800 106,100 114,700 123,00028,800 37,200 46,700 58,100 70,600 83,000 94.700 105, 600 116,100 124, .aD 133, roo 32,000 41,000 51,300 63,200 76,300 89,roo 100,roo 113,000 123,.aD 133,000 142,00034,700 44,000 65,100 67, roo 81,.aD 94,700 107,200 119,200 130,100 140,300 149,40037,000 46,900 58,600 71,000 85,800 99,300 112, 200 124,700 136, 200 146, roo 165,70039,200 49, roo 61,.aD 74,300 89,700 103,roo 116,900 129,900 141,.aD 152, 000 161,30041,300 51,700 63,900 77,&10 93,000 1D7,8OO 121,100 134,roo 146,100 156,700 166,roo43,300 5-1,000 66,200 80,100 96,000 110,900 125,000 138, 900 1W,.aD 161,100 171, .aD 

'Bite CIMa I 

Site Index Bite Index Bite In 
100 200 210 

Ed.ft. Ed·ft. Ed.}
3,900 4,900 II,

21,.aD 24,.aD 27,
43,000 47,000 61, 
65,200 70,600 75,
85,100 00,800 96, 

102, .aD lOS, roo 114, 
ll8,100 124,700 131, 
130,800 137,700 144, 
141,roo 148,900 165, 
lW,lCO 157,900 164, 
151,roo 165,roo 172, 
164,000 172,000 1711. 
169,900 178,000 185, 
175,200 183,300 100, 
180,300 188,100 196, , 
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---------------------------------------

TABLE 4.-Yield tables for Douglas fir on fully stocked acre, trees 12 inches in diameter and larger 

NUMBER OF TREES 

ISite Class V Site Class IV Site Class III Site Class II Site_c_Iass_I..-___ 

Age (years) 
Site IndexlSite IndexlSite indexlSite indexlSite index Site indexlSite indexlSite index Site indexlSite indexlSite index Site indexllSite iD:!exlSlte index 

80 00 100 110 120 130 140 ISO 160 170 180 100 200 210 

Num~ Number Number Number Numbtr Number !'lum~ Number Number Number Number Number Number Num~ 
3L_•••••••_._._••••••_•••_._•••• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 7 10
30._._••_•••••••_••••_••• ___..___ 0 0 0 0 0 2 6 12 18 27 30 46 57 69 
41>•••••_••••••••••.•....••.•..•.• 0 0 0 7 16 26 37 49 61 75 89 101 109 113 
SO•....•_..•_•••••_..••••._•.•••• 1 17 29 44 61 79 97 110 120 128 129 126 1188 "'III
60•••...•._..•.•..._....••••••••• 12 24 39 58 79 101 118 129 137 141 137 129 118 105 l':l 
70.•••...••.•....•...•.••..••..•• 27 45 65 00 113 129 139 144 145 140 130 118 105 92 
80•••••••_•.•.•••••.•..•••••••••• 44 67 92 114 132 143 148 148 143 133 120 107 93 80 
90••••••••• _••••••••••..••••••••. 62 88 112 130 142 149 149 145 136 124 110 97 84 71
100__ •'.' __ •_•._••___• _•••.••.___ 78 105 126 141 148 149 145 137 127 115 101 88 75 64 ~ 
110._____••• _•••••••••_•• __ ••_._. 93 118 136 146 ISO 146 139 130 119 106 93 81 69 58 b120••••••• ___..______• ____ • ___• __ 105 127 142 149 148 142 134 123 III 99 87 74 63 53130.___•_________• __. __ • __ . _. _•• _ 114 133 146 ISO 145 138 128 116 105 93 80 69 59 49 o141>__ •_____________•_________ .•._ 

122 138 148 149 142 133 123 110 99 87 75 64 55 45 ~ lSO_____ •._____._.._______._.___ • 127 141 149 147 138 129 117 105 94 82 71 60 51 42 
\:j160_••••••••••""'" ._••.••••• __ 132 143 147 144 135 125 113 100 89 78 67 57 48 41> o 

DIAMETER OF AVERAGE TREE AT BREASTBEIOHT ~ 
U2Imhu Inche. Inche. lnche. lnche. lnche. lnchu Inchu lnche. Inchu lmhu lnche. Inchu Inchu20. _'" ••• __________• ____• _______ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12. 4 12. 5 12. 6 12.S30________________• ___ • __________ ~ 

0 0 0 0 0 12.4 )2. 5 12.7 12.8 13.0 13.2 13.4 13.7 14.0 
0 0 12.4 12. 6 12.7 12.9 13.1 13.3 13.6 13.9 14.3 14.7 15.2 15.841>____. ___ . ____ •••••••••• _••___.. ~ 

SO. _. __ •.. _.•_••• _'" •___________ 12. 4 12.6 12. 8 13.1 13.3 13.6 13.9 14.1 14.5 15.0 15.6 16.3 17.1 18.160__________. ___• _______ ._•__ . __ • 12.7 13.0 13.2 13.6 13.9 14.3 14.7 15.2 15.6 16.2 17.1 18.0 19.2 20.670••_____________ .• ___ • _____• ____ 13.0 13.3 13.7 14.1 14.5 15.0 15.6 16.2 16.8 17.7 18.7 20.0 21. 4 23.2
80..___ • __• ____ •____ •.•••• _••••.• 13.3 13.7 14.1 14.6 15.2 15.8 16.5 17.2 18.0 19.0 20.3 21.8 23.6 25.7
90.••••_________ •• ___ •••_. __ ._•. _ 13.6 14.0 14.5 15.1 15.9 16.6 17.4 18.2 19.2' 20.4 21.9 23.6 25.6 28.0100•._. ,.,_•.•____________ •______ 13.9 14.4 15.0 15.7 16.5 17.3 18.4 19.3 20.4 21.8 23.4 25.3 27.6 30.1 
120____________• ___ •_____________ 
110______•________•______________ 

14.2 14.7 15.4 16.2 17.1 18.1 19.2 20.3 21. 6 23.1 24.8 28.9 29.4 32. 2 
130______________________________ 14.5 15.1 15.8 16.7 17.7 18. S 20.0 21.3 22.7 24.2 28.2 28.5 31. 1 34.2 
141>______________________________ 14.8 15.5 16.2 17.2 18.3 19.5 20.8 22.2 23.7 25.4 27.5 30.0 32.7 36.0 

15.0 15.8 16.6 17.7 18.9 20.2 21.6 23.2 24.7 26.6 31.4 34.3 37.8ISO. _____________________________ 28.8 
160_______• _____ •_____• _______• __ 15.3 16.1 17.0 18.1 19.5 20.8 22.4 24.0 25.7 21.8 30.0 32.8 35.8 39.4 

15.6 16.4 17.4 18.6 20.0 21.5 23.1 24.9 28.7 28.9 31.2 34.1 37.2 41.0 
- . --- ---_ .._-

~ 
01 



TABLE 4.-Yield tables lor Douglas fir on luUy stocked acre, trees 12 inches in diameter and larger-Continued ~ 

BASAL AREA 
~ 

Site Class V Site Class IV Site Class HI Site Class II Site Class I 
Age (years) 

Site index Site index Site Index Site index Site index Site index Site Index Site Index Site index Site index Site indexSO 00 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 ISO 
~ ----------------------

Sq.[t. Sq.!t. Sq.[t. Sq. ft. Sq. ft. Sq.{t. Sq. fl. Sq. ft. Sq.{t. Sq. fl. Sq. fl. 2(L ________• ____________________ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 230 ________________________ • __•••• 
0 0 0 0 0 1 6 10 16 24 3340••.•.•• _________ .._____________ 
0 0 2 7 14 23 34 48 62 SO 10050___ ."____ • _____________ • __• ___ 
I 7 15 27 42 61 83 106 127 149 17060__________ ••_____ ••_____ •• _. "_ 

II 21 37 59 84 113 140 164 183 202 21770_._ •• ___••_•••• __ .'. ____ • ___ •__ 25 44 67 98 130 160 186 207 224 238 249SO _______________ •_____ • _________ 
42 69 100 133 166 197 220 238 251 263 27200___ • _______ • _ • ___ •• __ •__ • _.. _._ 
62 95 129 162 196 224 245 WI 273 283 289100. ________ • ___ ._. ____ ., •• _•• ___ 
82 119 155 188 219 244 264 279 289 297 3031l0_. _____..._________ ,, __ .. _. __ 

102 140 176 208 238 262 280 .l93 302 309 314120. ____ .. __________... ____ ..._._ 
120 158 194 225 253 276 293 305 313 319 32413J_________ ... __ •• ____ .... _•• _._ 
136 173 209 239 266 287 304 314 322 329 334140•.• _______ • _____ • ____ • _____ • __ 
150 187 221 251 2jj 297 313 323 331 337 343150.• ____ • ________ .... ___________ 
163 199 233 261 286 306 320 330 339 346 351160__ ... _....... _... _............ 175 210 242 271 295 313 328 338 346 353 357 

YIF.Lll 1:\ CTn!C FEET I 

Cu. ft. !::Ou. ft. Cu.[t. Cu. ft. Cu./t. Ou·ft. Cu·ft. Ou./t. Cu·f/. Ou.ft. 
Cu.ft·1 

20 • ___________._.. __ ....____...._ o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3030_____.. ______ .. ___ ..__________ • o 0 0 0 0 70 150 300 490 730 1,02040.._. _______ ..____ • _______ ._... _ 

6g I 0 60 190 430 760 1,190 1,660 2,250 2,960 3,77050.._... _________ • _" •• ____ .... _ 
170 470 850 1,430 2,200 3,100 4,120 5,200 6,300 7,38060....______ • ___ .........______ • 

310 I 680 1.200 1,990 3,030 4,22-5 5,650 7,000 8,200 9,400 10,40070.._•• __ .. __ ......... ______ • __ • 720 . 1,360 2,190 3,400 4,9iO 6,550 8,000 9,400 10,650 11,820 12,75080............... _......_______ •. 1.240 I 2,llO 3,300 4,800 6,500 8,380 9,940 11,380 12,570 13,720 14,6.';000..... _..... ___ .•• _. _.._______•• 
1,820 ! 2,980 4,370 6,100 8.050 9,800 11,430 12,850 14,100 15,230 16,200100...... __ ......___ .... _________ 2,410 3,690 5,350 7,170. 9,130 10,950 12,620 14,000 15,300 16,410 17,440110..... _. __ • __ • __ ... _•.• __• _____ 3,000 ( 4,500 6,190 8,050 I 10,020 11,880 13,5.10 14.980 16,290 17,430 18,450

l~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 3,570 ' 5,150 6,890 8,760 t 10,760 12,620 14,300 15,760 17,100 18,270 19,3004,120 I 5,720 7,470 9,360 I 11.360 13,240 14,920 16,410 17,760 18,960 20, oro140............_____• __...____.. _ 
4,600 I 6,190 7,000 9,860 i 11,880 13, illO 15,450 16,980 18,350 19,580 20,640150. ____ • ___________..___________ 
5,000 6,600 8,300 10,300 I 12,320 14,250 15,910 17, ~80 18,870 20,130 21,270160.._.___ • ___ •• ___.__ •___________ 
5,350 6,950 8,750 10,700 12,750 14,690 16,340 17,950 19,350 20,650 21,820 

Site index 
100 

--
Sq.!t. 

4 
44 

120 
187 
229 
257 
278 
294 
308 
319 
329 
338 
347 
354 
361 

Cu./I. 
80 

1,400 
4,750 
8.440 

11,330 
13,650 
15,500 
17,050 
18,300 
19,350 
20,220 
20,980 
21,610 
22,250 
22,830 

Site index 
200 

--
Sq.f~ I 

139 
200 
238 
264 
283 
298 
311 
323 
332 
341 
350 
357 
364 

Ou.fl. 
140 

1,850 
5,6.~0 
9,290 

12,050 
14,330 
16,230 
17,850 
19.140 
20,200 
21,0\lP 
21,840 
22,520 
23,170 
23,760 

Site iI 

-
Sq.J 

x 

9 
'4 
,5 
I 
4 

268 

,~ 

353 
o 
,7 

Ou·fl. 
200 

2,150 
6,4.;0 

10,000 
12,7[0 
14,9.50 
16,900 
18,500 
19.820 
20,940 
21,8"0 
22,660 
23,360 
24,030 
24,660 

r;a 
(') 

~ z 
8 
~ 
b:j 

? 
~ 
lj 
Z 
~ 
o ,..... 

~ 
f12 

~ 
'"d 
!-3 
o 
I>j 

~ 
l:;I.... 
o 

~ 
~ 

I St'e appendix table 22, p. 65, for cubic·foot yit'\d tabl~ for fully stocked Douglas fir, trees illrger thnn 5.n inchl'S d. b. h. fFon'sL Survey standard). 



YIELD IN BOARD FEE'!', IN'!'ERNA'I'IONAL Rl'LE O~·INCn KERF)' 

30.__ . __ • ________________________ Ed.ft Ed-ft Ed.ft. Ed·ft. Bd.ft Bd-fl. Bd.ft. Bd.fl. Bd.ft. Bd.fl. Bd.fl. Bd.ff. Bd.fl. Bd.ft 
40 _______________________________ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,200 2,300 4,400 6,700 9,100 12,500 16,400 

50_______________________________ 0 0 0 900 2,400 4,300 7,200 10,500 14,300 19,300 24,400 31,000 37,500 43,600 

60_______________________________ 0 800 2,500 5,400 9,000 13,800 19,800 26,600 33,900 41,900 49,600 57,600 64,600 71,100 

70_______________________________ 1,800 4,200 7,800 12,800 19,200 27,400 37,200 46500 55,000 64,200 72,600 81,000 SS,3OO 95,000 

SO_______________________________ 4,400 8,600 14.500 22,100 32,600 43,300 04,100 64;200 74,000 83,600 92,500 100,900 108,400 115,000 

90_______________________________ 7,600 14,000 21,800 31,800 44,600 56,800 68,800 79,700 90,000 99,900 109,200 117,000 124,700 131,000 


11,200 19,200 28,900 40,200100....__________________________ 	 04,600 67,800 81,000 92,400 103,500 113,500 122,800 130,800 137,700 144,000 
110 ______________________________ 15,200 24,800 35,400 48.000 63,100 77,000 90,700 102,900 114,400 124,200 133,400 141,500 148,900 155,400 

120 ______________________________ 19,600 29,600 41,500 55,000 70,200 85,100 98,900 lll,300 123.000 133,000 142,000 150,100 157,900 164,900 

130 ______________________________ 23,800 34.000 47,000 60,800 76,300 91,900 105,600 118,400 130,000 140,300 149,400 157,500 165,500 172,700 

140 ______________________________ 27,200 38,000 51,400 65,800 81,600 97,400 111,300 124,400 136,000 146,500 155,700 164,000 172,000 179,500 

150______________________________ 30,400 41,700 55.100 70,000 86,300 102,300 n6,5OO 129,700 141,300 152.000 161,300 169,900 178,000 185,400 

160 ______________________________ 	 33,200 45,000 58,600 74,000 90,500 106,600 121. 000 134,300 146,000 156, ;00 166,500 175,200 183,300 190,900 1-3 

35,900 48,100 61,900 77,600 94,500 110,400 12.5,000 138,700 150<200 161,100 171,400 ISO, 300 ISS, 100 196,000 ~ 
t<:l 

YlF,LD IX BOARD FF,ET, SCRIRl\'F,R Rl-LF,l ~ 
t" 
t:I

30.._____________________________ Ed·ft· Bd·fl. Ed.fl. Bd.ft. Bd.ft. 
Bd./IOI Bd.fl. Ed·ft. Bd.ft. Bd.ft. Bd.ft. Bd.ft. Bd·fl. Ed.fl. 

40_______________________________ 0 0 0 0 0 300 900 1,500 2,600 4,000 5,000 8,000 10,500 o 
50_______________________________ 0 0 0 200 1,200 2,600 4,,,00 6,500 9,000 n,900 15,500 19,600 24,400 29,400 >:;j 
60_______________________________ 30 200 1,600 3,300 5.500 8,400 12,400 17,000 22,200 27,400 32,700 38,400 44,100 50,000 
70_____________________________ ._ 	 1,100 2,600 4,800 8,100 12,500 18,000 23,800 29,600 36,200 42,800 49,300 55,900 62,000 68,300 t:I 
SO________ •__ •_________• _________ 	 2,400 5,300 9,000 14,000 20,600 27,900 35,200 42500 50,000 57,200 64,600 71,500 78,200 s.~,OOO o 

4,40090 ______________ ' _______________ • 8,600 13,900 20,100 28,600 37,000 45,700 04,300 62,100 70,000 78,000 s.~, 400 92,500 99,800 g6,900 12,000 18,600 26,000 35.700 45,200 55,000 64,000 72,900 81,000 89,210 	 112,300100 _________________ ._.•.•_____ ._ 	 97,200 104,800 
110____________________ • _________ 	 9,600 15,400 22,800 31,400 42,000 52,400 62,800 72,400 81,800 90.400 98,900 107,100 115,100 122,900 f;:
120______ • _______________________ 	 12,200 18,900 26,700 36,300 47,500 58,500 69,400 79,400 811,200 98,300 107,000 115,200 123,700 131,200 

UJ130______________________________ 14,700 21,800 30,400 40,700 52,400 63,900 75,000 85,500 95,500 105,100 114,100 122,500 131,100 139,000 
140 ____________________________ ._ 17,000 24,600 33,800 44,700 56,700 68,700 SO,OOO 91,000 101,100 111,000 120,000 128,900 137,700 146,100 t:j 
150 ______________________________ 	 19,200 27,200 36,800 48,300 60,600 72,900 84,500 95,900 200 li6,3oo 125,500 134.500 143,500 152,000

106, 1160 ______________________________ 	 21,300 29,600 39,700 51,600 64,000 76,600 SS,600 100,300 111,000 li1,200 130,700 i 139,500 148,700 157,200 ~ 
23,300 31,900 42,200 04,600 67,100 SO,loo 92,400 104,400 n5,4OJ 125.700 135,400 I 144,400 153,500 162,000 

, Volumes shown :lIlQw (ora minimum \op uiallll'l('r o( 5 inch{'s (sr,' p. 111. S"{' up)l{'llllix tflhle 2:1. p. lir., (or yield in board ({.{'t, 1nt~rnational ml,' (\i-inch kern to an 8.inch top. 
'\"olumesshowll allow (or a minimum top diameter o(S inches lind (or sealin~ by Itj'(OOl IQ~s (see JI. 11). S{'{' appendIX tahle 24, p. (ii, (or yield in hoard (eN, Scrihncr rule, (or tr~cs 

15.6 inches in uiameter and larger to a 12·inch top, scaled by 32·(oot lo~s. 

'-" -..:t 
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A.PPLICATION OF NORMAL-YIELD TABLES TO ACTUAL STANDS 

PRINCIPLES AFFECTING NORMALITY 

The normal-yield tables in this bulletin indicate the volume yields 
and other stand values that may be expected in normally stocked 
forests. Such values were actually found in natural stands, but 
only on plots selected for their uniform distribution' of trees and 
freedom from openings. Normal stocking does not occur uniformly 
over large areas in the natural stands of the present day, nor is it 
likely that full stocking will prevail in the forests of the immediate 
future. 
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FIGURE 9,-Number Or trees per acre 12 incbes in diameter and larger 

The forest manager or landowner, therefore, who wishes to as
certain the capacity of his land to produce forests or wishes to 
predict the yield that he may obtain 10, 20, or more years hence from 
growing forests now immature must apply a discount to the normal
yield tables. To do this he should know how to judge normality 
and should have a knowledge of the allowances to be made for the 
inevitable disparities between the actual average stands and the 
standard fully stocked stands. 

Small areas, but not extensive forests of Douglas fir in this re
gion, are sometimes overstocked in reference to the standard tables. 
Large areas may appear fully and unifol'ml~ forest clad, but closer 
inspection nearly always discloses" holes' 01' blank spaces that 
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aggregate enough to bring the stand volume materially below that 
of the normal-yield tables. 

In considering the relationship of actual stands to the normal 
standard for any area of homogeneous forest, it is obvious that only 
minor holes or breaks in the uniform continuity of the canopy are 
considered-those less than about 150 feet across. Upon the quan
tity of these small blank spaces depends the degree of understock
ing. Breaks that are large enough to be mapped, such as those 
made by meadows, rivers, or cutting operations, or changes in the 
forest type under consideration, are eliminated as " surveyable ,open
ings " and so have no part in affecting ·the degree of understocking. 

~or--r--~-r--~-r--~-r--~-r--Tl---i--~l--~~--~~-' 

~or--+--~-+--·~-~--~-+--~-+--+-·-+--+--+--+-~~ 

.......V 

MOr--+--+--+--·~-+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+~+--4~ 

FIGURE lO.-Volume per acre In bonrd fret by tbe Scribner log rule, trees 12 inches 

In diameter and larger 


Obviously these surveyable openings must be listed according to 
their respective types in the forest inventory, but should not be 
confused with those minor and well-nigh universal breaks and thin 
places in the canopy of any natural forest which cause the condition 
of understocking. 

In order to ascertain the relationship between the stand values of 
average extensive forests and the normal yield table values for 
selected plots, a special study was conducted during the field seasons 
of 1926 and 1927, following the conclusion of the collection of the 
data for the normal-yield tables. An aIll>WCr was sought for such 
practical questions as the following: 'Vhat causes and what consti
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tutes understocking~ Does the understocked stand always remain 
understocked or does its relationship to the normal change during its 
life ~ How may the degree of understocking or over,'itocking be 
recognized? By how much must the normal yield tables be dis
counted to give correct values for actual average stands? "\Vhat 
field operations and office technic are necessary to employ normal
yield tables in determining the probable production of extensive 
actual stands ~ 

This study of average stands comprised the running of 62 miles of 
very detailed strip surveys through 83 Douglas fir forests of \Tarious 
ages, the analyzing of 49~ sample-plot records to test their relation
ship to normality, and finally the making of a complete survey of a 
4,000-acre forest as a basis for perfecting the technic of yield-table 
application. The results of this research are published elsewhere,9 
and but a brief summary of the findings will be given here. 

VARIABILITY OF STANDS 

Uniformity in the stocking of a forest is rare; variability seems to 
be general and the range from one acre to another quite wide. This 
was found to be so in comparing individual acres on strip cruises of 
the st:Idy referred to. The degree of stocking, as expressed in 
volume of cubic feet, ran all the way from 25 to 138 per cent of the 
normal stocking indicated by the yield tables, and averaged 80.5 
per cent. Two-thirds of the individual acres came within 20 per 
cent of the average cubic volume, either above or below; i. e., be
tween 60 and 100 per cent of the yield-table volumes. The indi
vidual-acee basal areas show similar departures from the normal; 
llnd this is also true of the board-foot volume by the International 
rule. 

Tracts of several acres may vary in respect to cubic-foot volume, 
basal area, and board-foot volume (International rule) from as little 
as 40 or 50 per cent of normal stocking to as much as 120 or 130 
per cent. When still larger tracts are considel'ed, the range in de
partures from the normal is not quite so wide. Over extensive areas 
t.he stand values will be approximately 80 per cent of those in the 
normal yield tables. This may be taken as a fair regional approxi
mation since it is based on a survey of 8~ forests, but a discount for 
local application to single stamls, which may differ widely from the 
average, must be ascertained by methods described below wherever 
detailed yield uredictions are to be made. 

CAUSES OF UNDERSTOCKING 

A variety of caUses may affect the stocking of a stand, actually 
producing small holes or gaps in the forest canopy which can be 
picked out as a strip is run. On the averagc, the sum of such de
terminable small interruptions amounted in this study to 10 per 
cent of the area, although understocking itself was 20 per cent be
low the normal. The remaining 10 per cent is probably attributable 
to the wide spacing of trees. Understockecl ~tancls seem to have 
both actual holes in the canopy and thin spots due to wide spacing, 
beth conditions contributing alike to subnormal stand volume. 

o MEYEr., "'. H. A STUDY OP TilE RELATION BETWEEN ACTUAL AND NORMAL YIELDS 011' 
IMMATURE DOUGLAS PIR FOUESTS. 1930. l Unpublished manuscript. J 
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The principal causes of understocking include
(1)" An insufficient number of seedlings per acre when the stand originated to 

fully utilize the soil and crown space; 
(2) Topographic or soil conditions, such as ledges, swampy spots, or water

courses, which preclude occupation by trees of the type under consideration; 
(3) Breaks in the canopy of the main coniferous stand occupied by clumps 

of hardwoods, which are not considered in the final yielus; 
(4) Openings caused by action of such factors as tire, wind, snowbreak, and 

insects or other depredators; and 
(5) Minor openings made by man, such as the cutting of a few trees to 

make way for roads or trails. 

EFFECT OF SLOPE ON YIELD 

It has been mp.ntioned that slope is one of the elements that con
trol site quality. But apart from this consideration there is a dif
ference in stand values, or stocking, with changes in slope, site for 
site. All the normal-yield table values are for acres measured on 
the horizontal, which is significant in topography such as that in the 
Douglas fir region, where slopes of 80 per cent or more are not 
uncommon. The slopes of the areas upon which the normal-yield 
tables were based averaged probably between 20 and 30 per cent. 
The question has often been raised whether the yields did not in
crease with increase in slope, just as the surface area of a hori
zontally measured acre increases. It seems natural that this should 
be so since the soil surface and crown exposure increase for the 
horizontally measured acre with increase in gradient. A test of 
433 sample plots indicated that this condition did prevail up to a 
certain point and that the largest yields were found on slopes of 
about 40 per cent. Broadly speaking, on 40 per cent slopes the 
basal area of the stand averages 6 per cent and the cubic foot 
volume 9.5 per cent above that on the average or 25 per cent slope, 
whereas on level areas the values are 6 per cent and 5 per cent, 
respectiv-ely, less than the normal. 

In this connection it is significant that a horizontally measured 
acre on a 40 per cent slope has 4.6 per cent more surface area than 
one on the average 25 per cent slope, and a level acre has 2.8 per 
cent less surface aroea than an acre on a 25 per cent slope. It is 
obvious, therefore, that in the application of these normal-yield 
tables to areas where no stand tally is available there should be 
some correction for slope if the bulk of the area is on land the 
slope of which is different from that for which the tables were 
made.10 

INDICES OF STOCKING 

In the study referred to an attempt was made to determine the 
most reliable criterion to use in judging normality of stocking. The 
ultimate definition of stocking should be made in terms of volume. 
Volume computations, however, are tedious and make the applica
tion of normal yields much more time-consuming wit~10ut appre-

I. Suggested corrections tor slope. all reterenced to the horizontally measured acre, are 
ss tollows, expressed in cublc·toot volume: 

On level areas discount figures In normal·yleld tables 5 per cent. 
On 10 to 25 per cent slopes no dlscollnt or Increase n..ed he mnde. 
On 30 to 50 per cent slopl's Incrense figures In normal-yield tables 5 per cent. 
On 60 per cent slopes mnke no discount or Increase. 
On 80 per cent slop~s discount figures In normal-yield tables 10 per cent. 
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ciably increasing the accuracy. Therefore it is advisable to seek in 
a simpler stand value, such as number of trees or basal area, an index 
to the d'egree of volume stocking. 

A study of the factors which might be used in Douglas fir forests 
for a determination of the degree of stocking confirms the conclusion 
reached by other i,'vestigators in other forest types, that the total 
number of trees per unit area is a very unsatisfactory, if not useless, 
index. On the other hand, basal area was found to be a most reliable 
inde~ and one easily obtained, since it requires only a tally of the 
stand and simple computations. The relation between basal area 
and cubic-foot or International-rule board-foot volume is very regu
lar; the degree of normality of any tract will be approximately the 
same whether expressed in basal area, in cubic-foot volume, or in 
International-rule board-foot volume. To illustrate: Should a tract 
be found to .have a basal area approximately 75 per cent of that given 
in the normal-yield tables, it is probable that its cubic-foot contents 
and its International-rule board-foot contents would be approxi
mately 75 per cent of that given in the normal-yield tables for the 
same age and site class, yet the number of trees per acre is quite apt 
to bear a different ratio to the normal-yield values. 

In the younger stands, where many of the trees are below 12 inches 
in diameter and therefore can not be measured in terms of board
foot volume by th~ Scribner rule, it was found, as would be expected, 
that the ratio of their Scribner-rule volume to the normal values was 
very erratic. However, in stands where most of the living trees were 
12 inches or more in diameter, the number of such trees was a· fairly 
good indication of the degree of stocking in terms of Scribner board
~oot volume. Nevertheless, the ratio between the number of trees 12 
inches or larger and the Scribner-rule volume of such trees is not a 
straight-line relationship, as in the case of some other stand values, 
but can be defined by a curve, from which are derived the ratios 
shown in Table 5. 

TABLE 5.-0omparison Of percentages af .~tocking M determined by number of 
trees 12 inches d. b. 1~. and larger and by board foot 'Volume (Scribner rule) 

Corro- Corre- Corre-Number Number Numbersponding spending spondingo! trees o! trees o! treesvolume volume volume 

per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent 
:lO 34 70 78 110 111 
40 46 80 87 120 118 
50 58 90 95 130 125 
60 68 100 103 

ALLOWANCES FOR INCOMPLETE UTILIZATION AND FOR DEFECTS 

In the application of yield tables to actual cases, a very important 
consideration is the discount that should be made for defect in the 
trees, for breakage in logging, and for incomplete utilization. Ear
lier pages have indicated that the normal-yield tables assume all 
trees to be sound and make no allowances for breakage and wastage, 
yet inevitably there will be a certain amount. of disparity between the 
normal and the realizable volumes, even under most intensive prac
tices. In predicting futUre yields it is necessary to assume pro
phetically that certain standards of utilization will apply years hence 
and discount the normal yields accordingly. 
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No general rules can be given for these discounts; they will vary 
greatly from stand to stand with age, topo~raphy, type of logging, 
character of product, and all the other varIables. In making 'yield 
predictions the forester must depend lar~ely on experience and Judg
ment for the fixing of defect and utilizatlOn allowances. 

A few general statements may be a guide. As there is little rot in 
immature stands of Douglas fir the correction on that account is 
inconsequential. The timber destroyed in logging or left in the 
woods unutilized in immature Douglas fir forests that are of good 
merchantable size, has been estimated by A. H. Hodgson (5) to 
amount to 12 or 15 per cent of the volume of the original stand. It 
may amount to very much more than this sometimes, partiCUlarly 
where some of the trees are not of a size to be merchantable for the 
product sought, and are left uncut, a prey to wind and fire. Present
day utilization is therefore at least 15 to 20 per cent below the nor
mal-yield table values; how much less the discount should be for 
:::tands to be cut one, two, or three decades hence, is problematical. 

It should be clear that the above discussion of utilization standards 
is based on tree or log measurement and takes into consideration only 
the portion of the forest stand that is taken out of the woods and 
has no reference to the material that is wasted or fails of utilization 
in the manufa~turing process-such as sawdust, slabs, and trim
mings-except as these are allowed for by the log rules themselves. 

TREND OF UNDERSTOC'XED STANDS TOWAnD NORMALITY 

There is in nature a tendency toward equilibrium, which in forest 
growth appears to manifest itself in a trend toward normality. Un
derstocked stands tend automatically to become more. like the normal 
stand of the same age, and the converse is probably true of over
stocked stands. PosItive information on this point is meager, and 
nothing could be learned from the analysis of data from plots mea
sured but once. However, the statistical history of some Douglas 
fir permanent sample plots that have been under observation SInce 
1910 leads to the tentative conclusion that the change toward nor
mality goes on at the rate of 4 per cent each decade (4). There is 
apparently much irregularity in the progress of stands toward nor
mality, because of occasional accidental setbacks. Until further 
data are gathered from permanent plots over a longer term of years, 
this percentage rate of increase should be used conservatively in 
correcting yield predictions, and only with stands within the age 
range of the permanent plots so far studied, namely, between 40 and 
80 years. Data on the rate of regression of overstocked plots to
ward normal conditions are still too scanty to justify even tentative 
conclusions. 

METHODS OF CONDUCTING YIELD SURVEYS 

The preceding paragraphs have shown briefly the relation between 
actual and normal stands and how these differences may be judged. 
To develop the technic by which a set of normal-yield tables might 
be applied to a large area preliminary to making yield predictions 
for a forest management plan, an actual survey was made of an area 
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of over 4,000 acres. Although space will not permit a complete ac
count of this yield survey, its principal steps are outlined here to serve 
as a model or illustration for forest managers who have such sur
veys to make for either small or large properties. This experimental 
project was carried on in more detail than need be the case in exten
sive practice, in order that by using intensive methods the relative 
importance and practicability of each step in the field and office 
work might be tested. 

On the test area of over 4,000 acres, on the Sauk River watershed 
of the Snoqualmie National Forest, Wash., 2,631 acres were mapped 
as second-growth Douglas fir type and this comprised the area for 
,which yield predictions were to be made. The remainder of the 
tract was old-growth mature timber, hardwood type, and rivers 
or other surveyable openings, and so was excluded from considera
tion. 

FIELD WORK 

The purpose of the field work is to obtain (1) a map showing the 
location and size of each area of uniform site and uniform age class, 
and (2) a tally of the diameter and height of the trees by site and 
age groups and by legat subdivisions if desired. The tract is sam
pled by means of strips covering only a small percentage of the actual 
urea. 

The most convenient crew consists of three men, one of whom acts 
as compass and map man, the second. as caliper man or estimator, and 
the third as rear chainman taking borings and heights and correct
inO' distances for slope. 

Horizontal and vertical control is run as in the usual timber
cruising projects, by means of established section lines, rights of 
way, surveys, traverses, and so forth. The intensity of the control 
will depend upon whether a topographic map exists or has to be 
made.. 

Strips 1 chain in width are run at 10 or 20 chain intervals, depend
ing upon the complexity and size of the area, thus giving a 10 or 5 
per cent estimate. In a typical survey the compass man runs the 
line, carries the chain, and makes the map on a scale of 8 inches to 
the mile. The estimator tallies all the trees on the strip in 2-inch 
classes, actually measuring as many as possible, and tallying within 
the class all diameters 0.4 inch below and 0.5 inch above; for instance, 
trees 11.6 to 13.5 inches in diameter are tallied in the 12 to 13 inch 
class. Since the largest chance for error in any survey is in main
taining the proper width of the strip, this should be checked con
tinually, either by pacing or by means of a small range finder with 
which the caliper man can easily and quickly determine whether a 
certain tree is inside or outside the .belt. The rear chainman takes 
borings to ascertain the age of the trees on that strip, converting the 
number of rings at breastheight to total age by means of the values 
found in Table 19, and, for convenience, rounding off the age of each 
stand to the nearest decade. He also takes, with hypsometer or 
Abney level, total heights of average-sized dominant and codomi
nant trees, in order to make the site determination. After such a 
crew is well organized, they can work as fast as a 2-man timber 
survey crew using a chain and correcting for slope, if not a little 
faster. 
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Wl!erever the site or age class changes, a new tally sheet is started 
by the estimator. If the estimate is desired by 40-acre divisions the 
tally sheet should be changed' also after each forty. This frequent 
change of tally sheets means that all three members of the crew must 
work in close contact so that the sheets will not be changed without 
a corresponding change in the map. . 

The five site-quality groups, I to V, will be used ordinarily, the site
index system being applicable only to small tracts or single stands in 
which the sites are not too variable. All three members of the crew 
should be on the watch continually for a change in site, as indicated 
by the average height of the larger trees in the stand. No site or 
age class distinction less than 2 chains along the strip need be 
made. Before concluding the field work a careful check should 
be made between the tally sheets and the map to discover whether 
any discrepancies exist. 

OFFICE WORK 

The office work differs more than the field work from the con
ventional methods of timber surveys. It will therefore be described 
in greater detail, and will be illustrated by computations drawn from 
the above-mentioned actual survey. 

First, the field maps are combined into a project map, drawn either 
to the same scale of 8 inches to the mile or to a smaller scale if more 
convenient. A legend must be chosen that will show without con
fusion the several site and age classes of the major type under consid
eration and the areas of other types. With a planimeter the acreage 
of the individual site-age classes is compiled. In some surveys it may 
be desirable to keep these by legal40-acre divisions, but this increases 
the work two to three fold and should be avoided when not necessary. 

When the site and age class acreages have been compiled, the 
tallies applying to each of the individual areas must be worked up. 
The total basal area and the number of trees in diameter classes 12 
inches and larger are first computed. Should the portion of the strip 
in the tally not be an even acre, the basal area and number of 12-inch 
trees must be converted to the acre basis. Following this, the values 
are applied to the total area inside the individual arell under consid
eration, and total basal areas and total number of 12-inch trees are 
found. For instance, in the example ~iven in Table 6, section 19, 
forty 11, has 5.4 acres in age class 80, Slte Class III. Basal area for 
this class is 116.1 square feet per acre; trees in and over the 12-inch 
diameter class number 50. Thus the total basal area for the class is 
627 square feet, and the total number of trees is 270. In the illus
trative survey (Tables 6 and 7) the present-stand volumes were also 
computed. However, in all prospective yield surveys, if a knowl
edge of the present volumes is not essential for immediate purposes 
the computations should not be made, since to do so greatly mcreases 
the amount of office work. 
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TABLE 6.-Sample form for summarizing stand values in a yield survey by 40-acre 
subdivisions 

VolumeTrees 121Pia· InchesnlmeterSeo-	 Areaof BIISB1. Indl·Forty Age Site readingtion 	 stand area ameter(dou· 	 Cubic Scribnerandble) over measure rule 

Ytara Sq. in. Acrtl Sq./!. No. Cu./!. Ed·fI. 
19 11 	 SO III 1.08 5.4 627 270 29,060 146,300 

SO IV .05 .3 43 21 1,660 6,960 
SO V •. 63 23.0 2,U4 736 59,090 92, 400 
90 IV .06 .3 M ~ 2,030 6,530 

I Outs. ------- 2.~ 11.0 --------- --------- --------.- ------.----
TotaL __________________ --- 

---.---- .0.0 3,138 1,051 91,840 252,mI 
TABLE 7.-Sample of summary of yield figures by site-age classes 

SITE III 

Volume
Trees 1.2 

Inches aJld Age ArM BesaJ area more In Cubic Scribnerdiamel:er measure rule 

w Ytara r Acru Sq. fl. Number Cu./!. M bd. ft. 
SO____________ 13.1 920 630 38,900 158 
90____________ 126.75 23,840 10,080 1,087,300 5,297 

88.55 15,190 7,250 6114,000 3,277100___________ 

120___________ 
 3117.• 66, 570 27,270 3,272, 300 16,502 

82. 55 14, 230 6,210 718,900 3,622 
1 

SITE IV 

\ And so fO!th for other ~Ites and ages I I 
1

Summary____\-2,-63-1-.0-1-.-75-,-400-1185,530 124, 789, 300 I~ 

This 40-acre tally can be further simplified by adding all site and 
age classes together, thus obtaining a forty estimate, which, however, 
has no use in the yield prediction. 

After the computations are completed for each individual tally 
sheet they are combined in a single table arranged by age and site 
classes, in which each age and site class cont1l.ins all the areas of that 
particular cate~ory in the whole survey. This grouping is necessary 
In order to facllitate further computation, except for small areas or 
those where the types are not complex. 

The last step before making the yield predictions is to compute the 
avera~e degree of stocking found III the various site and age classes. 
This IS done by dividing the total basal area of each site-age class 
by the number of acres to get the average basal area per acre and 
then comparing this with the basal area per acre of the fully stocked 
or normal forest of the same age and si"te. The ratio is the degree 
of stocking expressed as percentage of normal. 

For instance, in Table 7, "age 80, Site III," has a total basal area 
of 23,840 square feet on 126.75 acres, or an average of 188.1 square 
feet per acre. According to Table 2, the basal area of this age-site 
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class in the normal forest :is 259 square feet. Dividing 188.1 by 259 
gives 72.6 per cent, which is J.isted as 72.5 per cent in Table 8, in 
which normality is given to the nearest 0.5 per cent. 

TABLE S.-Sample form for eomlJUtation of yield predictWnB SO years hence 

Predicted volume per acre for Dor· Normality mal stocking
Corre

sponding 
Ageclul Area Scribner·Trees 12 rule DOT- Inter·Basal inches or CubIc Scribnermality Dationalarea more in measure rulerulediameter 

ACT.. Pu cent Pu cent Pu cent Cubic/ee! Board/ut Board/u!6Q.year__ •________________ 
so.year___________________ 13.10 31.0 40.5 46.5 12,300 86,700 55.000 
OO-year ___________________ 126.75 72. 5 53.5 61.5 14,000 101,500 69,400 

88.55 63.0 55.0 &l.0 14,600 107,200 75,000100-year__________________ 367.40 64.0 51.0 59.0 15, 140 ]12, 200 SO,OOO!2O-year __________________ 
82. 55 57.5 56.0 64.0 16,080 121,100 88,600 

Etc., etc., etc., lor all remaining site and age classes 

Totel _______________ ~1==1==r===I------------I------------I------------
Predicted volume per acre reduced Predicted volume lor total areato correspond to actual stocking 

Age CIBSS 

Inter('ublo Scribner ('ubic International Scribnernationalmeasure rule measure rule rulerule 

Cubic/ul Board/u! Board/u! Cubic jea Board/u! Board/u!OO-year______________________ 
3,841 26,877 25,575 50,317 352, 089 335,032 

OO-year______________________ 
so.year______________________ 

10,150 73,588 42, 681 I, 286, 51~ 9,327,279 5,409,817 
9,198 67,536 47,250 814.483 5,980,313 4,183,988 

120-year_____________________ 
l~year_..__________________ 9,600 il,808 47.200 3,560,100 26,382, 259 17,341,280 

9,246 69,632 56,709 763,257 5,748,122 4, 680, 915 

Etc., etc., etc., lor all remaining site and age classes 

Total _________________ ___________ -/-___________/____________) 27,038,374 ) 204,020, 968 1161,291,474 

Similarly the Scribner board-foot volume ratio of normality can 
be computed; but it should be remembered that this scale rule, being 
an arbitrary and somewhat erratic unit of volume measurement, can 
not be expected to give always a consistent and accurate index of the 
stocking; furthermore, it should only be applied to site and age 
classes in which the majority of the trees are over 12 inches in diam
eter. In this comparison the actual number of trees 12 inches and 
over for the site-age group under consideration is first divided by 
the number in the comparable normal stand. (Table 4.) Then, 
since the normality ratios of trees 12 inches and larger and of 
Scribner-rule volumes, unlike those of basal area and cubic-foot vol
ume, are not the same, it is necessary to adjust the percentage of 
stand to get the correct Scribner-rule volume ratios of normalitv 
according to Table 5. For instance, if the percentage of normD~l 
number of trees 12 inches and larger is 50, the percentage of Scribner
rule volume would be 58, and the latter figure would be entered 
in the compilation table under "Corresponding Scribner-rule 
normality. " 
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After the computation of the degrees of stocking of all age and 
site classes have been made, the yield predictions themselves can be 
made. Briefly, this is done by reading first the values for cubic-foot 
volume 01' board-foot volume from the normal-yield tables (Tables 
2,3, or 4) at the age for which the prediction is to be made, and then 
reducing them by the proportion that the actual stand is under
stocked (01' enhancing the normal-yield values if overstocked). and 
finally applying the altered figures to the whole area. 

In the example given in Table 8 it is assumed that all stands will 
be cut 30 years hence. 

To make clear the several steps in this procedure, a single line of 
calculation will be followed through. Age class 60, Site III, has an 
area of 13.1 acres, a total basal area of 920 square feet, and 630 
trees 12 inches or more in diameter at breastheight. The normal 
values pel' acre for this age and site are 226 square feet basal area 
and 118 trees 12 inches and larger. (Tables 2 and 4.) The gross 
basal area of the age- class, 920 divided by 13.1 and then divided 
again by 226, gives 31 per cent of normal stocking. Similarly 630 
trees divided by 13.1 and then by 118 gives 40.75 per cent, the ratio 
of normality in number of trees 12 inches and larger. According to 
Table 5, this 40.75 corresponds to a Scribner-rule volume percentage 
of normality of 46.5. These yalues are then entered in the computa
tion form under" Normality." 

Thirty years hence this 60-year stand will be 90 years old. The 
normal values at this age for volume in cubic measure, and board 
measure by International rule and Scribner rule are 12,390, 86,700, 
and 55,000 feet, respectively, and are listed under" normal stocking" 
per acre. To the cubic-foot volume and board-foot volume by In
ternational rule the present day basal area normality percentage at 
60 years (31 pel' cent) is applied; that is to say, 12,390 and 86,700 
are multiplied by 31 per cent and the values entered in the column!,! 
marked "Reduced for actual stocking." The normal Scribner vol
ume is multiplied by 46.5 per cent and entered in the third column of 
this group. Finally the reduced amounts are multiplicd by the 
total acreage and the results entered in the last three columns as the 
volume 30 years hence for the total area. 

This is repeated for each age-site class and totaled for the entire 
tract. 

The question may arise as to why no correction was made in this 
comparatively young age class (60 years) for the advance it may 
make to a· normal condition. In this particular survey there was 
only 13.1 acres of this age class out of a total of 2.6;)1 acres. A 
correction would have been of little weight in the final result; and 
it is a good rule in practice to adopt methods to fit each case and to 
avoid refinements when they are useless. 

However, to exempljfy the methods through which correction for 
advance to a more normal condition may be obtained, the 13.1 acres 
in age class 60 will be treated as if it were large enough to be of 
significance. Stands of this age-betw,een 40 and 80 years on the 
average-are expected to approach a more normal condition at a rate 
of about 4 per cent per decade. In 30 years the increase in normality 
ratio would thus be 12 per cent, which when added to the actual 
percentages of 31 and 46.5 for basal area and Scribner volume indi
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cate ratios, respectively, of 43 and 58.5 per cent. Normal volumes 
of 12,390 and 86,700 in cubic measure and board measure by Inter
national rule are multiplied by 43 and board measure of 55,000 by 
Scribner rule by 58.5, giving predicted volumes per acre of 5,328 cubic 
feet, 37,281 board feet International and 32,175 board feet Scribner. 
For the whole acreage in age class 60, 13.1 acres, the total predicted 
volume will then be 69,797 cubic feet, 488,381 board feet Interna
tional, and 421,492 board feet Scribner, compared to the uncorrected 
volumes of 50,317 cubic feet, and of 352,089 and 335,032 board feet, 
respectively. In actual computations, of course, the volumes would 
be rounded off to the nearest hundred in cubic feet and the nearest 
thousand in board feet . 

.After the computations have been completed and before the report 
is written, the results should be arranged in suitable summaries. 
covering such items as- ' 

Area of each type expressed in acres and in percentage of the total. 
Area of each site and age class of second·growth Douglas fir in acres and ill 

percentage of total area in the type. 
Average stocking (obtained by multiplying the areas in each site-age class 

by the degree of stocking. summing these reduced areas, and dividing the sum 
by the total area in the type). 

Predicted volumes in cubic feet, board feet International, and in board feet 
Scribner. 

Additional summaries can be suggested to fit each case, . such as 
when the forty estimates are of consequence, or when certain area'> 
are blocked out for cutting while others remain uncut until some 
future time. 

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

A number of further questions are likely to arise in the application 
of yield tables. One question is in regard to the making of predic
tions for cut-over or burned areas which have not yet become re
stocked. On areas which are not restocked to seedlings but which 
have a good chance to stock, a period of one to five years must be 
added to allow for one or two &ood seed years. 

Uneven agedness of a forest IS often a complicating factor. Acci
dents, such as fire, may overcome the tendency of second-growth 
Douglas fir to be strictly even-aged, and make a stand two-aged. 
'When this is so, the more important age class-i. e., the one with the 
larger amount of timber-should be used when calculating the stock
ing percentages. Planted forests should theoretically have a more 
uniform and complete stocking than natural stands. Especially 
where survival of the young trees has been good, plantations above 
normal in volume stOCKing might be looked for. As no artificial 
stands were investigated in this study, positive information on this 
point is still lacking for Douglas fir forests. 

To obtain a knowledge of the variability of a tract and of the 
relation of its stand values to the normal, either sample strips or 
sample plots may be measm·ed. This study showed that, if the 
width of strip is :properly controlled, sampling by strips is more 
reliable than samplIng by plots, in spite of the fact that us a general 
rule the error incurred in the measurement of a plot is proportional 
to the length of its perimeter. The variability of stocking in a 
forest is so great that a sample strip gives a truer average of con
ditions than a series of sample plots. 
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The area on which the illustrative survey was made had a large 
assortment of age classes, great diversity of types and sites, and a 
ruggedness quite typical of the region, and therefore made a good 
illustrative area to work out every complication of technic. But in 
many actual instances conditions would be more regular, and the 
methods could be modified accordingly, particularly on small areas. 
The smaller the area the less will be the variation of age and site 
class, and therefore the more possible will it be to treat each indi
vidual site and age class by itself instead of grouping them by site
age classes. At times the site-index system will be found preferable 
and will give more accurate results. This is the case especially in 
the poor site classes when the site quality does not fall upon the 
exact center of the class. Thus, stands in the upper range of Site V 
will have contorted Scribner board-volume percentages. The fact 
that it is contorted may not affect the predictions, but yet gives a 
wrong impression of the stocking. Therefore, if the areas in these 
sites are of consequence, an apparently more correct result is ob
tainable if the average site index is computed and checked against 
the site-class value. 

CHECK UPON THE METHOD OF COMPUTING YIELDS 

An approximate check upon this method of computing yields can 
be made by applying the yield tables to the present ages and com
paring the yields derived in this way with the actual volumes com
puted from the tally sheets directly. In the illustrative survey this 
resulted in an estimate by yield tables of 23,754,000 cubic feet and 
an actual computation of 24,789,000 cubic feet, or an underestimate of 
4.2 per cent. Computing the volume in board feet by Scribner rule 
gave an underestimate of 1.6 per cent. It can hardly be expecteIY 
that yield calculations will always attain this degree of accuracy. 

RESUME OF METHODS OF MAKING YIELD PREDICTIONS 

The preceding pages have shown the relationship of the actual 
forest to the normal, the reasons why the former is usually under
stocked, and thc methods of j udbring the degree of understoclringj 
and the technic of making an actual yield survey of an extensive 
tract has been described. The principal allowances to make in using 
normal tables for yield predictions of actual tracts may be briefly 
summed up as follows: 

1. Before classifying in site and age groups the area for which 
yield jredictions are to be made, the areas of surveyable openings 
and 0 other types are taken out. 

2. The stand values of each site and age group are discounted 
by the percentage that each is understocked (or overstocked), basal 
area being used as the index of normality. 

3. In understocked stands between 40 and 80 years of age, allow 
for progress toward normality at the rate of 4 per cent each decade. 

4. If the slopes are markedly different from those for which the 
normal-yield tables were prepared, increase (or decrease) the pre
llicted yields accordingly. (This applies only when an actual stand 
tally has not been made.) 
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5. Discount the predicted yield for assumed defect, breakage, and 
probable waste in wood utihzation. 

6. Where restocking is not established add a sufficient number of 
years t(l the rotation period to assure it. 

Yield predictions of course assume good silviculture and good 
protection. If the stand is prevented from restocking as expected, 
or if disastrous fires thin down the stand, the most carefully made 
yield predictions will be quite futile. 

The first requisites of accurate yield prediction are a thorough 
knowledge of the forest, accurate determination of age, site, and 
area, correct stand tallies, and good judgment as to what the stand 
will do. The mechanics of applying the tables and making the 
several mathematical allowances is secondary to "knowing your 
forest." 

INCREMENT TABLES 

The mean annual increments in cubic feet, in board feet by the 
International rule, and in board feet by the Scribner rule, are given 
in Table 9, and are also shown graphically in Figures 11 to 16. 

TABLE 9.-Mea·n an.nual- increment on a fully stocked acre aooord·ing to three 
'!mils ot mca.'iurement: (1) Cubio teet; (2) board feet, Scribner rule; and 
(3) board feet, Intcl"nationa·1 rule, Ph-inoh k-erf) 

CUBIC FEETl 

Site class 

I 
Site cl..."" 

Total age Total age __-;--_--;-_--;-_----,,-_
(years) (years)

II III IV V I 11 III IV V 

20_____________ 28 11oo. ___________ I~_;;,_;;~~30 _____________ 92 77 63 44 
40 _____________ 158 136 109 76 44 I 110. ___________• 183 160 1T1 86 51 
50 _____________ 188 164 131 89 53 120.___________ 176 153 121 82 49 
60 _____________ 203 177 141 96 57 130____________ 168 146 116 79 46 
70 _____________ 208 181 144 98 58 140____________ 161 140 111 75 44 
SO_____________ 207 181 144 98 58 150.___________ 154 134 106 72 43 
00 _____________ 204 178 142 96 57 160._._._______ 148 130 103 69 42 

198 173 138 93 56 

BOARD FEET, SCRIB:\ER RULE' 

20_____________ 
2030_________ •___ 1,149 902 628 314---.--.1.----- I 100. 

___________ 96I 110.
40 _____________ 287 87 4 ~--- ...-- ------ 1,125 894 630 330 III120. ___________610 298 112 5 -- .. --- 1,092 876 62550_________ .••_ 130.. __________ 340 122880 540 24860 ___________ ._ 66 1,059 851140. ___________ 613 345 130 
70.__ •• __ •_____ 1,033 714 396 140 18 1,025 830 601150. ___________ 349 137 
SO.._________ ._ 1,117 820 506 201 3n 990 80S 590 349 1421, l54 160.___________00_______ • _____ 878 571 250 58 959 786 578 346 1461,160 000 609 290 77 

BOARD FEET, INTER~ATIONAL RULE' 

20___ ..________ 245 
30_____ ._______ 813 100.___________ 1,489 1,238 947 5SO 288~ ---200- ----50- :::::: 110. ___________ 1,432 I, 19~40_____________ 1,185 920 574 295120__ •_________ 1 382 1,155880 550 230 5050______ •______ 1,410 895 562 293 
60_______ • _____ 1,512 864 549 2881, 100 742 3SO 118 130..••• _______ I: 322 1,115 

1,214 864 482 175 140. ___________ 1, Till, 075
70_. __________ 838 531 282.,1, 550 1, 280 937 542 220 150____________ 1,2'l2 1,040 
00 ____________ • 1,530 1, 285 966 572 254 160____________ 1, 178 1,018 781 500 Tl5I, 274 961 578 Tl7 

SO. __________.. 1,555 809 520 Tl8 

.~--~~--~--~~~----_L__~~~_L__~_ 

1 Volumfl In cubic feet Includes nil trees. 
• Volume In board feet by the Scribner rule Includes only those trees 12 Inches or woreIn diameter. 
• Volume In board teet by the International rule Includes only those trees 7 Inches or 

more In diameter. 
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The periodic annual increments by lO-year periods, are given in 
cubic feet, International board feet, and Scribner board feet in 
Table 10, and are also illustrated in Figures 11 to 16. 

TABLEl lO.-Periodir. a~ increment on a fuZZy stocked acre acoortUng to 
tMee units of mea.eurement: (1) Oubio feet; (2) board, feet, Scribner rule; 
and (3) board. feet, International rule Pk-inch kerf) 

CUBIC FEET 1 

Bite class Bite class 
Age period

(years) 
I IT III IV V 

Age period
(years) 

I IT III IV V 

--  ---  - 
20 to 30..._..•• 292 256 205 140 81 90 to 10L.•___ 127 110 87 60 35 
30 to 40_.•••._. 276 243 194 132 78 100 to 110•••... 106 92 72 60 29 
40 to 50•••• _..• 258 225 ISO 121 73 110 to 120•.•_•• 88 77 61 42 26 
50 to 50•..•.... 
110 to 70._.••_•. 

236 
210 

203 
180 

163 
145 

109 
00 

66 
58 

120 to 130.••.•. 
130 to 140.••..• 

76 
6Il 

66 
59 

53 
47 

37 
33 

23 
21 

70 to SO••._.• __
SO to 90_.______ 

182 
156 

156 
132 

125 
104 

83 
7J 

49 
n 

140 to 150._.___ 
150 to 160•.•___ 

84 
61 

54 
52 

43 
41 

30 
28 

18 
15 

BOARD FEET, SCRIBNER RULE " 

20 to 30________ 90 to 100. ______760 1,030 940 7SO 540 27030 to 40________ ------- ------- ------- ----- 100 to 110______ 4901,656 930 420 870 790 660 26040 to 50________ ------- ------ 110 to 120._____1,960 1,540 790 310 740 5CO 440 245------ 680
50 to 60._______ 1,805 1,550 1,140 480 120 t~ 130______ 845 590 500 395 23060 to 70________ -----

,625 1,440 1,140 585 130 130 to 140... ___ 575 530 450 355 220
70 to SO________ 140 to 150__ •___i,430 1,280 1,050 610 200 520 485 410 325 205SO to 90. _______ 150 to 160______i 230 1,105 930 585 250 480 450 380 300 200 

BOARD FEET, INTERNATIONAL RULE' 

20 to 30________ 1,890 1,320 840 90 to 100... 1,100 970 830 580------- ------ 390 
30 to 40._______ 2,260 1,890 1,370 700 100 to 110__ •___ 900 810 680 500 320------

____ 

40 to 50________ 110 to 120.2,320 2,000 1,520 9SO 340 _____ 76(1 680 570 430 270
50 to 60..._____ 120 to 130______2,060 1,820 1,490 1,000 450 660 590 500 380 24060 to 70________ 130 to 140______1,800 1,Il00 1,340 890 490 590 530 450 340 220
70 to SO. _______ 140 to 150______1,540 1,390 1,160 7SO 400 530 480 420 320 210SO to 90________ 150 to 160. _____1,320 1,170 990 680 460 480 440 380 300 200 

1 Volume In cubic feet includes all trees. 
I Volume in boaru feet by the Scribner rule includes only those trees 12 Inches or more 

In diameter. 
• Volume In board feet by the International rule Includes only those trees 7 Inches or 

more in diameter. 
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FIauBm 13.-Mean annual increment per acre in board feet by the International log
rule for trees 7 incbes in diameter and larger 
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The mean annual increments indicate for any given age of stand 
the average yearly increase in volume per acre up to that age. 
That is, if a forest on Site I were cut at 40 years of acre, the aver
ag~ yearly increase in volume would be only 188 cubic feet per 
acre; if cut at 60 years, the average yearly gl'owth would be 208 
cubic feet; 01' if cut at 100 years, 191 cubic feet per acre. 

The rate of volume growth is not constant throughout the life of 
a forest; hence the average annual increase in volume reaches a. 
maximum and thereafter diminishes. Thus a forest on Site I 
reaches the maximum of average annual increase in Scribner board
foot volume at about 90 years of age. 
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The periodic annual increment, as used in these tables,. indicates 
the decade of most rapid volume growth. The largest yearly in
creases in cubic-foot volume, for example, occur, in forests on Site I) 
during the third decade of their life. During this period 292 cubic 
feet per acre are added annually, whereas only 236 cubic feet per 
year are produced during the 50 to 60 year period, and 106 cubic 
feet per year during the 100 to 110 year period. . 

The amount of increase varies according to the productive capacity 
of the site. During the decade of greatest productivity a forest on 
Site V adds annually only 270 Scribner board feet per acre, whereas 
on Site I an average of 1,960 board feet is produced during the 
decade of most rapid volume growth. 

A thorough discussion of the choice of rotation age and other 
problems of forest management is obviously beyond the scope of this 
bulletin. Theoretically, the age at which to harvest the forest 
crop is the age at which mean annual increment culminates, since 
this coincides with the period of maximum average annual increasfJ 
in volume. But so many other factors than maximum quantitJY 
production in minimum time enter into a choice of rotation :lge 
that each case must be decided according to the prevailing conditions. 
It may be that quality instead of quantity is desired, or that finan
cially· it is impossible to withhold cutting until the time of maximum 
volume production, or that trees of a certain size are desired for a 
certain purpose; anyone of these considerations alone will then 
control the length of rotation. All these points and many others 
must be taken into account when deciding upon a suitable rotation 
for ~ crop of timber. 

STAND TABLES 

For some purposes it is essential to know the approximate number 
of trees in each diameter class. Table 11 shows for selected site 
qualities the approximate number of trees in each 2-inch diameter 
class at various periods in the life of a stand from 20 to 160 YQars 
of age. Additional tables for other ages and site qualities may 
be prepared by followIng the procedure outlined in the appendix. 
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TABLE ll.-Stand tabw tor Douglas fir 1 

BITE I 

Number of trees by age classes 
2-lnch·dlameter olasa 1---..,-----.---....---;----,----;----;-- 

20 years 40 years ,60 years 80 years 100 years 120 years 140 years 160 years 

w___________________ 131 __ _ 


(.-jj___________________ 2li3 - ----S- :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 

::~::::::::::::::::::: I~Z ~ -------"7" ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
1~IL_______________ __________ 48 12 --------3- :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 12-13_________________ __________ 43 16 4 2 _____________________________ _ 
14-15_________________ __________ 36 18 8 :2 2 ___________________ _ 
16-17_________________ __________ 20 18 9 II 2 1 
18-19_________________ __________ 11 19 10 6 3 2 
20-21.________________ __________ 5 16 11 6 4 2 
22-23_________________ __________ __________ 13 10 7 4 3 
24-25_________________ __________ __________ 9 HI 7 5 4 
26-27_________________ __________ __________ 6 9 6 6 4 
28-29_________________ __________ __________ 5 8 7 5 4 
~1.________________ __________ __________ __________ 6 7 5 4 
82-33_________________ __________ __________ __________ (\ 5 4~M-35_________________ __________ __________ __________ 3 ;\ 5 5 
86-37_________________ __________ __________ __________ 2 4 5 4 
88-39_________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 2 <I 4 
~1.________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 2 3 442-43_________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 2 2 3 
4'-45_________________ __________ __________ _________ __________ __________ 1 2 
46-47_________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 1 2 
48-49_________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 1 1 
/iO-51.________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 1 
Over 60______________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 1 

Tota!: ________ _ 
571 240 138 97 76 63 

BITE II 

~::::::::::::::::::: ~: oll --------3- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------
6-7___________________ 119 89 13 --------3- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------
8-9___________________ __________ 90 33 6 --------3- ---------- ---------- ---------
1~11.________________ __________ 77 35 16 4 --------3- ---------- ---------
12-13_______________. _ __________ 41 38 20 10 4 --------3- ---------2 
14-15_________________ __________ 19 38 22 13 7 4 2 
16-17_________________ __________ __________ 30 21 13 9 6 3 
18-19_________________ __________ __________ 20 2\J 14 10 8 5 
20-21.________,________ __________ __________ 10 19 15 10 8 6 
22-23____________________________ 8 14 13 11 8 7~________ 

24-25_________________ __________ __________ __________ 8 13 11 9 7 
26-27_________________ __________ __________ __________ 5 10 9 8 7 
28-29_________________ __________ __________ __________ 5 6 9 8 7 
30-31.________________' __________ __________ __________ __________ 4 6 7 6 
32-33_________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 3 5 7 6 
34-35_________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 2 3 4 6 

~~::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ~ ~~ ~ 

Ei::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::':::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ~::::~~: _~ 
TotsL_________ 880 385 228 159 123 101 88 78 

I Table 11 shows for a fully stocked 8C1'8 the approxlmata number of trees In eaoh 2-lnoh dlametar groUD
for given ages and site qualities. In this table the total number of trees will check with the values given 
In Table 2, but the number of trees 7 Inches and larger and 12 Inches and larger In diameter may not always
be Identical with the values for corresponding ages and site qualities as given In Tables 3 and 4. This dis
crepancy Is to be expected sinoo stand tables are at best, only an approximation; their purpose Is only to 
Wuatrate In about what order the trees u.re distr buted among the various diameter ola88es.l 
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TABLE 1l.-StGn-d table for Dougla8 fir-Continued 

BITE III 

Number at trees by e.ge classes 

~bwh~terc~I-----~----~----~----~----~----_,------._---
20 years 40 years 60 years 80 years 100 years 120 years 140 years 160 yeers 

-------11----------------------------
~::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: Ig~ -------22- :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::6-7___________________ __________ 176 M 14 _______________________________________ _
8-9___________________ __________ 129 67 29 16 6 3 
100IL________________ __________ M 73 36 21 10 6 ---------6 
12-13_________________ __________ l6 56 39 24 16 10 6
1'-16_________________ __________ __________ 39 37 26 19 14 916-17__________________________________•__ 18 32 26 19 14 1218-19_________________ __________ __________ 9 22 23 20 16 122O-2L________________ __________ __________ __________ 14 21 18 16 1322-23_________________ __________ __________ __________ 10 13 16 14 1324-25_________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 8 13 13 1226-27_________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 7 7 10 lL28-29_____________ .. ___ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 6 6 

93O-3L________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 4 5
32-33_________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 5 

4 
6 

3'-35______________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
36-37______________________________________________________________________________________ _ 3 

r-----~-------------.1---+---2 

TotaL_________ __________ 685 337 232 184 152 131 117 

BITE IV 

~:::~::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ~ 1~ -------25- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------
6-7___________________ __________ 234 129 58 -------33- -------iii- --------7- ---------3 
8-9___________________ __________ 79 121 67 44 27 14 9
10-1L________________ __________ __________ 83 85 46 32 25 19 
12-13_________________ __________ __________ 32 61 49 38 27 22 
1'-16_________________ __________ __________ 10 36 45 38 30 24 
16-17.________________ __________ __________ __________ 16 27 30 28 24 
18-19_________________ __________ __________ __________ 7 16 23 25 22 
20-21.________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 11 14 18 21 
22-23_________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 7 10 13
2'-26_________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ of 7 9 
26-27_________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 4 6 
28-29_________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ of 

. ---- ----------------1----1---'l"otal__________ __________ 927 500 345 271 224 195 175 

BITE V 

~::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ~ ~ 5~ -------26- -------ii- ---------6 
6-7___________________ __________ __________ 214 125 92 57 37 218-9___________________ __________ __________ 91 132 97 69 51 41 
10-11.________________ __________ __________ 22 100 85 73 67 45 
12-13_________________ __________ __________ __________ 46 42 66 50 43 
1'-15_________________ __________ __________ __________ 18 22 32 43 42 
16-17_________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 18 19 26 
18-19_________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 16 15 
20-21.________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 11 

Total_________________________ .___ _ 
780 625 331 
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VOLUME TABLES 


The volumes of the trees on the sample plots of the yield study 
were computed with the aid of volume tables. Tables 12 to 16 
cover volumes in cubic feet classified by diameter and total height 
of trees; merchantable volume in board feet, Scribner rule, classi
fied by diameter and log lengths, and by diameter and total height 
of trees; and merchantable volume in board feet, International rule, 
classified by diameter and log lengths, and by diameter and total 
height of trees. 

These volume tables are based on the measurement of nearly 2,000 
trees, most of which were obtained in 1909 by T. T. Munger, of the 
Forest Service, and the rest in 1921-1924 by J. S. Boyce, then of the 
Bureau of Plant Industry. The tables were constructed by the 
author according to the procedure developed by Donald Bruce and 
L. H. Reineke of the Forest Service. 

The volumes shown in the tables include no allowance for defect 
(all the trees measured having been scaled full). These tables are 
applicable to Douglas fir trees less than 160 years old which are 
within the specified range of diameters and heights. 



TABLE 12.-Cubic-foot volume table for second-growth Douglas fir ~ 
[Western foothills of Cascade Mountains, Washington and Oregon-All site qualities, 1926) 

~ Height of tree In feet a 
p:j 

D. b.h., Basis, Z 
Inches ~ I 30 I 40 I50B 70 r~-I 00 1100 1 110 11~ 1 130 1 140 1 150 1- 160 R ISO 1 100 ~T;10 I~ ZJO 1 240 trees S 

Volume in cubic feet ~ 
b:I 

~i~~::~ :i ~E ; E ~~ I~E!-~i I::f~: :;:~: ~~~~:: ~~~~::t::~~ ::~~::: ~~:~ ~~: :~~:~:: :~~:~~; ~~~~~-: ==:~ ~:: ::::~: ~::~~~~ ~~::~:: ~ ::~~ ~ ~: ~::: ::~::: --- E H 

6•..--••••i 2.85 3.70 4.50 5.3S 6.14 6.95 7.76 ___ ............................ ' ..." ..................-..................-.... ...... ...... 66
••··1..·....1 ~ 
t¢~::=:::::: ~ ~ ~ !:: ~: ~ ~::; 1~: ~ 1~: ~ :~::u ~!:! :;:; ··i7~2· "i9~i) ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: :=::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: : o 
I-'9......... 4.24 a 19 ~ 9.9S 11.6 13.5 IS.2 16.6 18.1 20. 0 ~ 23. S ._••_..•____ •• " •••" •••••.•.•...•••••••..••••••••.••.•••• '." ._..... •••••• 64 ~ 


10•••_•••_ S. ~ 7.55 LV. ,,' 1. S 14.2 16.4 18. 5 ·~.1 22.0 24.4 1 26. ~ 28.7 31.1 ._••_...................._._ ••• _•••••••.•_ ••••••_ ".'.' ._._.. •••••• 63 

11_._.••.. 6.26 9.10 11. 7 14. 3 17.0 19.5 22.0 24.0 26.3 29.1 31. 7 ~ 37.3 40.4 43.1 ._.••••••_•••••••..••••. ••••••••• ••• •••••• 50 ~ 0 •••• _ 0 _._. 

12•••••••..••••• 10.8 13. S 6. S 20.0 22.8 25.9 28.3 31. 1 34.6 37.4' 111.5 44.0 47.9 S1. 3 54.2 ••••.•••••••.• ".'.'•••••••••.•..• _..... •••••• 63 rn13•••••••••• '." 12. 4 16. 0 ~ 23.2 26. S 30.2 33.3 36.7 40.3 43.7 47. 3 SI~ 55:-8' 59.6 63.0 •.••.•••••••_••••••..••••••••••••••,.... •••••• 63 
lL_••.••••••••. 14.2 18.4 1= ~ ~ 30.4 34.7 38.5 42. 3 46.1 50.0 54.2 58.8 63.8 68.2 72. S 78. 0 82. 9 •.•".' " ••". •••.•. •••••• •••••• 95 t:I 
15•••••••••.. _•••.•••• 21.0 25.6 jw."2P..8 39.S 43.7 48.0 52.2 50.5 61.2 66.5 71.9 ~ 82.0 88.0 93.6 99.9 •••••.••••••••••••••••_.. 87 t..:J 

t,j
16•••••.••• , •••••••••• 23. 7 28.8 33. 9 ~~. 2 44.3 49.2 53.9 58.4 63.1 68.2 74.4 SO. 5 86.0 92.6 98.8 105.0 113.0 ••••••••••••• ".'.. •••••• i9 
17.•••••.• _••••_ •••.•• 26.4 32.2 38.0 Iia:s 49.2 54.S 60.0 64.S 70.0 75.8 82.S S9.5 95.5 103.0 110.0 117.0 125.0 134 145 •••••• ,_.... 72 t"i 
IS•••••••••_••.••_•••• 29.3 35.7 42. 2 "S.4 54.5 60.4 67.0 71. 3 77.2 83.7 91.4 99.0 106.0 114.0 122. 0 130.0 139.0 157 160 •••••• •••••• 65 o 
19••••••••••_••••••••••_._ •• 39.5 46.5 53.3 59. S 66.1 72. 4 77. 8 84. 7 91. 6 100.0 108.0 116.0 125.0 134.0 143.0 163.0 162 176 186 195 65 '>j 

20••••••.•••••..•_.•••.••••• 43.4 51.1 1~.3 6S.S 72.2 79.0 84.S 92.1 99.8 109.0 118.0 127.0 137.0 147.0 157.0 168.0 178 192 204 214 60 
21..•••..••••_••.••.•• ' •••" H. 5 55.6 63.5 71.2 78. 3 ~ 92. 0 100.0 IOS.0 118.0 128.0 138.0 148.0 ISg.0 170.0 183.0 194 ~ 222 234 66 ~ 
22•••••.•••••••.•••••••••••• 51.7 60.2 69.0 77. 0 84.8 v<. a ~ lOS. 0 117.0 127.0 138.0 149.0 160.0 172. 0 185.0 19S.0 210 225 240 253 62 t:d 

I 
....23•••.__ •• _.'.'•._••..•'.'.' •.• '.' 65.0 74.3 83.0 91.0 

1 

99.4 107.0 lIS. 0 125.0 136.0 14S.0 160.0 172.0 185.0 199.0 ~.~ :-:! 243 258 273 S9 a
24••••••••.•••••••_••••_••..•••••. 69.S SO.O 89.0 97.S 105.0 114.0 123.0 133.0 144.0 157.0 170.0 184.0 19S.0 213.0 229.0 245 262 277 294 67 
~,5••_u__••••_uuuu ____________ ••.•u85.7 9S.0 164.0 113.0~122.~ 131.0 142.0 154.0 168.0 182.0 196.0 212.0 228.0 24S.0 262282297 315 51 
26•••••••••••••••••••••_•••••••••••••••• 91.5101.0 m.o ~ 129. 139. v 150.0 162.0 178.0 193.0 ~.O 226.0 243.0 261.0 281 300 317 337 58 
27••••••.••••••••.•••.••••••••••.••••••.•.•••• 107.0 117.0 1128.0 137.0 147.0 159.0 172.0 188.0 204.0 ~.O 239.0 258.0 278.0 298 3~ 337 360 63 
28.•._•••.••..••.••.•_ .'." .."." .•.•••••••..••••••• 122.0 1~.0 14~.0 155.0 168.0 181.0 19S.0 216.0 233.0 253.0 ::74.0 295.0 317 341 359 384 42 
29..•••••.•••••.••••••.••_.•••••••••••••••••..••••••. 131.0 142.0 152.0 163.0 177.0 191.0 209.0 227.0 246.0 268.0 200.0 310.0 335 360 382 408 46 
30•.•••••.••.•.•.•.•._ .•_••_ •••••••••••_ ••••••.•••••• 138.0 149.0 160.0 i71.0 185.0 200. 0 ~. 0 239.0 259.0 282. 0 307.0 327.0 3M 381 403 434 66 
31..._••••••.••••_._._ •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••_. 144. 0 156. 0 167.0 179.0 194.0 210.0 ZJO.O 251.0 272. 0 299.0 321.0 344. 0 372 ~ 426 457 31 



32 ___________________________________________________ 151.0 163.0 175.0 188.0 203.0 263.0 285.0 336.01362.0 391 m~.O 

4G 482 M33______ •____________________________________________ WI. 0 171. 0 183.0 100.0 212. 0 230.0 276.0 m.o 350.0 378.0 40Il 442 
34________________________________________________.__ _______ _______ 191.0 roL 0 221. 0 240.0 289.0 310.0 365.0 395.0 428 462 472 IiOII 81 
35________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ _______ _______ _______ 199.0 212. 0 231.0 250.0 300.0 322. 0 381.0 412. 0 447 483 400 632 29 
36______________________.___ ______ ______ ______ _______ _______ _______ _______ 0 239.0 25. 335.0 396.0 430.0 465 504 619 560 III 
37___________________________________________• ____________________________ 228.0 248.0 269.0 348.0 412.0 447.0 485 626 543 582 16' 
38________________________________________________________________________ 237. 0 2.~7. 0 279.0 360.0 427.0 465.0 603 547 565 606 12 

~. 

588 632 1039________ •_______________________________________________________________ 244.0 266.0 289.0 372.0 443.0 482. 0 623 567 
40________________________________________________________________________ 25.1.0 275.0 298.0 384.0 456.0 600.0 542 690 612 657 7 
41________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ 398.0 475.0 518.0 562 610 636 683 6 
42________ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ 410.0 400.0 535.0 581 632 660 708 3 

683 734 943___________________-'______ ______ ______ ______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ 422.0 506.0 553.0 501 
44 _________________• _____________________________________ • ___• ______ • __________ • _________ .____ 435.0 522. 0 572.0 622 675 707 760 4 
45____ •____ • ______________________________________• _________________"_____ _______ _______ _______ 448.0 537.0 589.0 642 600 732 786 3 

754 812 346________ • ____________ • ________________________• __________________ ,_ ..___ _______ _______ _______ 460.0 553.0 607.0 662 718 
778 842 747. ______ ••________ • _________________________________________________ .____ _______ _______ _______ 569.0 626.0 632 739 
802 863 2 
826 889 1 ~ 

~850 914 7 
874 941 -----
898 006 3 
D22 993 1 ~ 
945 1,018 -----~~~~~ ll~ll~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~ ~l~~~ l~~~~~~r-l~~~ ~-~~~l~ :l~~-l~l~l-~ ~:lll~ :~l_-~l ~I;! :m ~ 970 1,045 1 

o 
I:g1,966 

1::1 
The volume Is total cubic volume or the stem, Including stump and top, but excluding bark. Prepared from curved form !actors. Block Indicate.:! extent of basic data. Aggrn o 

gate volume hy tIIble i:l 0.2 per OOIlt lower thllll aggregate volume of basic dlltll. 

~ 
I:g 

~ 

01 ..... 



CJl 

TABLE l3.-Board-foot volume table (Scribner Tule-16-foot logs) for second-growth Dougles fir 
~ 

[Western foothills 01 Cascade Mountains, Washington and Oregon-A.lI site quaUtles, 19261 
~ 
Q 

Number of 11}-I00t logs t:Q 

Cone ..... 
frustum I Basis, Q 

2: 
D. b. h., Inches 1~ 2 8 9 10 11 12 13 form trees 

factor ~ 
Volume in board loot b:I 

0.025 M ~ 
.008 ru l-3 .....~==========:========= ~ : ~~ :: : : : ========== ========== ========== ========== ==========1========== •894 ~ 2:.880 87 
.868 79 1<, 

.858 72 o!l~~::~~~m~mm~: ~ :~ ~ ~ ~ m ill ~~::::J: :::~::ill: :m~~~~: m:~~:m ~:~:mmlm~:~m f-'.849 65 
19 ______ ._.___________ 73 115 207 305 403 503 602 701 SOl 901 ___________________ • _•• ______ _ .840 65 
20 ____ •. _. _____ . ___ ._ 76 123 221 330 ~35 543 651 758 8Il5 970 ___________ . _______ •• _. _____ ._ .833 60 !:i21._. ________ .________ 77 129 240 355 489 584 700 815 !l3O 1,046 __________________ ._ • ________ _ .829 66 
22 ___ • ____ • _______ ._.. SO 136 258 ~ 509 633 760 884 1,011 1,136 1,260 __ ...._._....___.... .823 rn~ 
23 ___ • __ •••• ___ .•_____ 84 143 277 414 551 688 827 964 1,101 I 239 1,375 ___________. _____ .._ .820 W t;1
24 _________ •• __ ..______ •• ___ •• __ 151 292 438 584 728 882 1,035 1,188 1~ 1,495 1,641 .819 ~ tr:!
25 __ ••__ . __ ._••• ___ • ___• __ •___ .. 160 311 466 623 780 IH2 1,109 1,275 1,440 1,602 1,763 .816 M "d
26 ••_____ ••_. __ ••_.____..____ .._ 170 333 500 666 832 1,013 1,100 1,368 1,546 1,724 1,895 .813 58 ~ 
27 _._._._._.._.____________• __ .. 180 351 53{ 7lA! 889 1,078 1,268 1,458 1,648 1,835 2,020 2,m .810 ~ 
28 __...__ .._________ .. _..._... __ 188 371 560 7SO 1141 1,144 1,346 1.551 1,752 I, gso 2, 152 2,~ .808 42 o 

I'1j29._ ..._._._..__ ..____ ''' __ '' ___ ....... _____ ..._____ 602 SIlO 1,005 1,220 1,433 1,650 1,882 ;077 2,282 2,~ .803 48 
30 ____________________ ..___ • __ .. ---------'1'--------- 638 8SO 1,002 1,291 1,518 I, U9 1,975 :L 202 2, 420 2,~ •SOl 56 ;.
31. ______• _______.._....__________ ........,___.._.. __ 675 001 1,130 1,370 1,609 1,8:iO 2,091 ~ 2,562 2,~ .800 ~ 

32__ ..._____. _____ .....__ ._......__ .......;._.... _._. 716 955 1,195 1.449 1,700 1,954 2, 211 2, 482 2,707 2,~ .7119 M ~ 
.....33 _______ .......__ ..__ __ ..___ ..___ "'_"___ .._..___ . 751 1,005 1,260 1,530 1,800 2, 070 2, 340 2, 613 2, 873 3,m .797 ~ 
 Q
34....._____._..___... __________ •______ ... .......... 791 1,059 1 3-33 1,614 1,898 2, ISO 2, 463 2, 745 3,006 3,295 .793 29 
35 __ ._.._____ • ___ ._.._ .._. __ .. __ ..___ ......___ ._..__ 839 1,115 1,402 1,700 1,998 2, 295 2, 500 2, 885 3,160 3,~ .791 W ~ 
36. _____ ....______ .... _.____ ._._ .._____.._________ .. 882 1,175 1,4114 1,782 2,095 2,410 2,721 3,025 3,318 3,~ .789 W l-3j
37. __..__ ..___ ........ ___ .._______ ..__ .. __ __________ 930 1,228 1,545 1,873 2, 205 2, 530 2, 860 3,166 3,478 3,~ .786 12 q 
38___ ......_....___ .._____ ....._ ._._.._... .......... 978 1,200 1,614 1,955 2, 305 2, 660 2,985 3, 315 a; 642 3,~ .783 10 
39_..._.........._..____ .._...._ ..._._ ........_...._ 1,020 1,354 1,600 2, 049 2, 415 2,700 3,137 3,487 '""3;8'25 4,~ .781 7 ~ 
40_________________.._____ ....__ ...._..____ ....___ .. _..___ .... 1,412 1,779 2, ISO 2, 523 2, 892 3,266 3, 634 ~5 4,m .779 6 
41. __.._....________ .. __ ....__ .. __ • __ .....,..__ •• __ ._ ...... _._. 1,478 1,861 2, 250 2, 633 3,015 3,3911 3,768 4,135 4,530 .776 3 
42__ •__ • __ •_____..._.____•_____ • ___ • ___ • _______•____ •___ ._._" 1,511 1,937 2, 340 2, 735 3,138 3,528 3, 920 4, 301 4,m .773 9 
43 ____________________ .,....___ • ________ .. __ ...__ .. _ __________ 1,609 2, 020 2, -l46 2, 8SO 3,258 3, 672 4,036 4, 400 4,W .770 

http:Oregon-A.lI


«-------------------- ---------- ---------- .--. ------ __________ 1,66345____________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 1,730 ~~I ~m ~~ ~~ ~~ -768 846_________________ .__ __________ __________ __________ __________ 1,790 2,171 3,950 4,391 ~m ~~ .764 a 

47---------------___________________ •• ____________________ .___ 1,854 ~- ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 
 _761 6 
48. -------------________________ • ___________..______ __________ 1,920 2,330 , 4, 247 4, 720 ~m ~~ .759 249 _____________________ •_________________ . __________ __________ 1,985 ~~ ~ill ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ .755 1
50____________________________ • __ • ____ ._.______•• __ ••__ ..... __ ..____ ._ •• 2, 511 3,534 4,572 5,075 ~~ ~~ .752 7 

51._•• ____.._..___ ........_..... _..........___ . ___.........___ .._____••• ~~ ~~ ~m ~~ ~m ~33O .750 ........._


2,~ ~m ~m~_52._._._......_........._._.........._.............. __ .... _.. _.... _.... . ~m .748 a

2, 775 3, 908 5, 055 5 620 ~~ ~63 ____• __ ..____....... _..__ .._......_...._ .._....... " ___"'_' •__ ...._.. ~~ .743 1


.740 _________ _
54. __._._..........._ .....__ ...._•.•"." _...._.... "_.__ ."_ ._........ 2, 854 4, 034 5, 230 , 20 I ~m ~~ 


~ 944 4, 153 5 389 6,010 ,~ ~~ .739 1 

1,433 

Prepared by the frustum rorm ractor method. Stump height 2 reet. (Trees scaled in l6-root logs with O.Hoot trimming allowance to 8 inches d. I. b. In top, Scribner decimal C 8 
rule. Volume shown in this table as full scale. No allowance made ror derect. Block indicates extent or basic uats. Aggregate volume by table is 1.06 percent lower than aggregatel:Qvolume of basic data.) t;1 

~ 
t:"' o 
o 
"':I 
tj 
o 
q 
Q 

s: 
U; 

t.;j 

~ 

CI:I 
01 



01 
TABLE 14.-Board-foot volume table (Scribner .ruie-total height) second-growth Douglas fir ~ 

[Western foothills of Cascade Mountains, Washington and Oregon-All site qualities, 11l26] 

~ 
Total height in feet a 

III 
!2:Basis,

180D. h. h., Inches 50 I 60 I 70 I 80 r00llOO \no I lID r130 11~ 11; 1 160 I 170 1 I 100 I IDO 210 I 2ID r230 I 240 trees 

~ 
Volume in board fcet 

b:t 

12____________________________ 32 50 69 87 105 124 I~ 155 176 100 225 L------ _______ ----___ ------- ------________ ---____ ------- -_____ _ u 
U ~ M 
87 ~ HIr:~:~~-~~:~:::~~:~~::~~~ ~~~~:i 1~ ;~ ~ ~ ~ ! ~ ~ ;~:~~~: ~~~~: ~~~:==~ ~~~~=:~ ~~~-~~: ~~~~:~ ~::~~ ~~:~~~~ 72 I:¢ 

18____________________________ ______ ______ 174 215 257 2M 329 367 410 460 510 580 640 714 ____________________________ - ____________ _ 65 <:> 
19____________________________ ______ ______ 192 239 283 325 363 403 450 508 564 640 7IO "'1l!2 tl5lf _________________________________ _ ......65 
20______ • ______________________________ ••_ 213 :!Il~ ~!~ 355 397 440 494 558 618 694 774 854 M2 1,032 -----__ ---_________________ _ 60
21.___________________________ ______ ______ ______ 285 338 ~ 438 480 538 6GI 676 754 844 930 1,026 1,122 ___________________________ _ 66 ;:l
22____________________________ ______ ______ ______ 309 367 4ID ~ 620 584 658 732 8ID 914 1,010 1,114 1 222 ___________________________ _ ~ 
23 __________ ""______________________ ..____ ______ ______ 397 455 507 630 708 788 882 986 1,090 1,204 1,322 I, ~ ___________________ _ W rn66~ 

24 ________ • ______________________________ . _____ •._____ 426 489 545 607 676 758 848 9IiO 1,058 1,172 1,200 1,422 1,648 1,670 _____________ _ ~ 25_______________________________________ . ______ ._____ 458 524 ~ 648 724 811 909 1,018 1,134 1,257 1,393 1,527 1,667 1,801 _____________ _ U ~ 26 ________________________________________ ._____ ______ 492 ~ 626 692 770 866 971 1,088 1,210 1,346 1,495 1,645 1,794 1,938 ____________ __ 58 "d 
27 __ __________________________ ______ ____________ ______ 524 I 51lS I 866 728 821 9ID 1,034 I, 158 1,287 1,435 1,597 1,757 1,921 2, 075 ____________ __ 53 !-3
28______________________________________________,______ ______ fl:l81?(Jt! 782 870 975 I, 0Il6 1,230 1,368 1,535 1,609 1,874 2, 048 2, 215 - ____________ _ 

~ 29___________ • ____________________________ •____ . ______ ______ 674 750 828 9ID 1,032 1,162 1,304 1,450 1,627 1,803 I, 1lS9 2, 180 2, 354 _____________ _ o46 I>;j·30______ ______________________ ______ ______ ____ __ _____ _______ 712 792 876 972 1,088 1,228 1,379 1,536 1,7ID 1,909 2, 104 2, 308 2, 497 _____________ _ 5031.__________________________________________________ -j-________ .__ 836 922 1.023 1,148 1,200 1,454 1,622 1,813 2, 014 2, 222 2, 436 635 _____________ _ ~ 

32__ --------------------------------.---- ______________ . ____________ 878 9iO \1,076 l,ID7 1,366 1,529 1,711 1,006 2,100 2,~ 2,669 ~ 3,019 3,246 M ~ 
1,016 I, 129 1,267 1,434 1,601 1,797 1,999 2, 226 2,458 2, 702 2, 921 3, 180 3,424 ~ ~ 
1,060 1,182 1,327 1,512 1,694 1,880 2, 092 2, 333 2, 576 2, 833 3, 084 3,338 3,598 29 

H a 
1,112 1,238 ..1.,387__ 1,565 1,747 1,964 2, 180 2,439 2,694 2, 003 3,227 3,400 3,780 rn 

2, 046 2, 278 2, 544 2, 812 3, 0Il6 3, 370 3, 657 3,91i6 M 
2, 128 2, 372 2, 651 'l, 931 3,225 3,514 3,818 4,132 ~ 
2,~ 2,W 2,m ~~ 3,~ 3,~ 3,~ ~m 10 ~ 
2, 286 2, 558 2, 867 3, 167 3, 491 3, 800 4, 136 4, 486 7 ~ 2, 362 2, 651 2, 970 3,280 3, 619 3,943 4, 299 4, 667 6 
2, 437 2, 746 3,068 3,398 3, 752 4,086 4, 459 4, 844 3 
2, 513 2, 839 3, 158 3, 516 3, 885 ~ 4,622 5,022 9 
2, 586 2, 932 3, 266 3, 6.'12 4,018 I ~,~I~ 4, 781 5, IDO 4 
2, 659 3,011 3,365 3,747 4, 149 .. 520 I.. 93g 5,373 3 



45............................ ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ....... ....... ....... 

46............................ ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ....... ....... ....... 


~============================ ====== ====== ====== ====== ====== ====== ====== ======= ======= ======= 49............................ ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ....... ....... ....... 


~~~m~:mf:m:mmm m~~ E~mm mm ~mmmmmm :~m~ ~:~:~~~ :::~m 
Prepared by applying curved board foot-cublc loot rntlo~ to cubic foot volume table. Stump height 2leet. 

0.3·foot trimming alJowanoe lor ee.ch 16-Coot log. Gross 5alI&-no aIJowanoe Cor deCect. Block shows extent oC basic data. Aggregate volume by table Is 0.1 per rent higher than eggre
gate volume of b8s1c data. 

4, 663 5, 102 5, 526 II 
4,807 5, 258 5, 720 7 

5, 420 5, 800 2 
5, 685 6, 065 1~~~ 5,245 	 5, 744 6, 236 7 
5,007 6, 409 •••••• 
6, 060 6, 579 3 
6, 225 6, 752 1 
6, 388 6, Il25,II~ 6,554 	 7,003 

1,434 

Volume includes an of stem to 8-lnch d. I. b. in top exoept stump and 8
III 
J1:J 

a 

~ 
~ 
t::I o 

f 

~ 

~ 
~ 



TABLE 15.-Board-foot volume table (International rule-16-foot logsj for second-growth Dougltu fir en 
Ol 

[Western foothills of Cascade Mountains, Weshlngton and Oregon-All sitE! qnalJUes, Ill26j 

~ Number of 16-foot 10gB 0 

Cone I I:Q
frustum Basis, ZD. b. h., Ioc!les I 1~ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I 11 112 I 13 form trees .... 

Q!actor 

Volume In board feet ~ 
b:l 

7____________________ 19 30 44 liB 71 f!T 0.1108 liB 8 
8_____________________ ~ 38 61 82 lOS 131 155 .954 liB t" 

l>j
9_____________________ ~ 47 77 105 137 170 ID1 1.018 64 1-3 
10-___________________ 27 55 91 129 168 208 21iO 1.034 63 .... 
11____________________ 29 62 106 151 198 245 297 1.032 50 Z 
12_____________ :______ 31 ~- 118 171 225 "2!!2" 340 1.025 63 ~ 13_ ___________________ 32 74 132 192 254 318 382 1.018 63 014____________________ 33 711 145 213 283 355 429 ------553- ------636- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 1.009 95 ~ 

~15____________________ 34 86 160 237 313 392 473 .009 f!T 
16____ ._______________ 35 94 176 261 346 433 --1)2:\ 614 706 ---------- ---------- ---------- --------_ .. .984 711 ~ 17____________________ 36 100 191 290 385 480 578 671 7119 866 ---------- ---------- ---------- .972 72 
18_ ___________________ 37 105 ID7 314 417 524 630 840 947 ---------- ---------- ---------- .959 65 rn 
19____________________ 38 113 223 340 452 568 682 7115 911 1,027 ---------- ---------- ---------- .945 65 
ID____________________ 39 lID 240 36Ii - 487 611 737 858 1,1OS 1,230 ---------- ---------- .930 60 ~ 
21.___________________ 40 128 257 .393 523 656 ~ 925 I,Or.s 1,191 1,323 ---------- --------- .915 66 "d
22____________________ 41 136 273 417 557 700 846 900 1,135 1,282 1,430 ---------- ---------- .000 62 !'323____________________ 43 145 293 447 598 750 907 1,060 1,217 1372 1,528 ---------- ------- ..-- .892 59 
24____________________ 45 155 312 478 640 807 975 1,138 1,306 ,4 1,638 1,805 .884 67 0 
25____________________ 47 165 335 510 684 861 1,043 1,2ID 1,400 1,579 1,755 1,936 .87lI 51 >oj 
26____________________ __________ 174 357 545 732 923 1,117 1,309 1,500 1,693 1884 2, 075 .f!T4 liB 
27_________________ ,__ __________ __________ 377 580 780 985 1,192 >1,398 1,601 1,810 2,2ID .870 63 17)28______________________________________________________________________ ---------- 1,278 1,494 1,712 1,930 2: 149 2,366 .870 42 ~ 

1,592 1,822 2,050 2,281 2, 515 • 868 46 ....::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ~: ~ 1,688 1,937 2,184 2, 430 677 .86Ii 56 0 
l,7Il2 2,055 2.318 2,580 .863 31 
1,898 2, 175 2, 451 2, 730 3,015 .861 34---3~300-

1-3
2,002 305 2,602 2, 005 3,155 3,450 .860 31ll:===:=====::=::=:::: ::::::=::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: i: ~ q 

8 
34____________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 1,810 2, 105 2,415 2, 715 3,015 3,3:10 3,625 .61i5 2935 ______________________________________._ __________ __________ __________ __________ 1,800 

2, 215 2, 635 2,860 3,100 3,500 3,8ID .863 19 ~ 
2,335 2, 675 3,010 3,350 3,600 4,OID .860 16 

440 3,165 3,510 3,870 4,2ID .847 12 
2, 950 3,3ID 3,600 4,070 4440 .843 10 

2,680 3,075 3,465 3,61i5 4,255 .840 7 

~:::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: k:: 2,305 

:: ::=::=:=:=:==:=~=== :=====:=== :==::=:::: :::=:::::: =:==::::=:1===:::::=: =:=::::::: i;: 



,,---------------------------- ---------- ----------------------------- ---------- "'" ".. .'" 3,632 4,040 4,845 , gag 1\
3,795 4,215 5060 ,837 3 
3,955 4,395 ,832 
4,115 4,580 ,830 4
4,280 4,760 5: 235 5: 710 .829 3
4,440 4,940 5,430 5,910 ,827 3
4,605 5,118 5,630 6,Iro ,823 74,no 5,305 5,840 6,355 ,8ro 2
4,930 5,495 6,060 6,600 ,819 1
• '10 5,680 6,805 
u, 5,860 6,455 7,040 ,812 --_...... _.._

lii~-!Iifllii liii!i!i!;!!iii-iiuiiuiu i~i~il~i !iufl~i ~!Iiii u!i!!ili'::ij~l~ _JI_~ ~ .._I 6,250 ,817 7 

9 

5,428 6,050 6,690 7,310 ,810 3 
5,598 6,235 6,890 7,538 ,809 1
5,750 6,~30 7,100 7,750 ,806E:=:=:=:=::::=:==::=t:::=:=:: :::::::::: :::=:::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::=::==:=: :::::::::: :::::::::: 5,930 6610 7,310 8,010 ,802 

----------
I 

1,741 ~ 
I1;l

PrePared by tbe frustum fonn factor method. Stump height 1.5 loot. Trees scaled in 16-foot logs with O.3-foot trimming allowance to 5 Inches d. I. b, in top, International ~ ruJe 
(j.i·lncb kerf), Gross scale-no allowance lor deleet, Black shows axteDt 01 basic data, Aggregata volume by table Is 1,01 per cent lower than aggregate volume 01 basic data, t;;j 

t" 
t:l 

o 
I:Ij 

t:l o 

f 
I:Ij 

Ed 

01 
""l 



en 
TABLE }6-.-Board-foot volume table (International rule--total height) for Becond-growth 'Douglas fir 00 

[Western roothills or Cascade Mountains, Washington and Oregon-All site qualities, 1926J 

~ 
Total height In reet o 

~ 
D. h. h., Inches 100 100 1180 1 100 Basis, ....~ 1 40 I 50 I 00 I 70 I 80 I 00 1 I 110 11~ j 130 T140 I 150 1 1 170 I ~ 1 I ~ 1 230 o 

~ 

210 1 240 trees 

~ 
Volume in board reet 

t:D 

M ~ 
M 8 

::::::::=:=::::10••.•••••••._ ~ .._•• _•••••..•.•••••.•-••••••••••••••••.•.••••..•••••.•••======= :====== ======= ======= , ••••••••.•••.•..•••======= ======= 83:::i~l==:=: :====== ======= 

M 

.... 
•••••_. ======= ======= ======= ~ 50ll....._............. 


t<l12••.••••.__•••••••_. 83 
o

13••_.......... .••••• 336 .",.••••- •.•. "."" ••-.-•• ""'" ••- ••••••..•••••••.••.•..•.• 63 .... 
14•.••••._._••.•_...•••••_. 388 430 ••••••. -.-•••, .•..•.•••••••••••••••••••..•••••••••.•••.• 95 
15••••.•••••.••••••••••••_. •••••• 440 486 .•- ••••••- •••.•••-••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••.••••••••- ~ ~ m16•.•••••••••_••.••..••••••.. , ••, 494 546 n17••_•••••..•_•••••.••••,_. •••••• IllS 648 608 734 !1l65 
19.•••.••••..•••.•••_ ••••.•••.•...,.". 288 659 734 886 •••••••••••••.••••••.•, ••••••••••• 65 
18••••••••.••••••••••..._••••_... •••••• 606 672 812 '-.;;,:;.;..l.....,:;;;.j;.;;;p;;~ 

~ ro.•.....•.....•.•.•..., .................•_.. 7 718 799 969 1,063 1,156 .•.•.••••••••••••••••.•••- •• 80 

~ 21. .,.",."." ••, .• , ••••.. .•.•.• .•..•. •••••• ••..•• 775 864 1,053 1,152 1,254 00 

~ t':l22. """""" •••••• •..••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• 834 930 1,139 1,244 1,354 
23•••••••••••••••••.••••.•...••••••.••..••••_ ••••.. 893 997 1,221 1,336 1,4.'i11 , .,.................. W o 
24. """""" ••.•••••..•••••••• """ ••••.• •••••• 953 1,065 1,308 1,429 1,559 1,821 2, 0lI9 •••••••••.•••• ~ I>j 
25."""""" •••••••••••.•.•••.••....••••••,...... 640 1,013 1,134 1,392 1,524 1,664 1,951 2, 251 .••••••••.•.•• U 
26••_•••.•.••..••••••••••••.•.• ' •••.••••.•.•• """ 683 I,Oi5 1,206 1,481 I, 6~ 1,770 2, 078 2, 405 ••....•••••••• 56 
Zl• •••••••.•.•••••,.. •••••• •••••• •••••• .••••• ••••.• 728 1,141 1,280 1,571 1,719 1,879 2,211 2,564 •••••••••.•••• 83 ~ 28............. •..... ...•.. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 7 1,210 1,354 1,663 1,824 1,991 2,351 2, 726 ••.•.••...•••• o~ 

29•.•••••.••••••••.• , .••" ..•.•..••.••.••••.•1................... 1,038 1,281 1,432 1,759 1,930 2,104 2,494 2,894 •••..••••••••• 46 

56~::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::: l: ~ i'ill 1: ~ t~ ~ 'l3~ ~: ~ ~ ~g ~,= ::::::: ::::::: m ~ 
M~: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::: ::::::: U~~:~~ ~: i~ ~: ~ 5: ~ 3: 593 ~: g~ ~: m m 
2934. ••••.••••••.••••.•••••.•••.•..••••••••.•••••••••••••..•••••••••,.... 1,818 2,223 2,454 2,701 3, ~6 3,771 4, 060 4,350 ~ 
~35•••••••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••• """ .••.•• ""'" ••••••• 1,705 1,897 2,316 2,556 2,813 3,347 3,948 4, 250 4,562 
W36............. •••••• •.•••• •••••• •••.•• ••..•• •••••• •.•.•• ••••••• •..•••• 1,7791 ' 2, 408 2, 658 2,930 3,212 3,493 4,125 4,452 4, 769 

~37. ••••.•.••••••••.•••••••.•••••••••••, ••••.••••••..•"_. ••••.•. .••.••• 1,851 2,052 2,499 2, 759 3,041 3,338 3,636 4, 301 4, 646 4,985 

38............. •••••• •••••. •••••. •.•.•. ••••••.•••••• •••••• ••••••• .••.••• 1,926 2, 133 2,592 2,865 3,169 3,469 3,784 4, 479 4, 846 5,233 
 10 



2, 685 I 2, 008 3,288 3, 598 3,931 4. 284 4. 651 5,00 5,0135 7 
2, 778 3,071 3, 408 3, 730 4, 078 4,444 4,828 5,240 5,642 6 
2, 870 3, 178 3, 525 3, 860 4, 225 4, 603 5, 603 5,432 5,847 3 
2, Il62 3, 285 3, 641i 3, 989 4. 367 4. 765 5 177 5,629 6,054 9 
3,052 3,387 3,764 4,116 4, 514 4,922 , 5,816 6,263 4 
3, 157 3, 492 3, 882 4. 247 4, 657 5,080 5,527 6,014 3~;;~~~;j!!!~; ~~;; !~~~~; ili!!; ;~1~1!1!!! ;!;~; ;~~~;[~;!~~ !~!!~~ !~!~~~ ~!;~!~; ~~lli: !~ 6,471 
3, 247 3,5!Tl 4, 001 4, 376 4, 804 5,237 5,702 6,208 6,678 3 

•• ____ • ___ .__ _ . ~ ",l,U 'l: 7n1 A 11)1 A. 1:.11:. 
6,403 6,890 741- ____________ ------'------ ------ ------ ------ ----__ ______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ 6,058 

48 _____________ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----__ ______ ______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ 6,236 6,597 7,097 2 
49 _____________ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -_____ ______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ 6, 413 6,793 7,303 1 
50 _____________ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ---___ ______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ 6, 595 6,985 7,510 7 
51. ____________ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ --____ ______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ 6, 772 7,180 7,722 
52_____________ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ______ ______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ 6, 949 7,374 7,916 3 
53_____________ ------ ------ ------ ------ --____ ______ ______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ 7,126 7,569 8,113 I 
64_____________ ------ ------ ------ ---___ ______ ______ ______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ 5,066 7,304 7,761 8,310 

87,046 8,503 IJ1I- t?;j
1,741 

PNlparnd by applying curved board foot-cubic foot ratios to cubic foot ,'olume table_ Stump height 1.5 feet. Volume includea all of stem to 5 inch d. i. b. in top except stump and 
_03-foot trimming allowance for each la-foot log. Gross acale-no allowance for defect. Dlock shows extent of basic data. Aggregate volume by table'1s 0.45 per cent lower than Sitgre ~ 
gate volume of of basic data. f; 

o 
1:1;1 

t:I 
o 
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~ 
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APPENDIX 
BASIC DATA 

It was Impractical to get measurements of forests for every age and site 
quality, but a good distribution among the possible combinations of age and 
site qnality was obtained. Table 17 shows the distribution by age and site 
index classes of the forests forming the basis for these yield tables. 

The geographical distribution of the sample plots has been illustrated in 
Figure 1. No attempt was made to have an equal number of plots for every 
county; in some counties there are only a few age-site quality combinations and 
for these counties there were fewer plots measured than for ::-ounties where 
there are many varieties of growth conditions. In Oregon, 128 trllets were 
measured comprising 1,008 plots; and in Washington, 133 tracts comprising 
1,044 plots. 

TABLE 17.-Distribution of composite plots by age and site-indea: classe8 

Distribution by site-Index class 

Age cJass 80 9:J 100 110 120 130 i 140' 150 160 170 ISO 100 1200 210 Total 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~l~ ~ 
S9 gg 109 1I9 129 139 149 159 169 179 lS9 Igg 209 219 

-------1---- - -----------------------
20 to 29_______________ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ 1 2 2 I _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ 6 
30 to 39_______________ _____ _____ _____ _____ 1 2 4 4 5 1 I 18 
40 ~ 49_______________ I _____ I 1 3 2 2 5 2 3 4 I I _____ 26 
50 ~ 59_______________ _____ _____ I 2 3 1 5 6 12 9 6 I 2 _____ 4S 
60 ~ 69_ ______________ 1 I _____ 2 3 5 9 13 8 2 6 50 
70 to 79_______________ 1 _____ 2 3 3 4 3 9 7 6 4 3 45 
SO to S9_______________ _____ _____ _____ _____ 1 5 2 2 2 I 2 15 
00 to gg_______________ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ 1 1 1 1 3 1 8 
100 to 109_____________ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ 3 _____ 3 1 I I _____ _____ _____ 9 
110 to 11Y_____________ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ 1 _____ _____ 2 I .____ _____ 4 
120 to 129 ___________________________________________ _____ 3 2 I _____ _____ _____ 7~ 

130 to 139_____________ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ 1 _____ 2 1 _____ _____ 4 
140 to 149_____________ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ 1 _____ _____ 2 _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ 3 

~: ~~ ~~===:======::= :=::: =::=: =::== ==::: ::::: ::::: ::::: ::::: --~- ::::: ::::: =::== ::::: :=:=: ~ 170 to 179_____________ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ 1 _____ _____ _____ _____ 1 

--r----- ----- ---
TotaL_________ 3 I 4 8 14 15 28 42 51 ;;;; I '.!6 17 3 1 245 

In these tabulations, a .. tract" represents a forest of uniform age and site 
quality in which a group of plots were measured. The number of plots per 
tract varied from 1 to 33, but, as a rule, each tract comprised 5 to 10 plots. 
The original field work before any plots were discarded covered the following: 11 

Tracts___________________________________________________________ 261 
Individual plots __________________________ ., ________________________ 2,052 
Total acreage of plots _____________________________________________ 1,371.05 

The plots varied in size from one-sixteenth of an acre to 4 acre'S. The dIs
trIbution of plots by sIze Is shown in Table 18. 

TABLE 18.-Distributicm of indi"Vidual plots by me of plot 

Size of plot Plot 81ze of plot Plot 

Numbtr NumbcI acre__________________________________ _
21 9532 acres _________________________________ _

4 acres _________________________________ _
414 1 
605

gEE:===::::::::=::===:===:=:=:=::::== 38 I 

Total ____________________________ _~=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 16 2,049 

TECHNIC OF PREPARING YIELD TABLES 
FIELD WORK 

It Is customary In constructing yield tables to select a single plot ali repre
sentative of a forest tract of uniform age and sIte quality. (PI. 8.) In this 

11 These ligures Include a few periodic measurements of permanent sample plots In 
Douglas IIr, each remellsurement being considered us a tl'nct. 

60 
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YIELD TABLES ARE BASED ON THE MEASUREMENT OF SAMPLE PLOTS IN TYPICAL FORESTS 

A, Measuring the diameters 01 trees on aample acres Is one oC the IIrst steps in the preparation oC yield tables; B, the age oC a tree Is determined by <'Dunting the annual 
rings oC growth on stumps or by counting the growth rings on !\ smail core oC wood extracted from the standing tret's with an Increment borer. 
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study it was possible to take advantage of the natural occurrence of Douglas 
fir in extensive even-aged stands of uniform site quality and to measure several 
plots in eacn forest. The group of plots for each forest subsequently was 
averaged to obtain a composite plot. By thus sampling the seemingly homo
geneous conditions in various parts of each forest, more accurate yield tables 
have been obtained than would be possible with but one plot to the tract, no 
matter how carefully it might be selected. This assumption was supported 
when the data were analyzed, for although each plot of a tract was selected 
by inspection as representing normal stocking, considerable variation was 
found between sister plots in the same tract. 

The plot boundaries were surveyed with a compass and steel tape. All 
plots except, perhaps, half a dozen were square. Arbitrary limits of error 
in closure of plot surveys were set at ;. feet for l·acre plots, 2 feet for half-acre 
plots, and 1 foot for quarter-acre plots. 

All living trees on the plots were calipered and recorded by inch classes 
according to species. Hardwoods and the small trees of the understory, 
although they were not used in the yield computations, were measured for 
diameter and recorded. 

For each tract enough total-height measurements were taken with steel tape 
and Abney level (or Forest Service hypsometer) to draft a curv.e of height 
over dlameter.lJ These trees were selected throughout the tract and were 
representative of the group of plots. 

Age determinations were made by counting the annual rings on increment 
borings, or on stumps where a part of the stand was being logged adjacent 
to the plots. The age counts were made throughout the stand on representa
tive trees of every crown class, although most attention was given to the domi
nant and codominant trees because the average age of these trees was taken 
as the age of the stand. Since the age determinations were usually made at 
several feet above the ground level, it was necessary to add to the ages obtained 
at these heights the number of years required to reach the height of stump or 
increment boring. Table 19, based on 1,228 measurements of dominant Douglas 
fir seedlings, was used to convert the ring count to total age. 

TABLE 19.-Height growth of dominant Douglas fir seedling8 

Growing period required, by site classes
neight above 1___.-__.....,.-__--;___.-___1 
ground (fcet) 

II III IV v 

Years Yean Years Years Yearsl. ______ .. __ 
3 3 3 4 5 

3___________ 
2 _______.. __ 

4 5 6 6 7 
5 6 7 8 94. ________ __ 
6 7 8 9 10 
7 8 9 10 11

5. __________ 

For each forest in which measurements were taken a description was pre
pared recording details of the stand as a whole. The following items were 
included in this description: Location, relief, field estiinate of site quality, 
soil, ground cover, underbrush, reproduction, the stand itself, injuries, and 
history of the stand. 

OFFIOE COMPUTATIONS 

The first step in the office computations was the elimination of tracts that 
could not be used. Certain essential information pertaining to some tracts 
apparently had been lost in the years between 1911 and 192'1; other tracts 
obviously were unsuitable because of indeterminate age, or because the stand 
had been thinned or cut into. Sixteen tracts comprising 46 plots (32.725 acres) 
were so dlscardet. 

Individual plots of some of the remaining tracts likewise were discarded 
because species other than Douglas fir predomipated or because there was 
doubt as to the Uniformity of age as compared with the other plots of the 
same tract. Seventeen plots (15.525 acres) were so eliminated. 

U The height measurement of trees on steep slopes was greatly facllItatf'd by the devel
opment of a method permitting the use of surface measure instead of horizontal measure 
in obtaining the distance from the observer to the tree. A full description of this method 
has t.een published by R. E. McArdle and R. A. Chapman (6). 

http:dlameter.lJ
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The remaining plots were then analyzed by tracts. Individual plots were 
discarded if their total basal area differed from the average basal area of 
the tract by more than twice the standard deviation about the average. 
Seventy-three plots (48.51 acres) were so eliminated because of overstocking 
or understacking. There were left, after the elimination of these data, 245 
tracts comprising 1,916 individual plots. 

The remaining plots of each tract were combined into one composite plot 
to be used in all subsequent analyses as representative of that particular 
site and age class. This was done by averaging the number of trees in each 
diameter class, and converting these averages, where necessary, to a I-acre 
basis. The basal area of each diameter class of the composite plot was COUl
puted. From a curve of height over diameter the average height of each 
rliameter class was obtained. The cubic-foot, International board-foot, and 
Scribner board-foot volumes for each diameter class were computed with the 
aid of volume tables. (Tables 12, 14, and 16.) Totals for each of the five 
items (number of trees, basal area, and the three volumes) were obtained for 
(1) the total stand, (2) the stand 7 inches in diameter and larger, and (3) 
the stand 12 inches in diameter and larger. The basal area of the average 
tree was obtained by dividing the total basal area of the composite piot by the 
total number of trees. The age of a composite plot and the average height of 
its dominant and codominant trees" were taken from the measurements of 
the tract represented by the composite plot. 

TABLE 20.-Check of lIield tables against basic data (deviation of actual values from 
estimated values) 

TOTAL STAND 

Deviation 

Table 
Aggregate Average 

Per ctnt PtT ctnlNumber oC trees__________________________________________________________________ _ 
-0.27 19.5 

Cubic volume _____________________________________________________________________ +.63 11.4
Basal area ________________________________________________________________________ _ 

+.69 13.05Basal area oC average tree _________________________________________________________ _ +1.97 21.4 

STAND 7 INCHES OR MORE IN DIAMETER 

Number oC trees___________________________________________________________________ 
+0.74Basal area ________________________________________________________________________ _ +1.55 ------i4:"iCubic volume _____________________________________________________________________ 
+1.13International board-Coot volume__________________________________________________ _ +.08 16.6 

STAND 12 INCHES OR MORE IN DIAMETER 

Number of trees_________________________________ ._________________________________ 
~Basal area__________________________________________________ ____________ -- ____ -- --

Cubic volume ____________________________________________________________________ _ 
International board·foot volume __________________________________________________ _ 
Scribner board-Coot volume___ .____________________________________________________ 

111 The height-diameter tallles of a tract showed specIfically which of the trees measured 
for height were In the dominant and codomlnant crown classes. Wben the data for some 
of the earlier measured tracts were examined It was discovered that the height tally
sheets Showed only diameter and height. and had no note concerning crown classes. It 
would ordinarily have been Impossible to determine the site quality of these tracts on 
the baSis of the average height for dominant and codomlnant trees. Experimentation
with data of tracts for which there was complete Information showed a relationship
between the dominant and codomlnant trees and the rest of the stllnd and thus permitted
the use of some of the data which otherwise could not have been used. It was found 
that the dominant and codomlnant trees constituted 55 per cent of the entire range In 
diameter classes of a tract. In young stands this range Included only a few sizes of 
treeH because the entire range of diameters was small; old stands had a wide range In 
sizes and the dominant and codomlnant classes therefore InclUded more diameter classes 
than the young stands. With this knowledge It was possible to determine the probable
lower diameter limit of the dominant and codomlnant crown clnsses. Then from the 
height tally or from the height-diameter curve the average height ot the trees In these 
classes was obtained. A somewhat different method of approach to this problem would 
be to compare the average diameter of all crown classes combined with the average
diameter ot the dominant and codomlnant cla&ses. 
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From this point on, the composite plots were treated exactly as the single plots 
of the ordinary yield study. The method used is that developed by Donald Bruce 
for the yield study of southern yellow pille (1). Briefly, the procedure is as 
follows: 

Prepare curves representing site index. 
Construct preliminary curves of total basal area. 
Reject plots which have erratic value!> for total basal area. (The application 

of two standard deviations centered on the mean resulted in the Douglas fir yield 
study in the elimination of 10 composite plots, representing 49 individual plots 
or 22 acres.) 

Using the accepted data, construct four basic tables-total basal area, basal 
area of average tree, total number of trees, and cubic-foot volume. 

Tables for the stand 7 inches in diameter and larger and for the stand 12 inches 
in diameter and larger are derived by means of conversion factors from the tables 
for the total stand. 

The yield tables were checked against the data from which they were con
structed. These checks are given in Table 20. 

The final basis for the yield tables, when all data, for whatever cause, had been 
eliminated, was as follows: 

Composite plots (tracts), 235. 
Individual plots involved, 1,867. 
Total area, acres, 1,252.29. 
Stand tables were originally prepared by plotting on logarithmic-probability 

paper the percentage distribution of number of tree!; in each diameter class, as 
described by Bruce (1). The computation of these stand values is simplified by 
an alignment chart recently devised by L. H. Reineke and presented here as 
Figure 17. 

9S 

FIGURE 17.-Stand table alignment cbart. 

http:1,252.29
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To use this chart a straightedge is laid across the three graduated scales, inter
secting the scale for lower diameter limit at the desired figure. and the scale for 
average diameter at the figure corresponding to the diameter of the average tree 
of the total stand. (Table 2.) The stand of trees above the selected lower diam
eter limit is then read on the scale at the cxtreme right, in percentage of total 
number of trees. Aft.er computing the number of trees above successive lower 
diameter limits the number of trees in each diameter group is subtracted from 
the number in the group immediately preceding to obtain the number of trees in 
each group. The sample computatio'1 given in Table 21 will make this clear. 

TABLE 21.-Sample computation oj stand table 

Diameter·class ~ower Trees above lower Trees in 
group dlf;~7~er limit group 

[-------1---- ---------
lllch.. Jlleh.. PerUlll NlLmlJer NILTTlbtr 

4-5............. .1.5 100.0 :m 22 

6-i .... _.......... 5.5 93.5 :115 54 

8-9............... i.5 ii.5 261 67 

16-11 .......... __ . J 9.5 57.5 194 73 

12-1~ ............. \ 1.1.5 36.0 121 55 

14-15 ____ ......... ( 1.1.5 19.5! 65 39 

16-17............. 15.5 8.0 27 18 

18 and over __ . __ 17.5 2.7 9 9


---j----.--------
Tota'- ......... , ________ .-!- ____ ..... \.... __ ..! 337 


Age, 60 years; site index, 140; diameter of average tree. 11.1 inches (from Table 2); tot111 number of trees, 
337 (from Table 2). 

A REVISED YIELD TABLE FOR DOUGLAS FIR 

A primary purpose of the yield table is to predict the future condition of given 
stands of second growth. It seems self-evident that such prediction is possible 
only when the yield table well describes such stands as they are today. The 
conventional normal yield table described in the body of this bulletin does not 
nteet this requirement. Its failure is widely recognized in the case of partially 
stocked stands that have fewer and larger trees than a normal stand. This leads 
to a confused definition of normality or normal stand density. Normality per
centage by numbers of trees may not be closely related to timber volume, and 
normalities by basal area, cubic-foot volume, and board-foot volume, are often 
grotesquely different. 

The conventional table also fails frequently in the case of stands that may be 
considered normal in terms of one but not ail standards of measurement. This is 
because subnormal stands may become normal with the passage of time. A 
stand having normal board-foot volume, for example, may have been normal for 
many y3ars. or for only a few If the stand has been normal for many years, it 
will consist of considerably more smaller trees than a stand that has been normal 
only a few years. In other words, the difficulties in defining normality will 
persist even after normality has been attained. 

Preliminary yield table~l for Douglas fir that are free from most of these dif
ficulties arc presented here. They should be more applicable than conventional 
tables to subnormal stands, and in many cases to normal stands as well. No 
claim is made, however, that they are accurate for use with all types of sub
normal stands or with extreme cases of understocking. They must be thoroughly 
tested before their applicability can be clearly determined. Thus. the new tables 
are presented to permit actual tests against typical stands. 

A further advantage of the new tables is that the independent variables w;ed for 
predieting stand volumes can be more easily and accurately measured. Site 
index is eliminated completely, and age assumes a minor role. The important 
independent variables are average diameter, number of trees per acre, and a 
height relationship based on a small number of measured samples. 

Basic data for the new tables arc from the same pIots used in preparing the 
main part of this publication. Permanent sample plots established and periodi
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TARLE 22.-Yield 1 of Douglas fir on fully stocked acre, trees larger than 5.0 inches d. b. h. (Forest Survey standard) 2 

Sit~ class V Site class IV Site class III Site class II Site class I 


Age (years) 

Site index Site index Site index Site index Site index Site Index Site inderl Site index Site index Site indexlSite Index Site Index Site Index Site Index 


80 00 100 110 12{1 130 141l 150 160 170 ISO 100 200 210 
 ~ 
tzJ 
t' 

Cu·ft. ClI.ft. Cu.ft. Cu. fl. Cu. fl. Cu·fl. Cu.fl. (Ju.fl. Cu.fl. Cu. ft. Cu.fl. Cu. ft. Cu. ft. Cu. ft. t:1 
20 .. _------_ ...... - .......... ,. ...... - .. -- ---- 50 50 100 200 300 400 500 650 800 950 1,100 1,300 1,450 1,650 

30 ---- ------ ........ -- --_ .. - ..... &,. -_ .. ~ 400 550 800 1,050 1,350 1,700 2,100 2,500 2,900 3,250 3,600 3,950 4,2JO 4,400 

40 .. ------_ ..... _----- ........ _-----_.- I,05() 1,350 1,800 2,350 3,000 3,700 4,300 4,900 5,500 6,000 6,400 6,750 7,050 7,250 ~ 

50-- .. - .. -- .................... -_ .... -_ .. -- -_ .. 1,900 2,350 3,000 3,800 4,800 5,600 6,350 7,050 7,700 8,300 8,850 9,300 9,700 10,000 

60 ...... --- ...... - ............ - --- --.,.. --- -_ .. 

~ 

2,800 3,500 4,300 5,200 6,250 7,200 8,150 9,000 9,750 10,400 11,050 11,600 12,050 12,400 t:1 

70 ---_ .. -- .... __ .. -_ .... _.. _--_ .. ........ 3,700 4,400 5,300 6.350 7,500 8, r.oo 9,650 10,550 11,400 12,150 12,850 13,500 14,050 14,500
--~ 8
80 ---- .. - .. -.----- .. ------- .. ------- 4,300 5,200 6,200 7,300 8,550 9,700 10,850 11,900 12,850 13,700 14,500 15,200 15,850 16,350 

c:'l90 4,750 5,700 6,800 8,050 9,400 10,700 11,900 13,050 14,100 15,050 15,9JO 16,650 17,300 17,800 
t' 

0••••••••.••••.•••••••.••••.•• 5,400 6,550 7,SCO 9,200 10,700 12,150 13,550 14,800 16,000 17,050 18,000 18,800 19,550 20,100 >1 5:::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: 5,100 6,150 7,300 8,650 10,100 11,500 12,800 14,000 15,15() 16,150 17,100 17,900 18,550 19,050 
Ul

0............................. 5,700 6,850 8,150 9,600 11,200 12,700 14,150 15,450 16,650 17,750 18,800 19,700 20,450 21,150 

0............................. 5,950 7,150 8,450 10,000 11,650 13,2'JO 14,700 16,000 17,250 18,400 19,450 20,400 21,2JO 21,900 >'lj 

0............................. 6,150 7,350 8,750 10, :100 12,000 13,6~0 15,150 16,500 20,100 21,050 21,850 22,550 ....


17,850 I 19,000 
0............................. 6,300 7,550 9,000 1O.6JO IZ,300 14,000 15,600 16,950 18,300 19,500 20,650 21,6JO 22.500 23,200 ::0 

0............................. 6,450 7,700 9,200 10,850 12,65!l 14,400 16,000 17.400 18,750 21,000 21,150 22,150 23,050 23,800 


I Rounded to nearest SO. 
, This table was derived from cubic foot volume and yield tables presented in the body of this publication. Volumes are stem volumes, exclusive of bark and limbs, between 

stump and 4·inch top d. i. b. Stump heigbt equals d. b. h. for trees up to 24 inches d. b. h.; for trees 24 or more inches d. b. b. a stump hei~ht of 2 feet is assumed. The tllble was 
compiled by P. A. Briegleb, Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station, March IS, 1941. 
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TABLE 23.-Yield of Douglas fir on fully stocked acre, frees 12 inches in diameter and larger, to an 8-inch top, International rule (one-fourth t"' 
inch kerf) I txl 

~ 
Site class V Site class I\, Site class HI Site class II Site class I t"'I 

t.>J 
Age (years) :j

Site index Site index Sitr index Site indeX/Sire index Site indexiSite index Site index Site index Site index Site index Site index Site index Site index 
~ 00 ~ 110 1m 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 WO 210 Z 

-------------------------------------------------- to:> 

Bd.ft. Bd·ft. Bd.ft. Bd.ft. Bd.ft. Ed.fl. Ed.fl. Bd.fl. Ed·fl. Bd.fl. Ed.ll. Bd.!l. Ed.lt. Bd./l. C 
30_.____ • _____ • __ - ____ ••••______ .;---------. ------- .. -- -.------ .... ,.--- .. _---- ...... --- ..... -, ------ ... 400 1,100 I,~ 3,100 4,~0 7, \00 9,500 12,40040_____• ________ • ______ .•_______ 
M ____________ • _________ • ______ • - ... ------ .. ------ .. --- - .. ------ ... 200 1,400 3, \00 5,4UO 7,700 10,600 14,000 18,200 22,9UO 28,300 33,800 

40 201) 1,000 3,000 6,500 9,000 14,600 20,000 26,000 31,800 37,700 43,900 50,100 56,40060______________ •• _____________ ~ 
1,300 3,100 5.700 9,600 14,700 21, \00 27,~ 34,300 41,700 49,000 56.000 f,1,100 69,300 75,70070____ •___________ . __ • __________ 
2.900 6,300 10,600 16,500 24,100 32,400 40.t\()0 48,700 57,000 64,600 72, ,100 79,600 86,400 93,300 ~ 

~---- ._-----_.---.--..---_._. -- 5,201) 10,201) 16,300 23,500 33,100 42,600 52,200 61,600 70,000 78,400 86,700 94,mO 101,500 108,60000________________ --- • __________ 
8,WO 14,100 21,80() 30,200 41,000 51,600 62, ;100 72,100 81,500 89,900 98,400 106.600 114,100 121,400HXl... ____________ -- __ • _________ t:)

11.300 18,000 26,500 36.201) 48,000 39,400 70,600 ~,900 9O,~ 99,~O 108,500 116,700 124,500 132,100110_____________________________ t.>J14,300 22,000 30,900 41,600 64,000 65.900 77,600 88.200 98,500 107,000 lUi, 800 124,000 133,2OU 140,300120________ • _••-- _______________ 
130 _________________________ . ___ 17,201) 25.300 35,000 46,400 59,200 71.600 83,500 94,600 105,000 115,000 124,000 132,200 140,500 H7,9(l() ~19,800 28,400 38,700 50,700 6.1.800 I 76,700 88,600 100,300 110, suo 121,000 129,~O 138,60\1 147,100 164,900 '" 

22,300 31,300 42,000 64,600 67,900 81,100 93,300 105,300 116,000 126,2()0 135,300 144,000 152,700 160,800
140___________ • ___________ - _____ 
1M_______________ ---- _. ___ .. ___ 24,700 33.000 45,100 58,200 71,400 64,900 97,500 109.~0 12O.~ 131,000 140,5cJO 149,000 157,800 166,000160__________________ • _______ • __ ~ 26,900 36,500 47,800 61,300 74,700 88,500 101,500 113.000 l25,WO 135,500 145,000 153.600 162,400 170,100 

~ 
I Derived by adjustment of Scribner volum~s in table 4, P. 27, by P. A. Briegleb, December 1948. ~ ..... 
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TABLE 24.-Yie/d of Douglas fir on fully stocked acre, trees 15.6 inches in diam~ter and larger, to a 12-inch lop, Scribner ru/p I 

Site class V Site class IV Site class III Site class II Site class I 

Age (years) 
Site indexlSlte indexl'Site indexlSite indeX/Site indexlSite indeX/Site indeX/-Site indeX/Site indeX/Site indexlSite indeX/Site indexlSite indexlSite index ::SSO 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 ISO 170 ISO 190 200 210 t:<J--------1-------·-----------------------.------1------ t" 

t::I
M~ M~ M~ M~ M~ M~ M~ M~ M~ M~ M~ Rd. ft. Bd,ft. Rd. ft. 

30 •••. _•••••••_•••••••••••••...••••••.•.••. , .................................................................................................. 500 1,000 2,000 
 o
40................................_....... .• ........ .......... ••••.••.•• .••••••••. ...••••... .......... .......... 500 2,000 3,000 5,000 8,500 12,000 ":j 
50.............................. .......... .••••••••• .......... .......... ••••.••••. .....•...• 1,000 2,800 5,000 9,000 13,000 19,000 25,000 32,000 

33,000 42,500 54,000 t::I~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 2,~ k~ ~::: 1~:~ Jg:~ ~:~ ~:~ ~::: 49,000 58,500 68,000 o 

SO......... .••.••.••••••.•••••.• .......... .......... .......... 5,500 9,500 15,000 22,000 29,000 37,000 46,000 55,000 64,000 73,000 83,000 o 

90•••._......................... 800 1,500 4,500 8,500 14,000 21,000 30,000 38,500 47,000 57,000 66,000 76,000 86,000 98,000 o 

100............................. 1,700 4,000 7,000 12,000 19,500 28,000 38,000 48,000 58,000 67.:;00 78,000 87,000 97,000 107,000 t" 

110..._.......................,. 2,700 5.600 10.000 16.000 25.000 36,000 46,000 56,500 66,500 76,000 86,500 96,500 106,000 115,000 :> 


rfJ 
130............................. 5,000 9,500 16,000 24,000 36,000 47,500 58,500 69,000 SO,OOO 90,500 101,000 111,000 121,000 131,000 
120........_.................... 3,700 7,000 12,000 20,000 31,000 42,000 .;2,500 63,000 73,500 84,000 94,000 104,000 114,000 124,000 


"':j
140............................. 6,500 12,000 19,000 27,500 39.000 52,000 6.1,500 75.000 86,000 96,500 107,000 117,500 127,500 137,000 .... 

150....._....................... 8,000 13.500 21,000 31,000 43.500 56,000 68,000 SO,OOO 91,000 102,000 113,000 123,500 133,500 143,000 ::tl 

160............................. 9,500 16,000 24,000 34,000 47,000 59,500 72,000 84,000 96,000 107,000 118,000 128,500 139,000 149,000 


I These values were derived from board foot voiume and yield tables presented in the body oC this publication. Trees scaled by 32·Cool ior,s. Allowance was made Cor a 2·Coot 
stump. Volumes are gross scale and no deductions have been made Cor breakage or deCect. They were read Crom curves prepared by W. H. Meyer, J,muary 1933, at Pacific North· 
west Forest and Range Experiment Station, October 1946. 

0) 
---.l 
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cally remeasured by the Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station 
were used for checking the tables. Other auxiliary data were taken from W. H. 
Meyer's study, Height Curves for Even-Aged Stands of Dou~las Fir, reported in 
a prOCessed paper in 1936, and his Journal of Agricultural Research article, A 
Study of the Relation Between Actual and Normal Yields of Immature Douglas 
Fir Forest, issued in 1930. Auxiliary data (rom an article entitled New Methods 
and Results of Growth Measurement in Douglas Fir, by P. A. Briegleb and J. 
W. Girard, issued in the Journal of Forestry in March 1943, were also used. 

AVERAGE DIAMETER AS A BASIS FOR YIELD TABLES 

Over 20 years ago it was found that some of the more difficult problems of 
normal yield table const.ruction were easily solved by using average stand diameter 
(regardlesR of site and age) as the independent variable. This led G. H. Barnes 
to suggest in an article published by the British Columbia Forest Service in 1931, 
The Importance of Average St.and Diameters as a Factor in Forecasting Timber 
Yields, that a similar treatment might profitably be applied to the entire process. 
Further studies confirmed the impression that stands of the same average diameter 
breast high were much more nearly alikc in every way than were stands of the 
same site and age class. Mcyer in United States Department of Agricultllre 
Technical Bulletin 544, Yield of Even-Aged Stands of Sitka Spruce and Western 
Hemlock, issued in 1937, presented partial yield tallies based on average diamet.er 
at breast height as well as the complete yield tables based on site and age. The 
tables given here are an extension of this same principle. 

Table 25 is the basic description of second-growth Douglas fir stands when 
average stand diameter is the independent variable. This was derived from the 

TABLE 25.-Revised Douglas fir yield table, based on average diameter instead of 
site and age 

IVolume per tree,
Volume P<Jr tree 12 inches d. h. h. 

Normal and over 
Normal height ofAverage d. b. h.' of number' trees ofstand (inches) of trees 5 inches 7 inches 12 inchesTotal Intema· 

stand' tlonal Scribner 
P<Jr acre ~:eb~~; d. b. h. d. b. h. d. b. h. 

and OVer and over lind overand en· ~'·inch ruleto 4·lnch to 4·inch to 4·inchtire stand rule'top top top 
---._--------------

Cullic Cunic Cubic Cubic Boord Board 
Feet fett fut fett ful fut fut2•••••••••••.•••••.•• 4,466 22 .. - .. ~ .... ---- ..... -,.---- ----_ .... _-- - .. _--- .. _-- ------ .. _.. - "' .. --- ....... -3..•••••_._ •••••••••• 2,387 31 -- ...... - .. --- ------- ..... ..... _---- ... - -_ .... .......... --'------- --_.o .. - .. --4••___ • __ ... __.' __ ••• 1,5.10 39 1.8 0.9 0.2 

~ 

- .. -------- --_. ------ ----- .. --5.........._......._. 
 1,084 47 3.2 2.1 L1 _.. _---_ .. _- ----- .... -6.................... 81 I:! 55 5.1 3.8 2.6 ......O::i· ------ .. _- .. 
 ... - ... -- ... --
7.................... 644 
 62 7.6 6.2 4.9 1.1 5 3
8.................... 524 69 10.9 
 9.4 8.0 2.5 18 11
9.................... 437 14.9
76 13.4 12.1 5.3 35 23
10................... 371 8.1 19.6 18.0 16.7 9. ,1 4':I
66
ll............... 
 320 90 25.2 23.6 22.7 15.1 102 67
12................... 2SO 97 
 31. 5 29.8 29.3 21. 7 148 99
13................... 248 101- 38.5 
 36.6 36.5 29.5 224 149
14................... 221 1J1J 46.6 44.3 
 44.3 38.3 274 184
15................... 
 198 JJ.7 55.5 52.8 52.8 48,0 347 236
Ill................ __ • 
 ISO 123 65 62 62 68 432 296
17................... 164 
 130 76 72 72 69 521 359
18................... 150 135 87 
 8:1 &1 81 618 429
19.................._ 138 141 99 95 95 9;1 
 7~4 51o
20 ................... 127 112 108 836 5
147 108 106 !J3 
21. .................. 
 118 152 126 121 121 119 956 683
22................... 
 110 157 142 136 136 134 1,075 77923. ______............ 
 102 162 168 152 152 150 1,205 886
24.......... __ ....... 96 167 175 169 169 168 
 1,339 99\1
25..__ ............... 
 91 171 193 186 186 185 1,485 1,125
26....... 
 85 176 21:l 205 205 204 1,653 1,26'2 
27........:==:::::::: SO HlO 234 227 227 227 1,826 1,4~6

28._................. 18.'; 256 1411 2411 2411 2..031 1,562

29........._......... ~~ I Hill 279 271 271 271 2,249 1, 730 


29330................... 194 302 293 293 2,476 1,1106
f~ I I-
I Wei!!hted by basal area. • ~'o 5-lnch top. 
, Total stand; 1. e., trees over 1.5 Inches In d. b. h. , 'ro 8·lnch top. 

http:diamet.er
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same plot data that were used to compile the yield tables in the main body of 
this publication. The method of derivation is simple, involving merely sorting 
the plots by diameter-breast-high classes and summarizing, averaging, and 
curving the corresponding number of trees per acre, normal height, and the 
various expressions of volume shown in table 25. Because some of these items 
had not been worked out for the individual plots, ratios based on other a.vailable 
studies were used to derive them to save time. Obviously, additional columns 
(such as the number of trees per acre more than 12 inches in diameter) could 
readily be added to this tahle if desired, thus covering all the standards of measure
ment presented in the normal yield table. 

Table 25 may be applied to any given second-growth Douglas fir stand for 
which average diameter and number of trees per acre have been determined. 
Volume per acre, as defined in the heading of any of the last six columns, is ob
tained merely by multiplying the volume per tree by the nl1mber of trees per 
aere as determined by field sampling. This use of the table is, in effect, a short
cut method of cruising second-growth stands. 

CORRECTIONS FOR HEIGHT 

The short-cut method described ahove has been checked for accuracy by using 
it to estimate the volume ill cubic feet of the basic temporary plots and also of 
the permanent sample plots. The standard error of estimate for individual plots 
was found to be 6.5 percent, even when average diameters were interpolated to 
the nearest 0.1 inch. 

The cause of this rather high error was found to be associeted with variations 
in height. It is, then, clear that stands of the same average diameter at breast 
height may vary in the height-diameter relation. This variation was in turn 
found to be loosely correlated with site. The loosene:::s of this correlation suggested 
a correction based directly on the height-diameter relation rather than indirectly 
on the site index. 

It was found that, if the estimates of volume in cubic feet on each plot were 
adjusted in proportion to the ratio between (1) the average height of the trees of 
average diameter at breast height on the individual plots and (2) the corresponding 
normal height given in table 21), column 3, the standard error of estimate was 
reduced to 2.6 percent, a very satisfactory figure. The maximum error discovered 
in st"nds 10 inches or more in average diameter breast high was 4 percent. 

In 1936 Meyer prepared a series of standard Douglas fir height-diameter curves, 
referred to on page 68, for each combination of site and age (Height Curves for 
Even-Aged Stands of Douglas Fir). Table 26 was taken from his work sheets 
and represents a similar series of curves based on average stand diameter:;. 

To correct volume estimates for variations in height, one need only measure 
a small number of mechanically selected trees that are near the stand average in 
diameter. ('n practice, they would be mcasured before stand diameter was 
precisely determincd.) The ~l1m of the total heights of the measured trees 
divided by the slIm of the corresponding total heights taken from table 26 will 
give a correction factor that should be applied to the volume. For instance, if the 
aetual trees are 5 percent higher on an average than is indicated by table 26, 
volume estimates from table 25 should be raised 5 percent, etc. 

For board-foot volumes, greater errors were found, particularly by the Scribner 
rule. The standard error of estimate in Scribner volume for individual plots was 
10.8 percent. It was found, however, that the large errors were concentrated in 
the stands of small average diameter. For stands with an average diameter breast 
hi/th of 12 inches and over the standard error was only 4.1 percent. 

Many may believe that errors in determining board-foot volume of a stand 
with small average diameter are of little concern, since the volume is in scattered 
trees of merchantable size and the stand as a whole is unmerchantable. More
over, such errors tend to diminish as the stand grows older. If this opinion is 
accepted, the present tablcs appear to meet the requirement of adequately 
describing typical second-growth stands as they are today. It remains to supply 
8. means of predicting future volumes. 

NORMALITY 

Attention should first be called, however, to the simplification introduced into 
the concept of normality. When tables 25 and 26 are used, normality by number 
of trees and by volume, however expressed, are identical. Normality may, 
therefore, be defined as the ratio between the actual number of trees per acre and 
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TABLE 26.-Standard height for well-stocked second-growth Douglas fir, based on 
average diameter of stands I 

Tots) height when average d. b. h. o[ stand 18-
Tree d. b. h. 

(inch..) 
8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30-------1--------------____________ 

Fat Feet Fat Feet Feet Feet Fat Fut Fet! Feet Feet Fut Feet2••••••••••••••• ____ 32 32 29 
~ ~ ~--4•• ___ • ___ •• _. ____ ._ .. "" .....-. ......... ... ---- ------ .... _--- .... _--44 46 47 ~6 "'38'6. ______ • ____ • ______ 43 ... ----- ------ --_ .. _- ------ -----55 59 63 65 668. _____ • __ • __ • __ •••• 65 63 60 .. _--- .. ------ ---jig- ------ -----64 69 74 79 81 8210________ . __ • ____ .. 82 81 7i i3 ------ -----72 77 83 89 94 116 97 98 116 94 90 8512. _••• _••• _••__ • __ • ii 63 90 9i 103 107 111 113 111 110 107 lOS14._. _. ______ ._. __ ._

16. _____ • ____ •______ 81 Illl 97 104 110 116 120 123 124 125 123 123 --- ii2 
85 94 103 HI 117 123 127 13218 ____ • ______ ._. ___ • 13.1 135 136 135 134
88 119 107 115 122 129 135 140 14220._. _______ •••_•••• 144 146 145 145 

22••• __ • ___ •••_. ____ 
)(1:1 

---- ..- 106 116 125 J32 J39 146 1.'>1 lSi 161 164 166 167 
---- ..- 112 120 128 135 142 147 151 154 1M 1M 157 

24 •• ____ •••••••••• _ • .. -- .. -- -.. --_ .. 119 129 136 144 151 157 162 167 170 172 17526.._••.•.•.••..••.. ------ ------ ------ 1:12 140 148 1M 162 166 172 176 178 18228•••••••••••••••••• ------ ------ ------ 134 14:1 151 IS!! !fiB iii 176 181 185 18830•••••••.•• _••••••• ----- .. ---- .... -- .. -.... 137 146 1M 162 169 176 180 185 190 111432........ ___ •••••• _

34•• __ • __ • ___• __ , ___ ---- .... -_ .... _- --- .. -.. .. ~ ........ 149 159 166 173 179 184 188 193 198
------ --_ .... - ------ -.. ---- 152 1112 169 Iii 182 187 192 1116 20136•••• ____ ._••__ ••• _.. -.. -38._. ______ ... __ • _._ 

_ ------ ------ .---- .. 154 165 171 160 185 190 195 200 204 .. -...... - ------ .- .. _.- ...... ~. -- ~ .... - -... ... _...... -.. 18:\ 188 192 198 2m 208~40...._ 
~ 

--- .. -.... _--- ~ -- .. --- ---_ ... ....... ........... -......... ..- ...... .. -.. -~- 185 190 19.1 202 205 211
42..... _____ • ___ • ___ 
44 ___ •___ •_____ ••. _. ------ ._---- .... ---- ------ ----., .. -----. -"---- .. ----. 19a 197 204 208 213------ ------ ...---- ------ ------ ------ -- .. --- .. __ ... - 195 1119 206 211 215 

-=---:-:--~-:.---:---- --:::'---:----'--.--:::-'----c--- -------,-.---.-~--
I Derived from Walter fl. Meyer's flcight Curves for Even·Aged Stands of Douglns Fir snd [rom his 

work sheets. 

that shown ill table 2.S for the corresponding average diameter breast high (inter
polated to the nearest O. I inch). The similarity between this expression and 
that found in Perfecting a Stand-Density Index for Even-Aged Forests, by L. H. 
Reineke (published ill the Journal of Agricultural Research in 1933) is self-evident. 
The percentage form is more easily underl'tood and leads to simpler computations. 

PREDICTED DESCRIPTIONS OF FUTURE STANDS 

If tables 25 and 26 are to be used for future stands, a method must be provided 
for predicting the future average stand diameter, the future number of trees per 
acre, and the future height correction. 

Diameter will be considered first. Conventional yield tables rely on age and 
site as the sole basis for determining trec diameter, even though these two variables 
usually lead to erroneous estimates of the present diameters. Table 27 provides 
for predicting the diameter growth (IO-year) directly on the basis of the present 
diameter and the age. These two variables are an expression of preceding diameter 
growth, so that, in effect, estimated future growth is related to that of the past. 
As figures in table 27 indicate, however, futUre diameter-breast-high growth is 
not assumed to equal that of the past. Allowance is made for normal decline 
in growth as age advances. 

Table 27 is merely a transformation of the information contained in the con
ventional table showing the relation between average diameter breast high and 
site and age. (See p. 14.) Some technical objections may bc raised to the in
direct graphical method used in deriving the table, but it appears to bc an accept
able first approximation easily extracted from the available data. 

It seems probable that better estimat,es might. be obtaincd by use of current 
diameter growth determined by increment borings, but here the additional prob
lem arises of estimating the "false e:rowth" reSUlting from the death of smaller 
trees. .Pending further research the present tablc seems reasonably satisfactory. 

A conservative estimate of the future number of trees may be obtained by 
calculating the present normality and multiplying thc normal number of trees for 
the predicted average diameter breast high (table 25) by this percentage. This 
ignores the tendency of undcrstocked stands to approach normality. To allow 
for that tendency, table 28 has been derived from a study by Briegleb and Girard 
(see p. 68) of understocked stands. When data obtained in that study were 
plotted in the form indicated by table 28, a straight regression line was fairly well 
defined. By use of this table a correcter! future normality can be predicted, and 
presumably a more accuratc forecast of the future number of trees can be made. 
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TABLE 27.-Estimated diameter growth per decade in normal stands of second

growth Douglas fir I 


Average 	 Diameter growth when a~e of stand In years is 
d. b. h. 
of stand 

(In.) 20 30 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 

-----1-- --------------------------
In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. 

~=======:==== ~:g U --0:9- :::::_ -::: .. --:::: .:::: ... --:= :...-- -:-::: :.-:-: -..::: .-.-....-.--
L __ ._._•• _. 2.4 1.6 1.1 0.9 : •••:: :: ..•• : •••• : ::::.••::::: :.:••.•:=.:. :::... :::::: :::::: 
5••••__._._._ 2.8 ),9 1.4 1.1 •••••_ •.••.••••••.•. _._.•__...•. _•• _ ..• ___ •• _._. __ .•.• __ •.•_ 

~:::::::::::: g:~ ~:~ U u ::~ "0:8' -.:.....-: ......-..........-.....:....-.-- "'-" 

8_. ____._ .•••._.••• 2.7 2.1 1.6 1.3 1.0 "0:7' "OX "oT :::::: .:-.:: .: .....-:.. ----.. 
9_•• _•• _.•... _•• __ . 3.0 2.3 1.8 1.4 1.1 .8 .7 .6 0.6 - -: ....-- --. : .••...• 
10_._._. ______ '_._. 3.3 2.6 1.9 1.5 1.2 .9 .8 .7 .6 -'0.5 '-0:5- ::::.: :::::: 
11_. _____ .'"_ • __ • __ 3.6 2.8 2.1 1.7 1.3 1.0 .9 .8 .7 .6 .5 0.4 0.4 
12_ .• __ •• ___ • _._" ••••••• 3.0 2.3 1.8 1.4 1.1 .9 .8 .7 .6 .6 .5 .4 
13___ .•••.••..._.•••_•••• 3.3 2.5 2.0 1.5 1.2 1.0 .9 .8 .7 .6 .5 .5 
14 ____ ._. __ •• __ . ___ •. ___ . 3.5 2.6 2.1 1.6 1.3 1.1 1.0 .8 .7 .7 .6 .5 
15_____ •• _._ •.._._. __ . __ • 3.7 2.8 2.2 1.8 1.4 1.2 1.0 .9 .8 .7 .6 .6 
16•• _.• _••.. ___ ._ ••.• _•. _ 4.0 3.0 2.4 1. 9 1. 5 1. 3 1.1 1.0 .8 .7 .7 .6 
17__ . __ ._._ •••••.• , """ .... _. 3.1 2.5 2.0 1.6 1.3 1.2 1.0 .9 .8 .7 .7 
18._._..._......._. """ "' __ ' 3.3 2.7 2.1 1.7 1.4 1.2 1.1 .9 .8 .7 .7 
19.___ .•••.•. ,.,,_. "_'" """ •.••• ~ 2.8 2.2 1.8 1.5 1.3 1.1 1.0 .9 .8 .7 
20._._ .... __ •••.•• ' ••..•.•.•.•• "'''' :l.0 2.3 1.9 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 .9 .8 .8 
21.. __ .•. ___••..•.•.•.•.• """ ••.... :1.1 2.4 2.0 1.7 1.5 1.3 1.1 1.0 .9 .8 
22 ____ •••••_. ",." ._ ••••••••• , ••••••••••• , 2.5 2.1 1.7 1.5 1.3 1.1 1.0 .9 .8 
23 __ .•••••••••••••. """ •••.•• " ........ __ 2.7 2.2 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.0 .9 
24. ___ ............. _'"'' ........ _.••.••••. 2.8 2.3 1.9 1.7 1.4 1.2 1.1 '1.0 .9 
25••••••.••. _ ._•••. """ •••••••.•••• """ 2.9 2.4 2.0 1.7 1.5 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.0 

~:::::=::::: =::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ~:~ IU :J U :.~ U l:l ::~ 

!t~:::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::~:~: U H U U U U U 
I Fi~ures derlyed from yield tables on pa~e 14. Ahov~ tl~ures Include "false ~rowth" resulting from death 

of smaller trees and hence will not agree with actuul diameter growth of surviving trees us determined by
borings. 

TABLE 28.- Estimated increase in normality in a to-year period 

10 years' Normality
Normality increase in lifter Normality increase in after 

normality 10 years normality JO years 

110 years' Normality II 
-----. 

0.30 	 0.08 0.38 0.95 0.02 0.97 
.35 .07 .42 1.00 .02 1.0~ 
.40 .07 .47 1. 0.5 .01 1.06 
.45 .06 .51 1.10 .01 1.11 
.50 .06 .50 1.15 .00 1.15 
.55 .06 .61 1.20 .00 1.20 
.60 .05 .65 1.25 .00 1.25 
.65 .05 .70 1.30 -.01 1.29 
.70 .04 .74 1. 35 -.01 1.34 
.75 .04 .79 1.40 -.02 1. 38 
.80 .03 .83 1.45 -.02 1. 43 
.&5 .0:1 .88 1.50 -.03 1.47 
.90 .02 .92 

Variations of heights from those ill table 26 will presumably persist for many 

years. A careful search of all available permanent sample plot information 

failed to reveal any definite tendency for the ratios of actual to standard heights 

either to increa~e or decrease. The present height ratios may, therefore, be used 

for future stands without change. 


EXAMPLE OF USE OF THE TABLES 

The following calculations will clarify the manner in which tables 25 to 28 

may be used. 


Assume that the data collected give the following information: 

Average number'of trees per acre (number)_. _____ . ______ •..•... 151 
A'ierage diameter (inches) __ . __ • _• __ ..... _. _ .••• __ • _ • _..... _. . . 14. 5 
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Samplt ITt., 

Diameter bTt/U1 high (inmu) Htlght (ftet) Diameter brtasl high (incht.) Htight (ltd)13 _________________________ 103 15 _________________________ 111 
14 _________________________ 106 14_________________________ 9912 _________________________ 100 16___ . _____________________ 114 

Average age, 70 years. 
Wanted: 

(1) 	 Estimated cubic foot volume today in trees 7 inches and over diameter 
breast high to 4··inch top. 

(2) 	 Estimated volume today in Scribner board fect 12 inches and over 
diameter breast high. 

(3) Estimated volumes 10 years hence as above. 
Present cubic foot volume is 151 X48.55 (from table 25, by interpolation), or 

7,311 cubic feet per acre. 
Present Scribner volume is 151 X 210 (from table 25, by interpolation), or 31,710 

board feet per acre. 
Htight <orTtdion Tabular htight 

DiamdtT bTta.1 high Adual height (from lablt 16) 12 _________________________________________ 100 
10413 ________________________________________ 103 
10814_________________________________________ 106 
112 

14_________________________________________ 9~ III15_________________________________________ 111 
16 _________________________________________ 114 115 

118 
Total ____________________________________ 633 

668=0.95 

Adjusted volume per acre=0.95X7,331=6,964 cubic feet, 

or=0.95X31,710=30,J24 board feet. 

Growth of average diameter breast high= 1.7 inches (from table 27, interpolated). 
Estimated average diameter 10 years hence= 14.5 inches+ 1.7 inches= 16.2 inches. 
Present normality= 151-+-210 (table 25)=72 pcrcent; predicted normality=76 

percent (table 28). 
Number trees 10 years hence= 178 (table 25) XO.76= 135. 
Volume=135X64 (table 25)XO.95=8,208 cubic feet, 

or=135X309 (table 25)XO.95=39,629 board feet. 
8,208--6 964 .

Growth per year 10 ' 124.4 cubiC feet per acre per year 


39,629-30124 

or 10' = 950 board feet per acre per year. 

PREDICTIONS FOR PERIOD OVER 10 YEARS 

Predictions for two or more decades may be made by successive 10-year steps, 
the final stand at the end of the first period being taken as the starting point for 
the prediction for the second period. Intermediate periods can be derived by 
interpolation. 

ACCURACY OF ESTIMATES OF FUTURE VOLUME 

The accuracy of predictions of future volumes depends on the accuracy of pre
dictions of three factors: The future average stand diameters, the number of 
trees per acre, and the height ratios. The resulting errors will be augmented by 
any errors that arise in computing volumes from these data. 

A study of the Douglas fir permanent sample plots permits a preliminary 
appraisal of the accuracy with which future volumes can be predicted. The 
permanent sample plots were all at least fairly well stocked. The best figures 
IlOW availabl.a for the permanent l.'ample-plot study are 2.9 percent standard 
error of estimate for lO-year future average stand diameters; 5.1 percent for 10
year future density; and 3.4 percent for 10-year future height ratio. Predictions 
for moderately understocked stands should be nearly as accurate, provided that 
the density of the stands is not so heterogeneous as to cause very abnormal diam
eter distributions. 
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The standard error of estimate of lO-year future volume in cubic feet will reflect 
~he combined result of these errors, plus that of calculating the cubic volume in 
the simple way herein proposed (2.6 percent). Theoretically, if the errors are not 
intercorrelated, this should be for the permanent sample plots 

-¥2.!)2+5.P+3.42+2.62=7.3 percent. 

A direct calculation shows a value of 7.6 percent for the same plotB, which is a 
remarkably close check. 

The similar standard error for volumes based on the Scribner log rule and for 
stands larger than 12 inches in average diameter breast high should correspondingly 
be 

-¥2.92+5.P+3.42+4.12=7.9 percent. 

A direct calculation shows only 6.6 percent. 
If predictions are carried further into the future, the theoretical standard errors 

should be (if the errors of the later decades are not correlated with those of the 
earlier) the foregoing figures multiplied by -¥2=1.4 for 2 decades, by -¥3=1.7 for 
3 decades, etc. Available data confirm this theory reasonably well, although the 
actnal errors are about 18 percent higher, which suggests that surplus or deficien t 
growth r...tes have a slight tendency to recur. 

Again, it must be remembered that these figures apply to plots of 1 acre or 
smaller, and that estimates of future volume on such small areas are very failible 
because of the erratic occurrence of tree mortality. Better results should be 
obtained for large tracts of land, although even then it must be recognized that 
abnormal conditions such as disease, insect infestation, and sleet damage, may 
invalidste the predictions. Such occurrences, of course, will upset calculations 
based on the conventional yield table as well. 

IN CONCLUSION 

This is not an argument for the complete abandonment of the conventional 
form of yield table. Such tables are useful for making general determinations of 
the growth capacitv of forest land as distinct from the growing stock that hap
pens to be thereon~ Most of the problems of forest management, however, are 
concerned with actual growing stock that is seldom normal. For these prob
lems the new tables seem to have decided advantages. Their limitations can be 
determined only by further testing. 
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